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Chapter 1

General Introduction

Plant pathogens can cause epidemics that have a major impact on agriculture and even

society as a whole. For instance, the outbreak of potato late blight (causal agent:

Phytophthora infestans) led to the Irish potato famine in the 1840s, during which millions of

people died of starvation. Traditional selection of crop varieties with high yields instead of

disease-resistant varieties has rendered them vulnerable to pests. Each year, diseases lead to

losses of up to 15% worldwide, costing many billions of euros. Breeders have started to

cross disease resistance traits from wild relatives into their crops since the 1930s.

Unfortunately, breeding is time-consuming and often resistances are overcome by pathogens

within years. Therefore, this method is too slow to keep up with the development of new

diseases. As an additional method, diseases are combatted by the use of fungicides and

pesticides, carrying with it many risks for the environment.

In order to achieve sustainable agriculture, research has to be done to uncover the

mechanisms behind disease resistance in plants. The elucidation of the molecular processes

underlying plant defence against pathogens may provide leads to improve crop resistance in

the future.

In the first section of this general introduction, several aspects of plant disease resistance

genes are decribed. Chapters 2-4 of this thesis show the characterisation of protein Ser/Thr

phosphatase 5 (PP5) in plants and the identification of PP5 and heat shock protein 90

(HSP90) as interactors of the I-2 disease resistance gene product. For easier understanding of

those chapters background information is given related to PP5 and HSP90 in the second and

third section of this General Introduction, respectively.
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Plant disease resistance (R) genes

Types of resistance

Most plants are resistant to most pathogens, indicating that susceptibility is relatively

exceptional in nature. The most abundant type of resistance is so-called non-host resistance,

i.e. all genotypes of a species are resistant to all genotypes of a particular pathogen. This

implicates that the plant either expresses effective basal defence or that the pathogen lacks

adequate tools to invade this specific plant species. The genetic basis for non-host resistance

is largely unknown.

Variaties of a plant species can also express partial resistance to all different genotypes

of a pathogen. This horizontal resistance is often conferred by multiple genes and thus

difficult to breed. However, resistance of a certain plant variety can be restricted to specific

races of a particular pathogen only, whereas other races cause disease on this plant genotype.

This race-specific or vertical resistance is mono- or oligogenic and therefore easier to breed

into crops. Based on studies on the genetic interaction between different genotypes of flax

(Linum usitatissimum) and races of the flax rust fungus (Melampsora lini), Flor (1942)

formulated the gene-for-gene hypothesis to explain race-specific disease resistance. This

genetic hypothesis states that in the plant dominant disease resistance (R) genes are present

that match dominant, race-specific avirulence (Avr) genes in the pathogen; when a pathogen

carrying the Avr gene infests a plant containing the matching R gene, the plant is able to

recognise the pathogen and triggers an effective defence response. Later, a biochemical

interpretation of the gene-for-gene hypothesis was proposed that suggested that R genes

encode receptors for Avr-encoded proteins. The receptor binds the Avr protein and

subsequently triggers a signalling cascade leading to disease resistance. Later studies,

however, have revealed that a direct interaction between R proteins and Avr proteins is

rather the exception than the rule (see below).

R protein structure

Based on their predicted structural features, most R gene products fall into three main classes

(Figure 1; Table 1; Dangl and Jones, 2001; Martin et al., 2003). Class 1 is the largest class

and consists of R proteins with a central nucleotide binding (NB) domain with characteristics

shared between Apaf-1, R proteins and CED-4 (ARC), and a C-terminal leucine-rich repeat

(LRR) domain. Apaf-1 and CED-4 are animal proteins involved in apoptosis, a type of

programmed cell death. Interestingly, defence responses activated by plant R proteins often

results in the hypersensitive response (HR), which is a specific form of programmed cell

death. The central NB-ARC domain of the R proteins I-2 and Mi-1 specifically bind and
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hydrolyse ATP in vitro (Tameling et al., 2002). At their N-termini, R proteins of this class

either contain a coiled-coil (CC) domain or a TIR (homology with animal Toll and

Interleukin-1 receptors) domain (Table 1; Martin et al., 2003). CC-NB-ARC-LRR and TIR-

NB-ARC-LRR proteins will be further referred to as CNL and TNL proteins, respectively.

C/TNL proteins are predicted to be cytosolic proteins, of which some are attached to the

cytoplasmic side of the plasma membrane (Boyes et al., 1998), while others localise in the

nucleus (Deslandes et al., 2003). Strikingly, many animal species contain NB-ARC-LRR

proteins termed nucleotide-binding oligomerisation domain (NOD) proteins (Figure 1).

NODs are involved in innate immunity, which contrasts with adaptive, antibody-based

immunity in mammals. This suggests a common mechanism for NB-ARC-LRR proteins in

terms of activation of defence responses in animals and plants. Indeed, a plant R protein has

been shown to oligomerise after its activation (P. Mestre, Poster 069, EPSO congress 2004),

a feature that is common to NOD proteins, and the NB-ARC proteins Apaf-1 and CED-4 as

well.

Figure 1 (see page 114 for color version of this figure). Proteins involved in innate immunity in plants, flies and

mammals are structurally conserved.

Representative members of protein classes involved in disease resistance in plants, flies and mammals.

Abbreviations: CC, coiled-coil; CARD, caspase recuitment domain; LRR, leucine-rich repeat; NB-ARC, nucleotide-

binding-Apaf-1, R proteins and CED-4 homology; PK, protein Ser/Thr kinase; TIR, Toll/Interleukin-1 receptor

homology; TLR, Toll-like receptor. Modified from Staskawicz et al., 2001.
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Table 1 . Representatives of the three major classes of plant disease resistance (R) proteins

Class Structure* R protein Plant Pathogen Avr protein Ref

1A CNL I-2 Tomato Fusarium oxysporum Unknown Simons et al.,
1998

CNL Mi-1 Tomato Root-knot nematodes
(Meloidogyne spp.),
potato aphid, whitefly

Unknown Milligan et al.,
1998; Rossi et
al., 1998; Vos
et al., 1998

CNL RPM1 Arabidopsis
thaliana

Pseudomonas syringae AvrRpt2 Grant et al.,
1995

CNL Rx Potato Potato Virus X Coat protein Bendahmane
et al., 1999

1B TNL N Tobacco Tobacco Mosaic Virus TMV
Replicase

Whitham et
al., 1994

TNL RPP5 A. thaliana Peronospora
parasitica

Unknown Parker et al.,
1997

2 LRR-TM Cf-2 Tomato Cladosporium fulvum Avr2 Dixon et al.,
1996

LRR-TM Cf-9 Tomato C. fulvum Avr9 Jones et al.,
1994

3 LRR-TM-PK Xa21 Rice Xanthomonas oryzae Unknown Song et al.,
1995

LRR-TM-PK FLS2 A. thaliana bacteria flagellin Gómez-
Gómez and
Boller, 2000

*Structure refers to predicted protein domains of the listed proteins: C, coiled-coil; N, nucleotide binding-Apaf-1,
R proteins and CED-4 homology; L, leucine-rich repeat, T, Toll-IL-1R homology; PK, protein Ser/Thr kinase;
TM, transmembrane domain

The class 2 R proteins contain transmembrane proteins and extracellular LRR domains

(Table 1; Figure 1). R proteins of class 3  are receptor-like kinases (RLKs) that contain

cytoplasmic kinase domains (Table 1; Figure 1). This type of R proteins has the same

tripartite structure as the fruitfly (Drosophila melanogaster) Toll protein and mammalian

Toll-like receptors (TLRs), which are involved in innate immunity and recognise specific

pathogen-derived elicitors. Toll and TLRs contain an extracellular LRR domain, a

transmembrane domain and a cytoplasmic TIR domain (Figure 1).

In conclusion, the innate immunity systems of plants and animals share structurally

related pathogen receptors that mediate both intracellular and extracellular defence.

R proteins are components of multi-protein complexes

As mentioned above, there is very little evidence for direct interactions between R proteins

and their cognate Avr proteins. In spite of extensive experimentation with many R proteins,

only rice Pi-ta and Arabidopsis thaliana RRS1 have been shown to interact directly with

their Avrs (Deslandes et al., 2003; Jia et al., 2000). This raised the question whether most

interactions between R and Avr proteins may be indirect. Avr proteins are generally, if not
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always, involved in virulence of the pathogen. In the recent literature, both Avr and virulence

proteins that have not been shown to cause avirulence are called “effector” proteins, and

below this term will be used. Evidence is growing to suggest that there indeed is an

additional plant component needed for R protein-mediated recognition of effector proteins

(van der Hoorn et al., 2002). In these cases, the R protein appears to physically associate

with the target of the effector. Thus, R proteins may recognise effector proteins indirectly by

“guarding” a plant protein that is modified by the effector protein during infection. This

guard model can be illustrated by the following examples: (1) Pto is a tomato protein kinase

that is targeted by the AvrPto and AvrPtoB effector proteins secreted by the bacterium

Pseudomonas syringae (Kim et al., 2002). The CNL R protein Prf mediates resistance

against this bacterial pathogen and its activation requires an interaction between Pto and

AvrPto/AvrPtoB. This interaction can be circumvented by a mutation that transforms Pto

into a constitutively active kinase, which then triggers Prf-dependent activation of the HR

(Martin et al., 2003). (2) PBS1 is an A. thaliana protein kinase that is degraded by the

AvrPphB protease secreted by P. syringae (Shao et al., 2003). This event is probably the

trigger to activate R protein RPS5. (3) RIN4 is a membrane-bound A. thaliana protein that is

targeted by different P. syringae effector proteins. AvrRpm1 and AvrB induce RIN4

hyperphosphorylation, while AvrRpt2 induces RIN4 elimination (Axtell and Staskawicz,

2003; Mackey et al., 2002, 2003). Hyperphosphorylation and degradation of RIN4 leads to

activation of RPM1 and RPS2, respectively. Both R proteins have been shown to physically

interact with RIN4 in vivo (Axtell and Staskawicz, 2003; Mackey et al., 2002, 2003). (4) Cf-

2 is a transmembrane protein with extracellular LRRs and recognises the fungus

Cladosporium fulvum carrying the Avr2 gene (Dixon et al., 1996). For this recognition Cf-2

needs Rcr3, which is a cysteine protease (Kruger et al., 2002). Rcr3 activity is specifically

inhibited by Avr2 and this is likely the trigger to activate Cf-2 (P. J. G. M. de Wit, oral

presentation OPL117, MPMI congress 2003).

The guard model suggests that an R protein associates with its guardee awaiting the

pathogen. Being a “guard” suggests that the R protein protects its guardee to be modified by

the matching effector(s). However, guardee modification takes place regardless whether the

R protein is present (Axtell and Staskawicz, 2003; Mackey et al., 2002, 2003), which makes

sense since this modification is supposed to activate the R protein. Thus, R proteins are not

guards but rather act as sensors that detect marks left behind on their guardees (Schneider,

2002). Recent evidence indicates that at least several R protein-guardee complexes are large,

as RPM1-RIN4- and Mla1-containing complexes are about 400 and 750 kDa, respectively

(G. Subramaniam, poster PBO116, MPMI congress 2003; Shirasu and Schulze-Lefert,

2003). But how many R protein-guardee complexes are there in each plant species? The A.
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thaliana genome encodes about 150 C/TNL proteins (Meyers et al., 2003), whereas rice

contains about 500 CNL while lacking TNL proteins (Zhou et al., 2004). If each C/TNL

protein guards one guardee, A. thaliana has 150 intracellular targets of effector molecules,

and rice may thus have 500. However, several R proteins may share the same guardee, like

RPM1 and RPS2. Given the amount of candidates for class 3 (LRR-TM-PK; Table 1) R

proteins like FLS2, there are more than 600 in A. thaliana and twice as much in rice (Shiu et

al., 2004). Not all of the RLKs will be involved in guarding proteins to establish disease

resistance, since several have been shown to be involved in processes unrelated to pathogen

defence, while others may directly interact with pathogen-derived signals. Nevertheless, it

seems likely that many different extracellular and intracellular proteins encoded by a single

plant genome may be targeted by effector molecules of pathogens that attack the host

species. To resist an attack, the plant guards these virulence targets by its ingenious R

protein-based surveillance system.

The completion of the P. syringae genome sequence allowed the prediction of the

amount of effector proteins that is introduced into a host cell by a single bacterium. A single

P. syringae species injects about 40 distinct effectors into the plant cell via its specialised

type III secretion system (Collmer et al., 2002). Each of these effectors is likely specialised

in a certain manipulation of the host cell. For example, several P. syringae effectors are

proteases, others suppress host defence or may manipulate cellular transport (Abramovitch

and Martin, 2004; DebRoy et al., 2004). Manipulating host processes by secreting proteases

into the infected cell is also a strategy of bacteria that are pathogenic on animals (Shao et al.,

2002a). Thus, pathogen species may deploy multiple proteins to suppress host defence and to

interfere with host cellular pathways to facilitate the availability of nutrients.

Structural determinants of R protein specificity and activity

R proteins mediate race-specific recognition of pathogens. After recognition has taken place,

R proteins initiate downstream signalling by an as yet unknown mechanism. In some cases

N-terminal regions are involved in specificity determination (Luck et al., 2000). In most

cases, the specificity of pathogen recognition is mediated by the LRR domains of R proteins.

LRR domains consist of multiple repeats, each folding into an α-helix and a β-sheet, and are

predicted to be involved in protein-protein interactions (Di Matteo et al., 2003; Kobe and

Deisenhofer, 1995). R genes are often members of large gene clusters, and during evolution

of these clusters there has been a high degree of diversification of especially sequences that

encode solvent-exposed residues within the β-sheets of LRRs. This diversification was

proposed to broaden the plant’s capacity to recognise pathogens. Indeed, different alleles of
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the same R gene cluster can mediate recognition of different pathogen races or even different

pathogens (Martin et al., 2003).

In addition to determining recognitional specificity, the LRR domain of class 1 R

proteins can activate downstream signalling leading to HR (Hwang et al., 2000, 2003).

Among members of this class, the LRR sequences are poorly conserved except the presence

and spacing of the leucines. Only one LRR (mostly the third) within LRR domains of C/TNL

proteins shows some primary sequence conservation (Figure 2). This conserved LRR may

have a common function in regulation of activity of C/TNL proteins, based on several

observations: (1) a point mutation within this LRR in the A. thaliana CNL protein RPS5

causes a dominant negative phenotype that affects other R proteins as well (Figure 2,

asterisk; Warren et al., 1998); (2) Eight mutants of the potato CNL protein Rx were

identified in a screen for mutants that were constitutively active and triggered an HR in

absence of Rx elicitor (Bendahmane et al., 2002). One of these mutations is located in the

conserved third LRR of Rx (Figure 2, asterisk). In contrast, the corresponding mutation in I-

2 does not lead to its activation, suggesting that this amino acid is not functionally conserved

in other R proteins (Tameling et al., submitted).

In summary, variable and conserved amino acid sequences within the LRR domains of

intracellular R proteins are involved in either pathogen recognition or downstream signalling

events.

Figure 2. The LRR domains of intracellular R proteins contain a conserved repeat.

Alignment of the conserved LRR of different class 1A R proteins. Asterisks indicate amino acids of which mutation

leads to a dominant negative protein (RPS5 E572K), or a constitutively active protein (Rx D543E). For tomato Mi-

1.2, LRR 2 is shown, since this one is most homologous to I-2 LRR 3. x represents any amino acid and h represents

a hydrophobic residue (A, F, I, L, M or V). The vertical lines delineate the region of each LRR that is predicted to

fold into a beta-strand/beta-turn. A. thaliana RPS5 confers resistance to P. syringae AvrPphB, A. thaliana RPS2 to

P. syringae AvrRpt2, A. thaliana RPM1 to P. syringae AvrRpm1/AvrB, Mi-1.2 to root-knot nematodes (Meloidogyne

spp.), potato aphids (Macrosiphum euphorbiae) and whiteflies (Bemisia tabaci), tomato Prf to P. syringae

AvrPto/AvrPtoB and Rx to potato virus X.
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Protein components of plant defence signalling

Large-scale mutational screens for components of disease resistance signalling pathways

have revealed only a limited set of genes. Because signalling webs downstream of R proteins

are probably constituted of many more components, most of them may be either essential for

plant viability or redundant. Other screens were based on virus-induced gene silencing

(VIGS), since this method has several advantages. For instance, genes essential for

development can be found, since silencing only reduces transcript levels, and also redundant

genes because silencing can affect multiple members of a gene family. These screens have

identified both known and novel components (Lu et al., 2003; del Pozo et al, 2004). The

components that have been identified show different degrees of specificity for different R

proteins. Some of these components are required for the function of a specific R protein

only, while other components are essential for many CNL and/or TNL proteins and thus

likely act more downstream in signalling pathways activated by these R proteins. For

example, the A. thaliana NDR1 protein is a GPI-anchored transmembrane protein localised

at the plasma membrane and is required for the function of most CNL proteins. In contrast,

EDS1 is specific for TNL proteins. EDS1 is a lipase-like protein and it interacts with another

lipase-like protein termed PAD4 in plant cells (Feys et al., 2001) that is important for the

function of TNL proteins as well. The function of the lipase-like domain in these proteins

remains to be established, since mutations in conserved residues in EDS1 that are essential

for known lipases do not lead to loss of EDS1 function (Jane Parker, oral presentation

Utrecht, 2003).

SGT1 is essential for several members of both the CNL and TNL types of R proteins

(Austin et al., 2002; Azevedo et al., 2002; Liu et al., 2002; Peart et al., 2002; Martin et al.,

2003). In A. thaliana, there are two SGT1 homologues, SGT1a and SGT1b. SGT1b seems to

be the most important for R protein functions, since an sgt1b mutant affects multiple R

proteins, whereas an sgt1a mutant does not. Yeast SGT1 interacts with Skp1 in the SCF

(Skp1-Cdc35/Cullin-F-box) E3 ligase complex and SGT1 regulates SCF activity (Kitagawa

et al., 1999). This complex selects (via the F-box protein) and targets specific proteins for

ubiquitination, a process that can lead to for instance modulation of their activity/subcellular

localisation or their degradation by the 26S proteasome (Devoto et al., 2003). SGT1 interacts

with RAR1, which is essential for a distinct but overlapping subset of R proteins of class 1

compared to SGT1 (Shirasu et al., 1999; Martin et al., 2003). RAR1 and SGT1 associate

with subunits of the COP9 signalosome that is likely part of the 26S proteasome (Azevedo et

al., 2002; Devoto et al., 2003). Both SGT1 and RAR1 interact with SCF subunits in N.

benthamiana, suggesting a link between ubiquitination and plant defence (Liu et al., 2002).

In contrast, SGT1 but not RAR1 interacts with the SCF complex in barley (Azevedo et al.,
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2002). Several components of the SCF and COP9 complexes are essential for N-mediated

resistance, establishing the involvement of ubiquitination/degradation in plant disease

resistance signalling (Liu et al., 2002).

Concluding, important components have been identified that act at different steps of R

protein-activated signalling cascades. In the future, the use of other approaches will have to

fill in the missing gaps in the web of defence signalling events.

Phosphorylation and dephosphorylation of proteins in plant defence signalling

The structure of several R proteins suggests that protein phosphorylation plays a role in plant

defence signalling. For instance, the RLKs Xa21 and FLS2 contain intracellular protein

Ser/Thr kinase domains. Prf requires Pto, which is an intracellular protein Ser/Thr kinase.

Pto interacts with and phosphorylates the protein Ser/Thr kinase Pti1 and the transcription

factor Pti4. Phosphorylation of Pti4 increases its binding to promoter elements of genes that

are activated during disease resistance responses, showing a short route from Prf-mediated

recognition and activation of defence genes (Pedley and Martin, 2003).

Mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) signalling cascades are involved in

numerous cellular responses, including defence responses in plants (Zhang and Klessig,

2001). The first implication of MAPKs in disease resistance signalling was demonstrated by

their activation in response to a pathogen elicitor in parsley cells (Ligterink et al., 1997).

Recently,  complete MAPK cascades have been identified in A. thaliana, downstream of the

RLK FLS2 (Asai et al., 2002), in tomato, downstream of Prf (del Pozo et al. 2004, Pedley

and Martin, 2004) and in tobacco, downstream of the TNL protein N (Jin et al., 2002, 2003;

Liu et al., 2004a). These MAPK modules act as positive regulators of FLS2 and N

signalling. In contrast, components of MAPK cascades can also be negative regulators of

defence responses (Frye et al., 2000; Petersen et al., 2000). The recently discovered protein

kinase OXI1/AGC2-1 is an upstream activator of MAPKs and is essential for basal

resistance against virulent pathogens (Rentel et al., 2004). Concluding, MAPK modules can

be downstream signalling components of both intra- and extracellular R proteins.

Besides protein phosphorylation, also protein dephosphorylation is important during R

protein-mediated signalling. The protein Ser/Thr phosphatase inhibitor calyculin A mimics

the response to pathogen elicitors, while K-252A and staurosporine, two protein kinase

inhibitors, block these responses (Felix et al., 1991, 1994). This suggests that in absence of

elicitors phosphatases dephosphorylate activators of defence responses. Protein phosphatases

are involved in downstream signalling by FLS2 (Asai et al., 2002; Gómez-Gómez and

Boller, 2000). Recently, protein Ser/Thr phosphatase 2A (PP2A) has been shown to be

involved in defence responses. Silencing of PP2A leads to a spontaneous HR and increased
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resistance to virulent P. syringae, showing that PP2A is a negative regulator of defence

responses (He et al., 2004). These findings make PP2A a good candidate for the protein

phosphatase identified in the studies of Felix et al. (1994).

In conclusion, evidence is accumulating for the significance of protein phosphorylation

and dephosphorylation in plant disease resistance.

The interaction between tomato and Fusarium oxysporum

Fusarium oxysporum forma specialis lycopersici (Fol) is a fungus that causes wilt disease on

tomato (Lycopersicon sp.). The fungus invades the root system and colonises the xylem

vessels. Infection leads to blockage of water transport to upper parts of the plant, which

causes the wilting symptoms. In response to Fol infection, tomato induces a variety of

defence reactions. These include cell wall strengthening at the site where the fungus contacts

xylem parenchyma cells, reprogramming of gene expression profiles, secretion of

antimicrobial phytoalexins, and protection of xylem vessels by gels and tyloses to prevent

lateral spreading of the fungus. Wilting is accompanied by browning of the xylem vessels

due to accumulation of phenolic compounds. In both resistant and susceptible tomato these

defence responses take place. However, in resistant tomato the responses seem to be much

quicker and stronger than in susceptible tomato. Interestingly, a tomato mutant that does not

sense ethylene is tolerant to Fol infection and does not show wilting symptoms (Lund et al.,

1998). This suggests that wilting of infected tomato is a consequence of its own reaction

(ethylene production) and not by the fungus itself.

Susceptibility and resistance

Three races of Fol occur in nature which genetically interact with tomato cultivars conform a

gene-for-gene relationship (Mes et al., 1999). The tomato R genes I and I-1 (each mediating

resistance against Fol isolates containing AvrI-1), I-2 (resistance against Fol containing

AvrI-2) and I-3 (resistance against Fol carrying AvrI-3) have been introgressed from wild

tomato species into cultivated tomato. Strong evidence supports the guard model for R

protein-mediated recognition of pathogen-derived effectors. If the tomato-Fol interaction fits

this model, then in a susceptible tomato host the guardees of for example I-1 and I-2 are

present (Figure 3, GI-1 and GI-2). Only when during the interaction between tomato and Fol

the matching R/Avr pair is present, the host is resistant (Figure 3).

The I-2 gene originating from L. pimpinellifolium has been cloned (Simons et al.,

1998). The I-2 locus contains six additional homologues (Simons et al., 1998), of which the
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I-2C-1 gene may confer partial resistance to Fol race 2 (Ori et al., 1997). The I-2 gene

encodes a 145 kDa protein belonging to the CNL subclass of R proteins. The I-2C-1 and I-

2C-2 proteins are 76% and 86% identical to I-2, respectively. Interestingly, an I-2

homologue in potato confers race-specific resistance to Phytophthora infestans (S. Huang,

personal communication).

The Fol AvrI-3 effector matching I-3 has been cloned and termed SIX1 (Rep et al.,

2004a). This protein is secreted into the xylem sap during infection by Fol and it contributes

to virulence (Rep et al., 2004b). Unfortunately, the AvrI-2 protein has not yet been

identified.

Chapters 2 and 3 of this thesis show the characterisation of protein Ser/Thr phosphatase 5

(PP5) in plants and the identification of PP5 as an I-2 interactor. For easier understanding of

those chapters current knowledge of PP5 in animal cells is described in the next section of

this General Introduction.

Figure 3. The guard model.

Model for recognition by tomato disease resistance proteins I-1 and I-2 of their cognate effector proteins of

Fusarium oxysporum forma specialis lycopersici (Fol). GI-1, guardee of I-1; GI-2; guardee of I-2; AvrI-1, cognate

effector of I-1; AvrI-2, cognate effector of I-2. The absence of either the R protein or the Avr protein during the

interaction leads to susceptibility of tomato. Tomato is resistant against Fol when both the R protein and the

corresponding Avr protein are present.
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Protein Ser/Thr phosphatase 5

Protein phosphatases

Reversible protein phosphorylation is essential for plant defence signalling. In eukaryotic

cells, more than 99% of protein phosphorylation occurs on serine and threonine residues, and

the remainder on tyrosine residues (Chinkers, 2001). Phosphorylation of proteins often

activates them, but may cause their targeting to the proteasome for degradation or change

their subcellular localisation. Protein dephosphorylation plays a mostly inhibitory role in

signal transduction and the responsible enzymes, the protein phosphatases, are very diverse

in structure (Cohen, 1997). Protein phosphatases display specificity towards phosphorylated

tyrosine and/or serine/threonine residues. Protein Ser/Thr phosphatases are divided into the

protein phosphatase P (PPP) and protein phosphatase M (PPM) families (Barford, 1996). The

PPM family harbours PP2Cs, like ABI1 that is involved in hormonal signalling, and MP2C,

involved in dephosphorylation of MAPKs. The PP2C kinase-associated protein phosphatase

(KAPP) interacts with the kinase domain of RLKs and is likely involved in the endocytosis

of active RLKs (Shah et al., 2002). The PPP family contains the well-studied protein PP1,

PP2A and PP2B, and the more recently discovered PP5 and RdgC/PP7 (Andreeva and

Kutuzov, 1999; Cohen, 1997).

PP5 in animal cells

Since the first description of PP5 in 1994, great advances have been made in unravelling its

function in animal cells. Although PP5 is present in every eukaryotic organism, its function

in yeast and plant cells is completely unknown. In contrast to related protein phosphatases

that consist of a complex of subunits with catalytic, targeting and regulatory properties, PP5

contains these features in one polypeptide. Although PP5 has been identified in plants (Meek

et al., 1999) data about its role in plants are lacking, and the features discussed below will

relate to animal PP5 and its yeast homologue Ppt1.

The PP5 gene is expressed in virtually every tissue in animal organisms, suggesting that

it may serve a basal function in animals. Differential splicing of human and rat PP5 pre-

mRNA results in different transcripts (TIGR human EST database; Yamaguchi et al., 2002).

At least two alternative splice variants of HsPP5 and one of rat PP5 occur, but it is at present

unclear what functions the alternative transcripts serve.

Initially, PP5 has been described as a nuclear protein (Chen et al., 1994). Other studies,

however, have suggested that the protein is mainly localised in the cytoplasm (Ollendorff

and Donoghue, 1997; Russell et al., 1999). Together with localisation studies in D.
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melanogaster cells (Brown et al., 2000) it is now clear that PP5 resides in both cellular

compartments.

PP5 contains an N-terminal tetratricopeptide repeat (TPR) domain consisting of three

repeats and a helical sequence with low homology to TPR motifs. In addition to the TPR

domain PP5 contains a short spacer region, a catalytic domain and a putative C-terminal

nuclear localisation sequence (NLS; Figure 4A). The short spacer region of PP5 shares low

similarity with peptidylprolyl isomerases (Silverstein et al., 1997). The catalytic domain

contains all residues conserved in protein phosphatases of the PPP family, and the crystal

structure of this domain has been determined (Figure 5A). The NLS does not fit any

consensus NLS, but is predicted based on subcellular localisation studies of PP5 fragments

(Borthwick et al., 2001). The N-terminal (TPR) domain of PP5 seems to be involved in

selecting its protein substrates by a direct interaction (see below).

Table 2. Proteins binding to PP5

Protein Structure Function Subcellular
localisation

Technique Reference

ADR1 Transcription factor Signalling Nucleus? Y2H1 Uetz et al., 2000
ANP1 receptor Transmembrane

guanylate cyclase
Signalling Plasma

membrane
Y2H Chinkers, 1994

ASK11 MAPKKK Signalling Cytosol Y2H; Co-IP1 Morita et al., 2001
ATM protein Ser/Thr kinase Signalling Nucleus Co-IP Ali et al., 2004
Copine Ca2+ and phospholipid

binding domains
Calcium signalling Membranes

(Ca2+-dependent)
Y2H, in vitro Tomsig et al., 2003

CRY1/CRY2 Blue-light receptors Signalling/circadian
rhythm

Nucleus Y2H, in vitro Zhao and Sancar,
1997

DNA-PKcs Ser/Thr kinase Signalling Nucleus Y2H, in vitro Wechsler et al., 2004
Estrogen
receptor

Transcription factor Signalling Cytosol/nucleus Co-IP Ikeda et al., 2004

Gα12/Gα13 Subunit of G proteins Signalling Plasma
membrane

Y2H; Co-IP Yamaguchi et al.,
2002

Glucorticoid
receptor

Transcription factor Signalling Cytosol/nucleus Co-IP Chen et al., 1996

Heme-regulated
eIF2α kinase

Protein Ser/Thr kinase Signalling Cytosol Co-IP Shao et al., 2002b

p53 Transcription factor Signalling Cytosol/nucleus Co-IP Galigniana et al.,
2004

PP2A protein Ser/Thr
phosphatase

Signalling Cytosol Y2H; Co-IP Lubert et al., 2001

PPG PP4-like protein
Ser/Thr phosphatase

Signalling/
glycogen
metabolism

? Y2H Uetz et al., 2000

Rad17 ATPase Signalling Nucleus Y2H; Co-IP Ali et al., 2004
CDC16/CDC27 TPR domain-containing

proteins
Components of
APC1

Nucleus Y2H, in vitro Ollendorff and
Donoghue, 1998

HSP90 Molecular chaperone Protein folding Cytosol/nucleus Y2H; Co-IP Dobson et al., 2001;
Gavin et al., 2002;
Russell et al., 1999

Tau Tubulin-binding
domains

Microtubule
function

Microtubules Co-IP Gong et al., 2004

1Abbreviations: ANP, atrial natriuretic peptide; APC, anaphase-promoting complex; ASK1, apoptosis signal-
regulating kinase 1; Co-IP, co-immunoprecipitation; Y2H, yeast two-hybrid
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Figure 4. Domains present in mammalian PP5 and HSP90.

(A) Domain structure of the PP5 protein. TPR, tetratricopeptide repeat. NLS, potential nuclear localisation signal.

(B) Domain structure of HSP90. Different regions are required for binding to the co-chaperone (p23). HSP90

contains two ATP-binding domains, of which the N-terminal one is sensitive to geldanamycin that mimics ATP and

interacts with the ATP-binding pocket. The region in HSP90 that mediates substrate-binding is not well understood,

but studies suggest that different domains are involved in binding substrates. The C-terminal domain mediates

dimerisation (dimer) and overlaps with the TPR acceptor site (TPR) that binds TPR co-chaperones such as  HOP,

immunophilins and PP5. Modified from Pratt and Toft (2003).

A ppt1 knockout yeast strain is viable and does not show an obvious phenotype, even

not when challenged by an array of stress conditions (Chen et al., 1994). In mammalian

cells, upregulation of PP5 gene expression stimulates cell growth, while suppression of PP5

expression inhibits cell proliferation. Although the mechanism by which PP5 mediates

growth regulation is unclear, inhibition of PP5 expression leads to hyperphosphorylation of

the p53 tumor suppressor protein that regulates cell growth. In p53-deficient cells,

suppression of PP5 expression did not induce growth arrest indicating that PP5 acts

upstream of p53 (Zuo et al., 1998).

Proteins physically interacting with PP5

PP5 binds to many proteins, which are often involved in signal transduction (Table 2). The

TPR domain of PP5 mediates the interaction in most, if not all, cases. Several of these

interactions have been shown to occur in vivo and the relevance for a few of these is known:

(1) the apoptosis signal-regulating kinase 1 (ASK1) is a mitogen-activated protein

kinase kinase kinase that is activated by oxidative stress. PP5 interacts with ASK1 after
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stimulation by oxidative stress and inactivates ASK1 (either directly or indirectly) by

dephosphorylation (Morita et al., 2001).

(2) ATM is a protein Ser/Thr kinase involved in DNA repair of double-stranded breaks

caused by genotoxic stress, and phosphorylates proteins involved in checkpoint control,

including Rad17, p53 and DNA-PKcs. PP5 associates with protein complexes containing

ATM and/or its downstream targets p53, Rad17 and DNA-PKcs (Ali et al., 2004; Wechsler

et al., 2004). The association of PP5 with ATM and Rad17 respectively increases and

decreases upon DNA damage and PP5 activates ATM and DNA-PKcs by dephosphorylating

them (Ali et al., 2004; Wechsler et al., 2004).

(3) PP5 binds with its TPR domain specifically to activated forms of Gα12 and Gα13.

The interaction with Gα12 stimulates PP5 activity in vitro. Co-expression of Gα12 with PP5 in

mammalian cells translocates PP5 to the cell periphery, but the role of PP5 in Gα12-mediated

responses is unknown (Yamaguchi et al., 2002).

(4) PP5 interacts with PP2A (Lubert et al., 2001), suggesting that PP5 is involved in the

regulation of PP2A activity (or vice-versa) but at present the role of PP5 in relation to PP2A

is unknown.

(5) The microtubule-associated protein Tau is present in brain cells and is implicated in

Alzheimer disease. Hyperphosphorylated Tau is present in brain cells of Alzheimer patients

and this form of Tau is less present after overexpression of PP5 (Gong et al., 2004).

(6) PP5 binds to HSP90 in yeast and animal cells (Dobson et al., 2001; Gavin et al.,

2002; Russell et al., 1999). In animal cells, PP5 is present in heterocomplexes containing

HSP90 and several HSP90 substrates: the glucocorticoid and estrogen receptors, the heme-

regulated eIFα kinase and p53 (Table 2). The interaction between PP5 and HSP90 occurs

through the TPR domain of PP5 via which it binds to the C-terminal TPR acceptor site of

HSP90. The structure of the TPR domain of PP5 has been solved by röntgen diffraction and

used for accommodating the C-terminal TPR acceptor domain of HSP90 (see below) into a

right-handed “groove” within the TPR domain (Das et al., 1998; Figure 5B). Mutational

analysis showed that basic residues in this groove are essential for interaction with acidic

residues in the HSP90 C-terminus (Russell et al., 1999).

The interactions the proteins listed in Table 2 suggest that in animal cells PP5 is a

component of many protein complexes that function in signalling. Several observation point

to a negative regulatory role of PP5 within these complexes. Although the functionality of

the interaction between PP5 and HSP90 is still unknown, this interaction is the best

characterised one. In this thesis we show that this interaction also occurs in plant cells, and

additionally that HSP90 interacts with I-2 (Chapter 4). For more insights into its role, several

aspects of HSP90 are described below in the third section of the General Introduction.
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HSP90 is a regulator of signalling proteins in animal cells

A screen in N. benthamiana for loss of Pto-mediated resistance resulted in the identification

of several genes belonging to the cytosolic HSP90 family (Lu et al., 2003). Members of this

family were further shown to be essential not only for Pto, but also for other R proteins

(Hubert et al., 2003; Lu et al., 2003; Liu et al., 2004b; Takahashi et al., 2003; Zhang et al.,

2004). RPS2, RPM1 and N physically interact with HSP90 in vivo (Hubert et al., 2003; Liu

et al., 2004b). HSP90 also interacts with SGT1 and RAR1 (Hubert et al., 2003; Liu et al.,

2004b; Schulze-Lefert, 2004). Although SGT1 contains a TPR domain similar to that of PP5,

HSP90 binds to the CS (present in metazoan CHORD and SGT1 proteins) domain of SGT1

and not to its TPR domain (Lee et al., 2004; Takahashi et al., 2003). The lack of interaction

between HSP90 and the TPR domain of SGT1 may be explained by the fact that residues in

HSP90-binding TPR domains crucial for interaction are not conserved in the SGT1 TPR

domain (Lee et al., 2004). Altogether, these recent studies show that HSP90 plays a broad

and important role in R protein-mediated disease resistance in plants, and can be placed in

association with R proteins.

Mechanism of client folding by HSP90

Heat shock proteins are molecular chaperones that mediate the folding of proteins and can be

divided in five main classes: small HSPs, HSP60, HSP70, HSP90 and HSP100. HSP90 is

conserved in prokaryotic and eukaryotic genomes and was discovered based on its induction

by elevated temperatures and because of its high abundance in the cell (up to 2% of cytosolic

protein). In contrast to a single HSP90 isoform present in bacteria, different types are present

in plants and animals: cytosolic and organelle-localised HSP90. Cytosolic HSP90 is essential

in eukaryotic organisms and is, in spite of what its name suggests, a 72 to 85 kDa protein

(depending on the organism). Since not much is known about HSP90 in plants, further

information on HSP90 will apply to cytosolic yeast and animal HSP90, unless stated

otherwise.

HSP90 has been studied intensively in yeast and animal cells during the past two

decades. The HSP90 polypeptide contains several (overlapping) domains, which are essential

for its function (Figure 4B). HSP90 revealed not to be involved in general protein folding,

but quite specifically selects substrates or “clients” that are involved in signal transduction.

These proteins often need a conformational change in order to reach their final state. HSP90

seems to be dedicated to execute this maturation of its signalling clients. Importantly, HSP90

may fold proteins that are in their native state, rather than in a denatured state (Pratt and Toft,

2003). HSP90 function is dependent on ATP binding and hydrolysis. Geldanamycin and
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radicicol specifically inhibit HSP90 by blocking ATP-binding and have been widely used to

unravel HSP90 function and to identify HSP90 clients in animal cells (Pratt and Toft, 2003)

and recently in plants (Takahashi et al., 2003). Evidently, HSP90 does not fold its clients

alone but needs several other proteins, the so-called co-chaperones that interact with HSP90.

Studies with the mammalian glucocorticoid receptor (GR) as a model client have led to

the concept of the “five-protein” machinery (Pratt and Toft, 2003). This machinery is

sufficient for GR activation in vitro and consists of the chaperones HSP70 and HSP90, and

the co-chaperones HSP40, HOP (HSP70/HSP90-organising protein) and p23. Of this

HSP70/HSP90-based chaperone machinery, HSP70 and HSP90 are essential for GR folding,

whereas the co-chaperones are not essential but significantly increase the efficiency of GR

activation. HSP40 is an HSP70 co-chaperone; HOP has two separate TPR domains and each

interacts with the C-terminal TPR acceptor site of either HSP70 or HSP90; p23 stabilises

HSP90-client heterocomplexes by directly interacting with HSP90 (Figure 4B). Assembly

and disassembly of heterocomplexes composed of these five proteins during client folding

occurs in a sequential but highly dynamic manner. HSP70 and HSP90 are both ATPases and

repeated cycles of ATP turnover by the chaperones are required to execute the folding of

clients. The nucleotide-bound states of HSP90 direct the co-chaperones to enter or to leave

the heterocomplex. Maturation of the GR involves the opening of a steroid-binding cleft, and

the model of GR folding by HSP70/HSP90 proposed by Pratt and Toft (2003) states that this

occurs in the following order: HSP70 in its ATP-bound form binds the GR and ATP

hydrolysis causes partial opening of the steroid-binding cleft. The ATPase activity of HSP70

is stimulated by HSP40. Subsequently, the “primed” GR is loaded onto ADP-bound HSP90,

which is attracted to the complex via HOP. HSP90 then binds ATP and this likely stimulates

the dissociation of HOP from the complex. In its ATP-bound state, HSP90 can bind p23,

which stabilises the heterocomplex containing activated GR. ATP hydrolysis by HSP90

leads to a conformational change of its N-terminus resulting in correct folding of the GR (i.e.

its steroid-binding cleft is accessible to hormone). The exit of HOP from HSP90 during the

final stage of GR maturation leaves the C-terminal TPR acceptor site accessible to other TPR

co-chaperones. They associate with HSP90-client heterocomplexes via binding to HSP90

and by directly contacting the client as well, but are not essential for GR activation (Pratt and

Toft, 2003). Among the TPR co-chaperones are PP5 and immunophilins that contain

peptidylprolyl isomerase (PPIase) domains. HSP90 forms dimers via its C-terminus (Figure

4B), and TPR co-chaperones bind to HSP90 dimers with a stoichiometry of one co-

chaperone per dimer, and these co-chaperones compete with each other for binding to

HSP90.
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In conclusion, client folding by the HSP70/HSP90-based chaperone machinery involves

both essential and non-essential proteins that enter the heterocomplex and dissociate from it

in an ordered but highly dynamic fashion. Within this machinery, the role of the

evolutionarily conserved HSP90 is dedicated to the maturation of proteins that are mostly

involved in signal transduction.

The role of HSP90 and its co-chaperones in client trafficking

A common feature of the GR and several other HSP90 clients is that they translocate from

the cytosol to the nucleus after activation. HSP90 inhibitors such as geldanamycin and

radicicol impede client translocation to the nucleus, and TPR co-chaperones of HSP90 are

implicated in mediating the shuttling into the nucleus (Galigniana et al., 2002, 2004; Pratt et

al., 2001, Pratt and Toft, 2003). Supporting this hypothesis, several TPR co-chaperones

interact with cytoplasmic dynein and may thereby direct the translocation event (Silverstein

et al., 1999; Galigniana et al., 2002). Cytoplasmic dynein mediates transport towards the

nucleus. Dynein consists of light, heavy and intermediate chains (LCs, ICs and HCs) and the

HCs possess the motor activity and bind directly to microtubules. The immunophilins

FKBP52 and CYP-40 interact with dynein through their peptidylprolyl isomerase (PPIase)

domains. Although it was first reported that FKBP52 directly binds to the dynein IC

(Galigniana et al., 2002), it has recently been shown to bind indirectly to dynein via

dynamitin, which binds to the dynein IC (Galigniana et al., 2004). PP5 interacts (probably

via dynamitin) with cytoplasmic dynein as well, and co-localises with microtubules inside

the cytoplasm (Galigniana et al., 2002). The spacer region of mammalian PP5 (connecting

the TPR and phosphatase domains) has 50% amino acid homology with a 55 amino acid

stretch of the PPIase domain of FKBP52 (Silverstein et al., 1997). Thus, PP5 likely interacts

with dynein through the spacer region. PP5 inhibits transport of the GR to the nucleus (Dean

et al., 2001), perhaps by blocking access of other TPR co-chaperones to dynein. Recently,

immunophilins have been shown to be involved in transport of the HSP90 clients p53 and

the GR to the nucleus (Galigniana et al., 2004). Besides a role in receptor trafficking, TPR

co-chaperones may stimulate HSP90-mediated activation of specific clients (Riggs et al.,

2003).

In summary, accumulating evidence strongly suggest that HSP90 links (some of) its

clients to TPR co-chaperones that are involved in transport along the cytoskeleton. This

linkage is essential for transport of both the GR and p53 to the nucleus (Galigniana et al.,

2002, 2004). This may suggests that a general function of the HSP70/HSP90-based

chaperone machinery is to deliver signalling proteins at their desired destination to increase

the velocity of signalling processes in the cell.
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Figure 5 (see page 114 for color version). Crystal structures of the TPR and phosphatase domains of PP5.

(A) Structure of the catalytic domain of rat PP5, which interacts with two divalent metal ions (M1 and M2) and a

phosphate ion. Picture from Swingle et al., 2004. (B) Structure of the TPR domain of rat PP5 accommodating a C-

terminal peptide of HSP90. The three TPRs fold into a groove, and the (α-7) helix extends from this shape. Acidic

residues within the groove interact with basic residues in the C-terminus of HSP90. Picture from Das et al., 1998.

HSP90 links its clients to the ubiquitination machinery

A recent, intriguing finding showed that a temperature-sensitive mutant that does not

increase HSP90 levels in response to heat stress was rescued by overexpression of ubiquitin

(Friant et al., 2003). This might indicate that heat-induced overproduction of HSP90 is not

required for correct folding of clients that denaturate at high temperatures, but instead leads

to increased degradation of misfolded proteins. Supporting a role for the HSP70/HSP90-

based chaperone machinery in client degradation, HSP70 and HSP90 bind to several TPR

co-factors that are involved in ubiquitin-mediated degradation (Höhfeld et al., 2001; Pratt

and Toft, 2003). During client folding, the tight quality control of the HSP70/HSP90-based

chaperone machinery can make a triage decision: fold or degrade? The connection between

HSP90 and ubiquitin-mediated protein degradation points to yet another function of HSP90.

In summary, HSP90 is a versatile regulator in eukaryotic cells: it is involved in the

folding of signalling proteins to their mature states, but also their transport and degradation.
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Outline of this thesis

Evidence is accumulating that R proteins function in large multiprotein complexes.

Therefore it was assumed that the I-2 protein is a component of a heterogeneous protein

complex as well. To unravel the composition of the I-2 protein complex, we set out to

identify proteins interacting with I-2 by performing yeast two-hybrid screens. By this

approach, we identified PP5 and HSP17 as interactors of the LRR domain of I-2 (Chapter 3).

Characterisation of PP5 led to the first description of protein Ser/Thr phosphatase type 5

in plants (Chapter 2). Cloning of the single-copy LePP5 gene and analysis of its mRNA

showed that there are two splice variants encoding distinct protein isoforms. The subcellular

localisation of the two isoforms appeared to be different due to the presence of a targeting

signal in the larger isoform. This signal targets the larger isoform to the membrane of the

endoplasmic reticulum, whereas the other isoform is soluble and localises in both the

cytoplasm and the nucleus (Chapter 2).

Further analyses showed that PP5 interacts with the LRR domains of other CNL

proteins as well. This implies that PP5 could serve a general function in relation to R

proteins (Chapter 3). Additional potential components of an I-2-PP5 complex were identified

by a yeast two-hybrid screen using PP5 as bait (Chapter 4). Two cytosolic HSP90s were

identified as PP5 interactors. The interaction was confirmed by fishing for PP5-binding

proteins in tomato lysates. We could show that HSP90 interacts directly and specifically with

an N-terminal region of the I-2 LRR domain, whereas PP5 interacts with C-terminal LRRs.

The interactions between PP5, HSP90 and I-2 suggest that they are components of a

heterogeneous protein complex. To test whether PP5 and HSP90 are essential components of

the putative complex, we used a constitutively active I-2 mutant that activated a cell death

response in Nicotiana benthamiana in absence of AvrI-2. We silenced PP5 and HSP90 in N.

benthamiana and determined whether the I-2 mutant was still able to trigger cell death.

Silencing of PP5 did not lead to an altered cell death response, but silencing of HSP90

completely blocked I-2-mediated cell death. In animal cells, PP5 is a co-chaperone of HSP90

and associates with heterocomplexes that contain HSP90 and its clients. In analogy, our

physical and functional interactions strongly suggest that I-2 function depends on the HSP90

chaperone machinery that involves PP5 as a co-chaperone. Finally, the results presented in

this thesis are discussed in Chapter 5.
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The subcellular localisation of plant protein Ser/Thr
phosphatase 5 isoforms is determined by alternative splicing

Abstract

Protein Ser/Thr phosphatase 5 (PP5) plays an important role in signal transduction in animal

cells, but in plants knowledge about PP5 is scarce. Here, we describe the isolation of a full-

length cDNA encoding tomato PP5 (LePP5) and its expression in Escherichia coli.

Biochemical characterisation showed that recombinant LePP5 has a low intrinsic protein

phosphatase activity. This activity was increased six- to ten-fold by either removal of the N-

terminal tetratricopeptide repeat (TPR) domain or by addition of fatty acids, indicating that

biochemical features specific for PP5 homologues from other species are conserved in

tomato. The single-copy LePP5 gene was cloned and shown to encode two mRNA species

that arise by alternative pre-mRNA splicing. Similarly, Arabidopsis thaliana was found to

express two PP5 transcripts, suggesting that alternative splicing of PP5 pre-mRNA is not

specific for tomato. Alternative splicing results in a larger transcript containing an additional

exon encoding two putative transmembrane domains, and hence in a larger PP5 isoform.

Subcellular fractionation studies on tomato protein lysates indicated that the majority of the

55 kDa LePP5 isoform is soluble, whereas the 62 kDa isoform is an integral membrane

protein. Production of yellow fluorescent protein-PP5 chimeras in plant cells indicated that

the 55 kDa isoform is localised in both the nucleus and the cytoplasm, whereas the 62 kDa

isoform is targeted to the endoplasmic reticulum including the nuclear envelope. Our

findings show that alternative splicing generates two LePP5 isoforms with a different

subcellular localisation.
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Introduction

Many signal transduction processes depend on the reversible phosphorylation of proteins.

Phosphorylation and dephosphorylation are catalysed by kinases and phosphatases,

respectively. Protein phosphatases dephosphorylate tyrosine and/or serine and threonine

residues and are distinguished by their protein interaction and regulatory domains (Barford,

1996). Protein Ser/Thr phosphatases are divided into the protein phosphatase P (PPP) and

protein phosphatase M (PPM) families. Despite the similarity between the three-dimensional

structures of PPP and PPM family members, their amino acid sequences are not conserved.

The PPM family consists of PP2C phosphatases, such as Arabidopsis thaliana ABI1 and

KAPP. The PPP family contains the well-studied protein phosphatases 1 (PP1), 2A (PP1)

and 2B (PP2B), and the more recently discovered protein Ser/Thr phosphatase 5 (PP5) and

RdgC/protein phosphatase 7 (PP7) (Andreeva and Kutuzov, 1999; Cohen, 1997).

PP5 contains an N-terminal tetratricopeptide repeat (TPR) domain, a domain that serves

in many proteins as interface for interaction with other proteins (Blatch and Lässle, 1999).

The TPR domain of PP5 consists of three TPR motifs, each folding into two antiparallel α-

helices, and a sequence that shares low homology with the TPR motif and which folds into a

single α-helix (Das et al., 1998). The TPR domain is connected via a short variable spacer to

the phosphatase domain. The C-terminus contains a signal that mediates nuclear targeting of

a subset of the PP5 molecules (Borthwick et al., 2001), while the majority resides in the

cytoplasm (Brown et al., 2000; Morita et al., 2001; Russell et al., 1999). Mammalian and

cauliflower PP5 have a low intrinsic phosphatase activity in vitro (Chen et al., 1994; Meek et

al., 1999; Skinner et al., 1997), but biochemical analysis has revealed several mechanisms

that stimulate PP5 activity: 1) mammalian PP5 is activated ten- to forty-fold upon removal of

either the TPR domain or the C-terminus, indicating autoinhibitory properties of these parts

of the PP5 protein (Chen and Cohen, 1997; Kang et al., 2001; Sinclair et al., 1999) and

removal of the TPR domain of a protozoan PP5 activates the enzyme about three-fold

(Dobson et al., 2001); 2) cauliflower, protozoan and mammalian PP5s are stimulated

between three and forty times by long-chain fatty acids (Chaudhuri, 2001; Chen and Cohen,

1997; Dobson et al., 2001; Lindenthal and Klinkert, 2002; Meek et al., 1999; Ramsey and

Chinkers, 2002; Skinner et al., 1997). Since fatty acids esterified to CoA, unlike free fatty

acids, stimulate rat PP5 at biologically relevant concentrations, they are potential in vivo

regulators of PP5 (Ramsey and Chinkers, 2002).

Evidence for roles of PP5 in signal transduction is expanding (Chinkers, 2001). By

overexpression of PP5, human cells become independent of estrogen for proliferation (Urban

et al., 2001), and overexpression of the TPR domain reduces glucocorticoid receptor (GR)
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function (Chen et al., 1996). Suppression of PP5 expression results in growth inhibition and

causes activation of the GR and the tumor suppressor protein p53, suggesting that PP5

functions as a suppressor of GR- and p53-mediated growth inhibition (Zuo et al., 1998; Zuo

et al., 1999). In another example, PP5 overexpression reduces apoptosis mediated by the

mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase kinase ASK1 by inhibiting its activity (Morita et al.,

2001). Yeast two-hybrid studies have revealed several protein candidates that interact with

PP5, mostly, if not always, with its TPR domain. Among these are the Gα subunit of

heterotrimeric G proteins, PP2A, copines, the blue-light receptor hCRY2, ASK1, the atrial

natriuretic peptide receptor and components of the anaphase-promoting complex (Chinkers,

1994; Lubert et al., 2001; Morita et al., 2001; Ollendorff and Donoghue, 1997; Tomsig et al.,

2003; Zhao and Sancar, 1997). For HSP90, PP2A, Gα and ASK1 in vivo interactions have

been demonstrated by co-immunoprecipitation (Chen et al., 1996; Lubert et al., 2001; Morita

et al., 2001; Yamaguchi et al., 2002).

In this study, we describe the characterisation of a tomato PP5 cDNA. Biochemical

analysis of the recombinant LePP5 protein showed that the enzyme is a functional type 5

protein phosphatase. Tomato and A. thaliana PP5 are single-copy genes and encode pre-

mRNAs that are alternatively spliced, leading to the production of two protein isoforms that

are differently localised in the cell.

Results

Analysis of the tomato PP5 cDNA and gene

During the screening of a tomato cDNA library, we previously identified a clone that showed

high sequence homology with protein Ser/Thr phosphatase 5 (PP5). To obtain a full-length

cDNA, PCR was performed on the same cDNA library using a vector-specific forward

primer in combination with an insert-specific reverse primer. A full-length tomato cDNA

was isolated (sequence deposited in GenBank under accession number AY150041) that

contained an open-reading-frame encoding a protein of 485 amino acids with a molecular

mass of 54,685 Da, hereafter referred to as the 55 kDa isoform. A BLAST search (Altschul

et al., 1997) in the NCBI database revealed that the protein shares 88% identity with A.

thaliana PP5, 81% with rice PP5, 56% with rat and human PP5, 48% with Caenorabditis

elegans PP5, 51% with Drosophila melanogaster PP5 and 39% identity with the yeast PP5

homologue Ppt1. Figure 1 shows an alignment of the 55 kDa isoform of PP5 with A.

thaliana, rat and yeast PP5. All structural features characteristic to PP5 homologues, notably

three tetratricopeptide repeats (TPRs) followed by an α-helical structure with low similarity
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to the TPR motif, a variable region, a phosphatase domain and a putative nuclear localisation

signal appeared all to be conserved in the tomato protein that we tentatively called LePP5

(Figure 1).

Biochemical characterisation of LePP5

To test whether the LePP5 protein is a functional protein phosphatase that exhibits the

characteristic enzymatic and biochemical features of other PP5 homologues as well, the

LePP5 cDNA was cloned downstream of the glutathione S-transferase (GST) gene. In

addition, GST fusions of rat PP5 (Skinner et al., 1997) and of a LePP5 mutant cDNA were

made. Rat PP5 served as a positive control for the characterisation of LePP5. The mutant

cDNA contained one point mutation resulting in a glycine to arginine change at position 340

(LePP5G340R; Figure 1) and was isolated during the course of investigation. Upon IPTG-

mediated induction of expression of the GST-LePP5 constructs for four hours at 37°C, most

of the fusion proteins was insoluble. However, induction at room temperature for eight hours

led to the production of soluble proteins that were subsequently affinity-purified as described

in “Materials and methods” (Figure 2, lanes 1-3). Initial phosphatase activities were assessed

using para-nitrophenylphosphate (pNPP) as substrate, whereas in later analysis

phosphorylated casein was used. When pNPP was used as a substrate, the activities of GST-

rat PP5 and GST-LePP5 were increased by 10 mM MgCl2 (data not shown; Ramsey and

Chinkers, 2002). However, using casein as a substrate, the addition of 10 mM MgCl2

reduced the activities of both fusion proteins by 50% (data not shown). At this point, we

decided to continue the subsequent assays with casein and divalent cations were omitted. The

activities of the GST fusion proteins were tested at both pH 7.5, a pH value widely used for

the characterisation of PP5 homologues, and pH 5.0 since we had some indications that

GST-LePP5 activity was highest at this pH using pNPP as substrate. GST-rat PP5

dephosphorylated casein with a specific activity of 81.1 and 63.6 nmol Pi released/min/mg at

pH 7.5 and pH 5.0, respectively (Figure 3A), activities in the same order as described before

(Sinclair  et al., 1999). The activity of GST-LePP5 was 32.5 and 34.2 nmol Pi

released/min/mg at pH 7.5 and pH 5.0, respectively (Figure 3A). These activities are in the

same range of that of cauliflower PP5 (Meek et al., 1999). The phosphatase activity of GST-

LePP5G340R did not register above the detection level at pH 7.5 and pH 5.0 (Figure 3A). From

this last result we conclude that the phosphatase activities observed are to be ascribed to the

fusion proteins rather than to contaminating E. coli proteins.

Removal of the TPR domain activates the catalytic activity of protozoan and

mammalian PP5 (Chen and Cohen, 1997; Dobson et al., 2001; Sinclair et al., 1999). To test

whether this is also the case for LePP5, we purified a truncated PP5 protein lacking the TPR
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domain (GST-LePP5 DTPR; Figure 2, lane 4). The activity of this truncated protein was

245.1 nmol Pi released/min/mg at pH 7.5, about six times higher than the activity of GST-

LePP5 per mol of protein. Interestingly, this dramatic increase in activity was not found at

pH 5.0 (Figure 3A).

Since all PP5 homologues characterised so far are stimulated by fatty acids (Chaudhuri,

2001; Chen and Cohen, 1997; Dobson et al., 2001; Lindenthal and Klinkert, 2002; Meek et

al., 1999; Ramsey and Chinkers, 2002; Skinner et al., 1997), the responses of full-length

LePP5 to different fatty acids were tested. Like all other homologues, the activity of GST-

LePP5 was stimulated between eight- and ten-fold by 200 µM linoleic acid, linolenic acid,

oleic acid and arachidonic acid (Figure 3B).

A third characteristic for PP5 homologues is their sensitivity to inhibition by okadaic

acid (Borthwick et al., 2001; Chen et al., 1994; Dobson et al., 2001). We tested the effect of

okadaic acid on the activity of GST-LePP5 DTPR. This fusion protein was sensitive to

okadaic acid with an IC50 value of 8.1 nM, similar to that of the catalytic domain of a

protozoan PP5 (Dobson et al., 2001). Since these three biochemical features shared by

animal PP5 homologues also apply to LePP5, we conclude that LePP5 is a genuine type 5

protein phosphatase.

Figure 1. Alignment of the tomato PP5 (LePP5) protein sequence with homologous sequences and structure of the

PP5 gene.

Comparison of LePP5 with PP5 homologues. The three tetratricopeptide repeats (TPRs), the α-helix, the

phosphatase domain and the putative nuclear localisation sequence are indicated by black lines above the sequences.

Identical and similar amino acids are shown by black and gray boxes, respectively. The vertical arrow indicates the

insertion site of the amino acids encoded by the alternative exon (see text). The asterisk indicates the position of the

glycine to arginine change (see text). The accession numbers are AY150041 (LePP5), AAL31906 (AtPP5), P53042

(RnPP5) and P53043 (ScPpt1). At, A. thaliana; Rn, Rattus norvegicus; Sc, S. cerevisiae.
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Figure 2. Purification of recombinant GST-PP5 proteins from E. coli.

Recombinant GST fusion proteins were isolated from E. coli as described in “Materials and Methods”, run over a

10% acrylamide gel and stained with Coomassie. Lane 1: GST-LePP5 (81.1 kDa). Lane 2: GST-LePP5G340R (81.2

kDa). Lane 3: GST-rat PP5 (83.3 kDa). Lane 4: GST-LePP5 ∆TPR (64.6 kDa).

Alternative splicing of PP5 pre-mRNA

Southern blot analysis indicated that PP5 is a single-copy gene in tomato (data not shown),

like in yeast, C. elegans, D. melanogaster, A. thaliana and Homo sapiens. In order to clone

the LePP5 gene, a genomic library of tomato was screened using the cDNA as probe. From

one of the isolated clones, a genomic fragment of approximately 11.5 kb containing the

complete LePP5 gene was sequenced. This sequence included 1.4 kb upstream of the ATG

translation initiation codon and 0.8 kb downstream of the stop codon (GenBank accession

number AY182778). Alignment of the genomic sequence with the cDNA demonstrated that

the LePP5 coding sequence is spread over 9365 bp and consists of 12 exons (Figure 4A).

Northern blot analysis revealed that PP5 is expressed in tomato roots, stems, leaves,

flowers and fruits, and transcript levels remain constant upon infection with either virulent or

avirulent races of Fusarium oxysporum forma specialis lycopersici (data not shown).

Surprisingly, the probe hybridised with two RNA species of slightly different sizes: one

abundant, shorter RNA and one less abundant, longer RNA (data not shown). However,

Northern blot analysis was not accurate enough to clearly discriminate and quantify both

transcripts. The total PP5 mRNA level was essentially the same in each of the tested tissues.

To determine whether both transcripts corresponded to PP5, we performed an RT-PCR using

LePP5-specific primers flanking the open reading frame (ORF). Two PCR products of

distinct sizes were amplified from total RNA isolated from tomato roots, stems and leaves,

confirming the Northern blot results (Figure 4C). Sometimes, a third product was observed
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migrating in the gel in between the two other PCR products. This product was isolated from

gel and reamplification resulted in three products with the same relative abundance as seen in

Figure 4C. From this we concluded that the third product was a heterodimeric cDNA

containing one strand of each of the two PCR products. The relative abundance of the two

PCR products did not significantly differ between the organs tested. Both PCR products were

cloned and sequenced. The sequence of the shorter, more abundant transcript was identical to

the PP5 cDNA clone described above. Compared to the shorter transcript, the longer

transcript (GenBank accession number AY182777) contained an insertion of 213 nucleotides

at position 470 relative to the ATG. This insertion represents an additional exon in the

LePP5 gene between the fourth and the fifth exon (exon 4A in Figure 4B). The extra exon

results in an insertion of 71 amino acids into the spacer that separates the TPR and the

catalytic domains of PP5 (between V157 and E158, Figure 1). Apparently, LePP5 pre-

mRNA is alternatively spliced into two mRNA variants encoding two distinct isoforms. The

larger PP5 isoform has a molecular mass of 61,820 Da and is referred to as the 62 kDa

isoform.

To examine whether the observed differential splicing of PP5 is specific for tomato, we

determined the presence of PP5 transcripts in A. thaliana. RT-PCR analysis using AtPP5-

specific primers that amplify nearly the complete ORF demonstrated that also in this plant

species two PP5 transcripts are present (Figure 4C). Cloning and sequencing of both PCR

products showed that the shorter AtPP5 transcript (GenBank accession number AF419574)

encodes a 54,667 Da protein showing 88% identity with the 55 LePP5 kDa isoform (Figure

1). The longer PCR product appeared to consist of two transcripts, one (GenBank accession

number AY182779) with an insertion of 162 nucleotides compared to the shorter transcript

and the other with an insert of 159 nucleotides. The sequence of the shorter insert is identical

to that of the longer one except for the last three 3’-terminal nucleotides that are lacking in

the 159 bp insert. Translation of the larger transcripts results in two AtPP5 isoforms of

60,244 Da and 60,188 Da, respectively. In the 60,244 Da isoform the amino acid (residue

211) following the insertion is changed from glutamic acid (E157 in the 55 kDa isoform)

into a lysine (Figures 1 and 4D), due to the position of the splice-junction within a codon. In

the 60,188 Da isoform the amino acid (residue 210) following the insertion remains

unchanged (Figure 4D). The insertions of 54 and 53 amino acids are at the same position as

the insertion of 71 amino acids in the 62 kDa LePP5 isoform. Alignment of the AtPP5

transcripts with the AtPP5 gene (F7D19.19 gene in GenBank database) revealed that the

intron-exon positions are identical to LePP5. In contrast to the LePP5 gene, the AtPP5 gene

contains an upstream exon in the 5' untranslated leader. PP5 ESTs are present in the TIGR A.

thaliana and tomato databases (release dates: A. thaliana, October 1, 2002; tomato, April 25,
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2002). However, in accordance with their low abundance, no ESTs specific for the longer

transcripts were found in these databases. Together these results suggest that both tomato and

A. thaliana PP5 pre-mRNA are alternatively spliced potentially resulting in two transcripts

encoding two isoforms.

Figure 3. Activity of the GST-PP5 fusion proteins, stimulation of GST-LePP5 activity by fatty acids and inhibition

by okadaic acid.

Protein phosphatase activity was tested towards phosphocasein. (A) Activity of purified GST fusion proteins at pH

5.0 and 7.5. The phosphatase activities of GST-rat PP5, GST-LePP5, GST-LePP5G340R and GST-LePP5 ∆TPR were

measured at pH 5.0 and pH 7.5. Values are mean of an experiment performed in duplicate. Experiments were

repeated with different batches of enzymes in independent experiments and gave similar results. (B) Stimulation of

GST-LePP5 phosphatase activity by linoleic acid (LA) and α-linolenic acid (LNA), oleic acid (OA) and arachidonic

acid (AA). The first bar represents control GST-LePP5 activity. Values are mean of at least two independent

experiments performed in duplicate. Experiments were repeated with different batches of enzymes in independent

experiments and gave similar results. (C) Inhibition of the activity of GST-LePP5 ∆TPR by okadaic acid. The

activity of GST-LePP5 ∆TPR was tested in the presence of increasing concentrations of okadaic acid at pH 7.5.

Values are mean of two independent experiments performed in duplicate.
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Figure 4. PP5 pre-mRNA is alternatively spliced in tomato and A. thaliana.

(A) Intron-exon structure of LePP5. Exons are represented by filled rectangles. Exon numbers are indicated above

each exon. (B) Position of the alternatively spliced exon (indicated by 4A) in the LePP5 gene. (C) Expression of

PP5 in roots, stems and leaves of tomato and total green tissue of A. thaliana was analysed by RT-PCR. The PCR

products corresponding to the PP5 transcripts are indicated by arrows. The asterisk indicates a heterodimer of the

two PCR products, containing one strand of each PCR product, that is sometimes observed. (D) Alignment of the

amino acid sequences encoded by the alternative exons of LePP5 and AtPP5. The last three amino acids encoded by

the previous exon and the first three residues encoded by the next exon are boxed. (E) Hydropathy plots (Kyte-

Doolittle) of the deduced amino acid sequences encoded by the alternatively spliced exons in the PP5 gene of

tomato and A. thaliana. The number shown below the plots indicates the amino acid position. The distance between

the vertical bars at the top and bottom of the plots represents 10 amino acids.

Subcellular localisation of tomato PP5 isoforms

The predicted amino acid sequences encoded by exon 4A of LePP5 and the corresponding

exon of AtPP5 show less homology compared to the remainder of the proteins (Figure 4D)

and display no significant homology with other known sequences. However, hydropathy

profiles of these sequences evidently show two adjacent hydrophobic peaks, suggesting that

they form two membrane-spanning regions (Figure 4E). If this is correct, then the larger PP5

isoforms may be integral membrane proteins. To test this idea, we fractionated protein

extracts of tomato stems by differential centrifugation. The presence of PP5 isoforms in the

fractions was determined by Western blot analysis using antibodies raised against the TPR
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domain of LePP5. In total stem extract, two proteins were detected with molecular weights

expected for the two PP5 isoforms (Figure 5A, lane 1). Both proteins were also detected in

extracts of roots and leaves with the same abundance (data not shown). While most of the 55

kDa isoform was present in the supernatant of 10,000g (Figure 5A, lane 2) and 100,000g

centrifugations (data not shown), the 62 kDa PP5 isoform was highly enriched in the 10,000g

pellet (Figure 5A, lane 3). A 10,000g pellet mainly consists of organelles such as nuclei,

mitochondria, plastids and large membraneous and cytoskeletal structures. Next, this pellet

was treated with either 0.1 M Na2CO3 (pH 11.5) or 6 M urea. Proteins that are not removed

from the pellet by these treatments are considered to be integral membrane proteins, whereas

the removed proteins are either peripheral membrane proteins or soluble (Kuhn et al., 1990).

The 62 kDa PP5 isoform was neither removed from the pellet fraction by Na2CO3 (Figure

5A, lane 4) nor by urea (Figure 5A, lane 5), demonstrating that this isoform is an integral

membrane protein. The 55 kDa isoform was removed from the pellet by both Na2CO3 and

urea (Figure 5A). Since the majority of this isoform was present in the 100,000g supernatant

we conclude that this represents a cytoplasmic localisation, whereas a small fraction either

resides inside a large organelle and/or is peripherally associated with a membrane. No bands

were visible when the blot was probed with the preimmune serum (Figure 5A, lanes 6-10).

Figure 5. The two LePP5 isoforms have different subcellular localisations.

(A) Proteins (5 µg) were separated in a SDS-PAGE gel, blotted and incubated with either a polyclonal antibody

against the recombinant TPR domain of LePP5 (lanes 1-5) or preimmune serum (lanes 6-10). Lanes 1 and 6: total

protein. Lanes 2 and 7: 10,000g supernatant. Lanes 3 and 8: 10,000g pellet. Lanes 4 and 9: 10,000g pellet washed

with 0.1 M Na2CO3 (pH 11.5). Lanes 5 and 10: 10,000g pellet washed with 6 M urea. (B) Detection of YFP-LePP5

fusion proteins in cowpea protoplasts. Protein lysates from protoplasts expressing YFP-55 kDa LePP5 (83.6 kDa;

lanes 1 and 2) or YFP-62 kDa LePP5 (90.7 kDa; lanes 3 and 4) were analysed by Western blotting using anti-LePP5

TPR antibodies. Centrifugation yielded 8,000g supernatants (lanes 1 and 3) and pellets (lanes 2 and 4). In each lane

eight micrograms of protein was loaded.
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To elaborate further the observed difference in subcellular localisation of the two PP5

isoforms, we produced both polypeptides as yellow fluorescent protein (YFP) fusions in

cowpea mesophyll protoplasts. For this purpose, the two LePP5 cDNAs were cloned

downstream of the YFP gene. To test whether YFP chimeras of the expected sizes were

produced and localised subcellularly as the genuine LePP5 isoforms, protein extracts of

protoplasts were analysed by Western blotting using anti-LePP5 TPR antibodies. As

expected, most of the YFP-55 kDa LePP5 fusion protein was detected in the soluble fraction

rather than in the pellet (Figure 5B, lanes 1 and 2), whereas the YFP-62 kDa LePP5 chimera

was preferentially found in the pellet (Figure 5B, lanes 3 and 4). Imaging of the YFP fusion

proteins in living protoplasts by confocal microscopy showed that the 55 kDa isoform is

localised mainly in the cytoplasm but also is present inside the nucleus although excluded

from the nucleolus (Figure 6B). In Figure 6C, the chloroplasts of the cell are shown in which

the fusion protein was produced. Contrasting with this fusion protein, the YFP-62 kDa

LePP5 isoform was excluded from the nucleus, but instead localised at the nuclear envelope

(Figure 6G). This LePP5 isoform was further localised in intracellular structures which

probably are, based on the fractionation studies of tomato protein lysates, endomembranous

structures (Figure 6G). To analyze whether the YFP-62 kDa LePP5 chimera co-localised

with the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), an ER marker (CFP-ER) that consists of cyan

fluorescent protein (CFP) containing an N-terminal chitinase signal peptide and a C-terminal

HDEL motif for ER retention, was expressed in the same cell. The ER encompasses the

nuclear envelope and intracellular structures surrounding the chloroplasts, and extends to the

plasma membrane (Figure 6A and F). The merged image of Figure 6F-H is depicted in

Figure 6I. The localisation of the cyan fluorescence of CFP-ER (y axis, Figure 6J) in the cell

clearly correlated with that of the yellow fluorescence of YFP-62 kDa LePP5 (x axis, Figure

6J). This strongly suggests that the 62 kDa LePP5 isoform is localised to the ER (Figure 6F-

J). As expected, there was no substantial co-localisation of the YFP-55 kDa LePP5 chimera

with the CFP-ER marker (Figure 6A-E). in Figure 6E, the yellow fluorescence within the

nucleus is indicated by a black arrow. Concluding, the fractionation of tomato proteins in

combination with subcellular localisation in plant cells indicate that the two LePP5 isoforms

are targeted to different subcellular locations.
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Figure 6 (see page 115 for color version of this figure). Subcellular localisation of YFP-LePP5 fusion proteins in

cowpea protoplasts.

Confocal images of cowpea mesophyll protoplasts transfected with CFP and YFP chimeras visualised as cyan and

yellow fluorescence, respectively. (A) to (E), CLSM micrographs of a cowpea protoplast co-expressing CFP-ER

and YFP-55 kDa LePP5. The nuclear area is indicated by an arrowhead. The scale bar in section F = 10 µm. (A)

CFP-ER image, (B) YFP-55 kDa LePP5 image, (C) chlorophyll fluorescence image, (D) merged image of (A) to

(C). (E) a 2-D histogram quantitatively correlating the CFP-ER fluorescence intensity (y axis) with the YFP-55 kDa

LePP5 fluorescence intensity (x axis) indicating poor co-localisation of YFP-55 kDa LePP5 with CFP-ER. The

subpopulation, marked by an arrowhead, on the x axis represents the nuclear area only containing YFP-55 kDa

LePP5. (F) to (J) CLSM micrographs of a cowpea protoplast co-expressing CFP-ER and YFP-62 kDa LePP5. (F)

CFP-ER image, (G) YFP-62 kDa LePP5 image, (H) chlorophyll fluorescence image, (I) merged image of (F) to

(H). (J) a 2-D histogram quantitatively correlating the CFP-ER fluorescence (y axis) with the YFP-62 kDa LePP5

fluorescence (x axis) indicating a substantial co-localisation between the two fusion proteins. The results are

representative of multiple cells in independent transfections.

Discussion

LePP5 activity is stimulated in vitro by removal of the TPR domain and by fatty acids

Protein Ser/Thr phosphatase 5 is a component of various signal transduction cascades in

animal cells. Here, we describe the isolation of a full-length tomato PP5 cDNA and its

expression in E. coli. The activity of the purified protein was elevated six- to ten-fold by

either fatty acids or removal of the TPR domain and its activity was inhibited by okadaic

acid, indicating that characteristics of PP5 homologues from other species also apply to

LePP5. When phosphocasein was used as a substrate, the level of stimulation by either fatty

acids or by removal of the TPR domain was similar to that of mammalian and cauliflower

PP5 (Chen and Cohen, 1997; Meek et al., 1999; Ramsey and Chinkers, 2002; Sinclair et al.,

1999; Skinner et al., 1997). However, using a substrate widely used for the characterisation

of PP5 homologues, pNPP, we found that the basal activity of the tomato PP5 protein was

very high and was stimulated only two- to three-fold by fatty acids or removal of the TPR
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domain (data not shown). In control experiments, the activity of rat PP5 was increased

twenty-fold towards pNPP by 200 µM of different fatty acids, to a level similar to that

described before (data not shown; Skinner et al., 1997). We therefore conclude that pNPP is

not a suitable substrate for the characterisation of LePP5. A glycine to arginine mutation

(G340R) in the catalytic domain of LePP5 greatly reduced its enzymatic activity. Although

this glycine is conserved in all PPP family members, it is not likely to be involved in

catalysis itself. However, the reduction of the phosphatase activity may be explained by the

fact that the mutation is next to a histidine residue implicated in catalysis by phosphatases

belonging to the PPP family.

PP5 has been implicated to be an arachidonic acid-stimulated regulator of an ion

channel in mammalian cells (Skinner et al., 1997). In plant cells, fatty acids can be

precursors for structural membrane glycerolipids or for signaling molecules such as jasmonic

acid. Interestingly, free fatty acids are released from structural membrane lipids by

phospholipases during many different stress responses and can function as second

messengers. If PP5 is regulated by free fatty acids in plant cells, one could speculate that PP5

is activated during adaptation to certain stress conditions.

The single copy tomato PP5 gene encodes two isoforms that are targeted to different

subcellular locations

PP5 is a single copy gene that is evolutionary conserved throughout the eukaryotic kingdom.

The PP5 gene of D. melanogaster, C. elegans and H. sapiens contain 8, 9 and 13 exons,

respectively, with only a few conserved intron-exon positions. In contrast, the intron and

exon positions of the PP5 gene of tomato and A. thaliana are conserved, except that AtPP5

contains an additional exon in the 5' leader. Analysis of PP5 mRNA from these plant species

revealed the presence of two transcripts. The shorter, more abundant transcript encodes a 55

kDa protein with a similar domain composition compared to PP5 homologues from other

species. The longer transcripts contain an additional sequence representing an additional

exon in the PP5 gene. An AtPP5 transcript containing the additional exon has already been

predicted by the A. thaliana genome sequencing project, but the 3’ splice site was predicted

15 bp upstream of the splice site that we have determined. This predicted AtPP5 transcript,

however, was recently described as being wrongly annotated and it was suggested that the

additional exon was not a genuine one (Kerk et al., 2002). Our results show that the

originally predicted exon is a true exon that is alternatively spliced. The longer AtPP5 and

LePP5 transcripts encode isoforms that contain an insertion into the region separating the

TPR and phosphatase domains. Two segments of the insertion are enriched in hydrophobic

residues and likely represent two transmembrane spanning domains (Figure 4E). Subcellular
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fractionation of tomato proteins showed that the 62 kDa isoform of LePP5, but not the 55

kDa isoform, is an integral membrane protein. In protein extracts of root and stem tissue of

Nicotiana tabacum and N. benthamiana also two PP5 isoforms of different sizes can be

detected using anti-LePP5 TPR antibodies (data not shown). Similar to tomato, in these plant

species the larger isoform was enriched in the 10,000g pellet.

The PP5 genes of S. cerevisiae, Schizosaccharomyces pombe and Plasmodium

falciparum lack introns, and that of D. melanogaster, C. elegans and H. sapiens do not

contain intron sequences that could code for a transmembrane domain insertion into the

spacer in between the TPR and phosphatase domains. Alternative splicing of PP5 resulting

in a membrane-localised isoform is therefore likely to be specific for plants. The intron-exon

positions in the rice PP5 gene are identical to those in the LePP5 gene. Surprisingly, a

sequence encoding a transmembrane domain seems to be absent from the corresponding

intron in the PP5 gene of rice, a monocot. This might suggest that alternative splicing

regulating the membrane localisation of PP5 is specific for dicots. Interestingly, at least three

splice variants of human PP5 are present in the human EST database at TIGR. One EST is

identical to the previously described HsPP5 mRNA (Chen et al., 1994), while the other

ESTs either miss a complete exon encoding amino acids 212-233 which are localised in the

phosphatase domain, or contain a different 3’ terminus. The latter HsPP5 mRNA encodes a

protein lacking the putative C-terminal NLS. Recently, an alternative splice form of rat PP5

encoding only the TPR domain has been described (Yamaguchi et al., 2002).

In plants, several examples of alternative splicing resulting in an altered localisation of

isoforms have been described (Mano et al., 1999; Mano et al., 1997; Mireau et al., 1996;

Thorbjørnsen et al., 1996). Alternative splicing of pumpkin ascorbate peroxidase produces

two isoforms with different C-termini (Mano et al., 1997). One isoform is located in the

stroma of chloroplasts, but the other, due to the presence of a membrane-spanning domain in

its C-terminus, is located in the chloroplast thylakoid membrane (Mano et al., 1997). In

analogy, the 55 kDa and 62 kDa LePP5 isoforms are localised inside the nucleus and in the

nuclear envelope, respectively. Subcellular fractionation of tomato proteins combined with

subcellular localisation of a YFP chimera in cowpea protoplasts indicated that a small

fraction of the 55 kDa LePP5 isoform was present in the nucleus and the majority of the

protein is cytoplasmic. This is similar in protozoan and animal cells, in which PP5 is

localised in both the nucleus and in the cytosol (Borthwick et al., 2001; Brown et al., 2000;

Chen et al., 1994; Morita et al., 2001; Russell et al., 1999). The nucleoplasmic localisation

of the 55 kDa LePP5 isoform may be caused by the putative C-terminal nuclear localisation

signal (Bortwick et al., 2001). By expression in cowpea protoplasts as a YFP fusion protein,

the 62 kDa LePP5 isoform was shown to be present in the ER membrane and nuclear
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envelope, in agreement with fractionation of tomato proteins. Since this localisation for PP5

has not been described for non-plant species, the alternative splicing event leading to an ER-

localised PP5 may be unique for (dicot) plant PP5. N- or C-terminal di-lysine or di-arginine

motifs are responsible for the targeting of many integral membrane proteins to the ER. Since

such motifs are absent from the N- and C-terminus of the 62 kDa LePP5 isoform, it remains

obscure what motif is responsible for localisation of this protein in the ER membrane. A

difference in subcellular localisation of the LePP5 isoforms could indicate that they serve

different functions. The 62 kDa LePP5 protein putatively contains two transmembrane

regions, and therefore the TPR and phosphatase domains of this isoform could face the same

side of the ER membrane. While the TPR and phosphatase domain of the 55 kDa LePP5

isoform mediate binding and dephosphorylation of protein substrates, respectively, the 62

kDa isoform could do the same at one side of the ER membrane. This isoform could either

recruit its protein substrates to the ER membrane or target proteins associated with the ER

membrane.

Materials and methods

Isolation of the LePP5 cDNA and gene

A LePP5 cDNA was isolated from an expression library made from RNA from tomato cv. GCR161 (Kroon and

Elgersma, 1993) roots and stems after infection with Fusarium oxysporum lycopersici. To obtain upstream sequence

of a full-length cDNA, a PCR was performed on the cDNA library using the FP68 (5’-

TAATACCACTACAATGGATG-3’) forward primer of the pACT vector in which the library was cloned and the

FP162 (5’-ATGGATCCCTAAGAGTCAGCTACTGAACG-3’) reverse LePP5 primer. A PCR product was cloned

in pGem-T easy (Promega, WI, USA) and sequenced. To isolate the LePP5 gene, an EMBL-3 genomic library of

tomato (Lycopersicon esculentum) cv. VFN8 (Clontech Laboratories, Palo Alto, CA, USA) was screened according

to the manufacturer’s protocol using the LePP5 cDNA as a probe. An approximately 11.5 kb fragment of one

EMBL-3 insert containing the complete LePP5 gene was subcloned in pBluescript KS+ and sequenced double-

stranded by Baseclear (Leiden, the Netherlands).

Design of constructs for LePP5 protein expression in Escherichia coli

For expression of the TPR domain, including the helix (aa 1-151), a PCR fragment was generated using Pfu

polymerase (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA, USA) and primers FP161 (5’-GGGCATGCCCGGTATGGAAG-3’) and

FP162, digested with BamHI and cloned into the SmaI and BamHI sites of the pAS2-1 (Clontech Laboratories, Palo

Alto, CA, USA) vector. A SmaI-SalI fragment was excised from this construct and cloned into the SmaI and SalI

sites of pGEX-KG (Guan and Dixon, 1991) in frame with GST. The PP5 fragment encoding the phosphatase

domain and putative nuclear localisation signal (LePP5 DTPR; aa 148-485) was amplified using Pfu polymerase

w i t h  F P 1 6 3  ( 5 ’ - G G G A G C A G T A G C T G A C T C T A T T G - 3 ’ )  a n d  F P 1 6 4  ( 5 ’ -

ATGGATCCTTAAGAAAACATGCGAAGGAAG-3’), digested with BamHI and cloned into the SmaI and BamHI

sites of the pAS2-1 (Clontech Laboratories, Palo Alto, CA, USA) vector. A SmaI-SalI fragment was excised and

cloned into the SmaI and SalI sites in pGEX-KG. SmaI-AlwNI and AlwNI-SalI fragments encoding the TPR and the

phosphatase domain, respectively, were isolated from the corresponding pAS2-1 constructs and ligated into pGEX-
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KG to reconstitute the complete ORF. Clones of each construct were sequenced. One full-length clone contained a

G to A point-mutation at position 1018 relative to the ATG giving rise to a glycine (G) to arginine (R) change at

position 340 in the protein. This mutant was used as a negative control in the phosphatase assays.

Recombinant protein purification and antibody production

pET-21a for expression of rat PP5, kindly provided by S. Rossie (Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana, USA;

Skinner et al., 1997), and pGEX-KG constructs for expression of GST-LePP5 TPR (GST-TPR), GST-LePP5 ∆TPR,

GST-LePP5, GST-LePP5G340R were transformed to E. coli BL21 (DE3). Cultures starting at A600 of 0.6-1.0 were

induced with 1 mM IPTG either at 37°C for 4 hours (GST-TPR) and for 8 hours (other constructs) at room

temperature to enable the production of proteins. Bacteria were centrifuged at 8,000g for 10 min and resuspended in

ice-cold buffer (50 mM Tris [pH 7.5], 100 mM NaCl, 5 mM EDTA, and 1 mg mL-1 lysozyme). After incubation on

ice for 40 min, Triton X-100 was added to a final concentration of 0.1% (v/v) and the samples were incubated again

for 10 min on ice. After sonicating three times for 15 s, the lysates were centrifuged for 15 min at 12,000g. The

supernatant was incubated with glutathione sepharose beads for 2 hours at room temperature. GST fusion proteins

were eluted with 50 mM Tris (pH 8.0) containing 20 mM reduced glutathione and dialysed and stored as described

before (Skinner et al., 1997). Eluted GST-TPR protein was dialysed to 10 mM Na2HPO4, 2 mM KH2PO4, 137 mM

NaCl, and 2.7 mM KCl, pH 7.4. GST was removed from the TPR domain by thrombin digestion and subsequent

incubation with glutathione beads. To generate antibodies against the LePP5 TPR domain, rabbits were immunised

by three injections of 100 µg of TPR domain given at days 0, 14, and 28 at Eurogentec (Belgium).

Phosphatase assays

Labeling of casein and phosphatase assays were performed as described before (Meskiene et al., 1998) with a few

adaptations. Assays were performed in 60 mM Tris, pH 5.0 or pH 7.5, 1 mM EGTA, 0.1% b-mercaptoethanol using

at least 200,000 cpm of labeled casein (containing 0.24 mol phosphate/mol protein). Assays with fatty acids or

okadaic acid and the corresponding control samples contained 2% ethanol. 20-300 ng of GST fusion protein was

used per assay and reactions were carried out at 30°C for 15 minutes and terminated with 200 µL of 20%

trichloroacetic acid. After centrifugation for 5 min at 14,000g, 200 µL was transferred to a scintillation vial and 3.5

mL of scintillation liquid was added. Released Pi was measured in a scintillation counter. In an assay described by

Sinclair et al. (1999), one microgram of purified GST fusion proteins was tested for activity using 20-50 mM para-

nitrophenylphosphate (pNPP). Mixtures containing pNPP were prewarmed to 30°C before addition of recombinant

PP5 that was incubated at 30°C for 1 min. Reactions containing lipids (Sigma-Aldrich) contained a final ethanol

concentration of 2% and were performed at pH 7.5. The 50 µL reactions were incubated for 15 min at 30°C and

stopped by adding 450 µL of 0.25 M NaOH. Absorbance was measured at A410. Samples without protein were used

to correct for nonenzymatic pNPP hydrolysis.

RNA isolation and RT-PCR

RNA was extracted from green parts of 4-week-old A. thaliana ecotype Wassileskija plants and from roots, stems

and leaves from 27-day-old tomato (Lycopersicon esculentum) cv. GCR161 using Trizol (Invitrogen). cDNA was

synthesised from 1 µg of total RNA using Superscript II (Invitrogen) according to the supplied protocol. RT-PCR

was performed on 2 µL of cDNA with FP161 and FP164 for amplification of LePP5 transcripts and FP255 (5’-

ATCTCGAGTCCTCTCCCGCTGTCGCCAAGATTGAATC-3’) a n d  F P 2 5 6  ( 5 ’ -

TGCCCGGGCATATGCCATAGGCTTCACATCCGGATGA-3’) for AtPP5 transcripts.

Isolation of tomato and cowpea proteins and subcellular fractionation

Tomato tissue of 25-day-old GCR161 plants was homogenised in ice-cold buffer A (20 mM Tris [pH 7.5], 80 mM

NaCl, 0.33 M sucrose, 4 mM EDTA, 2 mM DTT, 1% (w/v) polyvinylpyrrolidone, and 1x CompleteTM protease
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inhibitor cocktail [Boehringer Mannheim, Germany]) using a Sorvall omni-mixer. The homogenate was filtered

through 4 layers of miracloth and centrifuged at 500 g for 5 min to remove large cell debris to yield the ‘total

protein’ fraction. This fraction was centrifuged twice at 10,000g for 20 min. The first pellet was washed with buffer

A and centrifuged at 10,000g for 15 min. The 10,000g pellet was then incubated with 100 mM Na2CO3 or 6 M urea

for 1 hour on ice and centrifuged for 30 min at 24,000g. To isolate proteins from cowpea cells expressing YFP

fusion proteins (see below), protoplasts were lysed in buffer A one day after transfection by vortexing. The lysates

were filtered through two layers of miracloth and centrifuged at 8,000g for 10 min. Both tomato and cowpea protein

samples were diluted in SDS sample buffer and separated on 8% acrylamide gels and transferred to PVDF

membranes. Blots were incubated with antiserum against the LePP5 TPR domain (1:10,000) and subsequently

treated with peroxidase-conjugated anti-rabbit secondary antibodies (1:4,000; Pierce). Detection was performed with

an ECL kit (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech, UK).

Constructs for expression of YFP/CFP fusion proteins

The open reading frames of the two PP5 transcripts were subcloned into the SmaI and BamHI sites of the

pEYFP(Q69K)-C1 vector. NheI-BamHI fragments containing the YFP-PP5 constructs were isolated and cloned in

the XbaI and BamHI sites in between the CaMV 35S promoter and the nopaline synthase (NOS) terminator of

pMON999. To construct a CFP-ER marker, a fragment was amplified from pCFP-C1 by PCR using Pfu polymerase

u s i n g  t h e  p r i m e r s  T M F P  ( 5 ’ - C GGAATTCGTGAGCAAGGGCGAGG-3') FP445 (5’-

CGGGATCCTTAAAGCTCATCATGCTTGTACAGCTCGTCCATG-3’), cut with EcoRI and BamHI and cloned

into the same sites of a pMON999 vector downstream of a basic chitinase signal sequence for secretion. This

construct fuses the C-terminus of YFP to an HDEL signal for ER retention. Both pCFP en pEYFP(Q69K) cloning

vectors were obtained by PCR-based cloning methods using Yellow Cameleon 3.1 as template. The Yellow

Cameleon 3.1 vector was kindly provided by Dr. Roger Y. Tsien (University of California).

Transient expression of YFP/CFP chimeras in cowpea mesophyll protoplasts and imaging by live confocal

microscopy

Cowpea (Vigna unguiculata) protoplasts were prepared and transfected with eight micrograms of plasmid DNA

using the polyethylene glycol method as described (van Bokhoven et al., 1993). Fluorescence microscopy was

performed using a Zeiss LSM 510 CLSM (Confocal Laser Scanning Microscope) (Carl-Zeiss, GMBH Germany)

implemented on an inverted microscope (Axiovert 100). Protoplasts were mounted by pipetting them into one well

of an 8 well Nunc chambered coverslip (Nalge Nunc International). Excitation was provided by the 458 and 514 nm

Ar laser lines controlled by an acousto optical tuneable filter (AOTF). Three dichroic beam splitters were used to

separate excitation from emission and to divide the fluorescence emission into the CFP, YFP and chlorophyll

channels. The HFT 458/514 dual dichroic beamsplitter was used as a primary dichroic mirror reflecting excitation

and transmitting fluorescence emission, an NFT 635 dichroic mirror was used as a secondary splitter and an NFT

515 was used as tertiary dichroic splitter. Fluorescence reflected by both the NFT 635 and NFT515 splitters was

filtered through a BP470-500 nm filter yielding the CFP signal. Fluorescence reflected by the NFT635 but

transmitted by the NFT 515 splitter was filtered through a BP 530-600 nm filter yielding the YFP channel.

Fluorescence transmitted by both the NFT 515 and 635 splitters was additionally filtered by an LP 650 filter to yield

the chlorophyll image. Cross-talk free CFP and YFP images were acquired by operating the microscope in the

multi-tracking mode, in which the 514 nm excitation was coupled to activation of the YFP detection channel, and

the 458 nm excitation was coupled to activation of the CFP and chlorophyll detection channels. A Zeiss water

immersion C-Apochromat 40X objective lens (numerical aperture 1.2) corrected for cover glass thickness (set at

0.16 µm for Nunc chambers) was used for scanning. The detection pinholes were set at 1 airy disk unit. Images were

captured and analysed with the Zeiss LSM510 software (v3.0 SP3). 2D scatter plots for analysing co-localisation

were generated from the raw CLSM-image data using the NIH Image 1.62f (Bethesda, USA) software package.
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Chapter 3

Protein Ser/Thr phosphatase 5 interacts with multiple disease
resistance proteins but is not essential for their function

Abstract

Recent data suggest that plant disease resistance (R) proteins are present in protein

heterocomplexes. The tomato R protein I-2 confers resistance against the fungal pathogen

Fusarium oxysporum. To identify components of the I-2 complex, we performed a yeast

two-hybrid screen using the I-2 leucine-rich repeat (LRR) domain as bait, and identified

protein Ser/Thr phosphatase 5 (PP5) as an I-2 interactor. Additional yeast two-hybrid assays

showed that PP5 interacts with the LRR domains of various other R proteins of the CC-NB-

ARC-LRR class as well. By performing in vitro protein-protein interaction analysis using

recombinant polypeptides, we were able to show a direct interaction between the C-terminal

region of the I-2 LRR domain and PP5. To determine the role of PP5 in I-2 function, virus-

induced gene silencing of PP5 was performed in Nicotiana benthamiana. Silencing of PP5

did not affect cell death triggered by I-2, suggesting that PP5 is not essential for I-2 function.

Resistances conferred by the R proteins Rx, Pto and N were not altered by silencing of PP5

either. Together these data suggest that PP5 may be a generic component of R protein

complexes, although its function in these complexes remains unclear and may be redundant.
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Introduction

Plant disease resistance (R) genes mediate resistance to a large variety of pathogens,

including fungi, bacteria, nematodes, viruses, insects and oomycetes. Flor (1942) postulated

that for each R gene there is a matching avirulence (Avr) gene in the pathogen, and that the

presence of both is required for resistance. This so-called gene-for-gene hypothesis was later

translated into a receptor-ligand model in which the R protein functions as receptor and the

corresponding Avr protein as ligand; upon binding of the ligand to the receptor defense

responses are triggered. However, the lack of evidence for a direct interaction between most

R proteins and their elicitors, together with the identification of plant proteins that do directly

interact with both Avr and R proteins, have recently led to a new interpretation of the gene-

for-gene hypothesis: the guard model (van der Biezen and Jones, 1998; Dangl and Jones,

2001; van der Hoorn et al., 2002). In this model R proteins guard proteins (termed

‘guardees’) that are targets of Avr factors. The interaction between the Avr factor and the

guardee is sensed by the R protein that subsequently triggers defense responses. The model

implies that R proteins function in recognition complexes containing at least their guardees.

Although a few components of R protein complexes have recently been identified (Axtell

and Staskawicz, 2003; Holt et al., 2002; Hubert et al., 2003; Liu et al., 2004; Mackey et al.,

2002, 2003), the composition of most R protein complexes is still unknown.

Despite the diversity of pathogens to which R proteins confer resistance, they can be

divided, based on predicted structural features, into only a few distinct classes (Dangl and

Jones, 2001). The largest class of R proteins contains a central nucleotide binding (NB)

domain with characteristics common to Apaf-1, R proteins and CED-4 (ARC), and a C-

terminal leucine-rich repeat (LRR) domain. The NB-ARC class can be further subdivided

into two groups depending on whether their N termini carry a coiled-coil (CC) domain or a

Toll/Interleukin-1 receptor-like (TIR) domain. The central NB-ARC domain of the R

proteins I-2 and Mi-1 specifically bind and hydrolyse ATP in vitro (Tameling et al., 2002).

Activation of NB-ARC-LRR proteins induces a defence response that often results in a

localised programmed cell death called the hypersensitive response (HR).

The LRR domain is believed to be involved in regulating the signalling activity of an R

protein (Hwang et al., 2000). Single amino acid changes in this domain can lead to

constitutively active proteins (Bendahmane et al., 2002; Hwang et al., 2003). Such auto-

activating mutations are identified for the NB-ARC domain as well, for instance in the

conserved MHDL motif (Bendahmane et al., 2002). Tomato I-2 is a CC-NB-ARC-LRR

protein that confers resistance to races of Fusarium oxysporum forma specialis lycopersici

that carry AvrI-2 (Ori et al., 1997; Simons et al., 1998). Here, we focus on the identification
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of components of the I-2 protein complex. Because of the regulatory function of LRR

domains (Hwang et al., 2000), and since they are in general protein-binding domains (Kobe

and Deisenhofer, 1994), we hypothesised that this region of I-2 may be involved in the

interaction with proteins in the I-2 complex. In order to identify such proteins we pursued a

yeast two-hybrid approach and identified protein Ser/Thr phosphatase 5 (PP5) as an

interactor. PP5 was further shown to interact with the LRR domains of other R proteins of

the CC-NB-ARC-LRR class as well. However, silencing of PP5 did not alter I-2-mediated

cell death in Nicotiana benthamiana leaves, suggesting that PP5 is dispensable for I-2

function.

Results

The I-2 disease resistance protein interacts with protein Ser/Thr phosphatase 5

Previously we annotated 17 LRRs in the C-terminal part of I-2 (Simons et al., 1998). After a

re-evaluation we now propose that the LRR domain contains 29 repeats (Figure 1A). In the

new alignment the third LRR aligns well with the conserved third LRR of other R proteins of

the CC-NB-ARC-LRR class (Axtell et al., 2001; Warren et al., 1998; Figure 1B). Moreover,

the spacing between the NB-ARC domain and the LRR domain is reduced now to a size

more commonly observed in R proteins: the region between the MHDL motif (a conserved

motif within the NB-ARC domain) and the first LRR is 52 amino acids, while for A. thaliana

CC-NB-ARC-LRR proteins this is on average 40 amino acids (Meyers et al., 2003).

To identify proteins that interact with the LRR domain of I-2, we performed a yeast

two-hybrid screen of a Fusarium-tomato interaction cDNA library (see Materials and

methods). The C-terminal part of I-2 containing the 29 LRRs was used as bait. After

screening of six million transformants, three cDNAs were identified that activated the two-

hybrid markers in an I-2-dependent manner. The sequences of two cDNAs corresponded to

the complete coding sequence of a class I small heat shock protein of the alpha crystalline

family (HSP17.7). The third cDNA represented a sequence encoding the 55 kDa isoform of

protein Ser/Thr phosphatase 5 (PP5) (Chapter 2). As shown in Figure 2A, this protein

contains an N-terminal tetratricopeptide repeat (TPR) domain, consisting of three TPR

motifs followed by a sequence that shares low homology (H) with the TPR motif, a short

spacer region, a type 5 protein Ser/Thr phosphatase domain and a C-terminal, putative

nuclear localisation signal (NLS).
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Figure 1. Updated annotation of the LRR domain of I-2.

(A) Structure of the LRR domain of I-2. The consensus for plant cytosolic R proteins is shown below the LRRs

(Jones and Jones, 1997). x represents any amino acid, and numbers at the left of each LRR refer to the amino acid

number in I-2. The vertical lines delineate the region of each LRR that is predicted to fold into a beta-strand/beta-

turn. (B) Alignment of the third LRR of I-2 with related third LRRs of other CC-NB-ARC-LRR proteins. In most

cases, these LRRs are the third LRR of the LRR domain; for tomato Mi-1.2, LRR 2 is shown, since this one is most

homologous to the I-2 LRR3. x represents any amino acid and h represents a hydrophobic residue (A, F, I, L, M or

V). The vertical lines delineate the region of each LRR that is predicted to fold into a beta-strand/beta-turn. Tomato

I-2C-1 and I-2C-2 are I-2 homologues that do not confer complete resistance to Fol races carrying AvrI-2, A.

thaliana RPS5 confers resistance to P. syringae AvrPphB, A. thaliana RPS2 to P. syringae AvrRpt2, A. thaliana

RPM1 to P. syringae AvrRpm1/AvrB, Mi-1.2 to root knot-nematodes (Meloidogyne incognita), potato aphids

(Macrosiphum euphorbiae) and whiteflies (Bemisia tabaci), tomato Prf to P. syringae AvrPto, Rx to potato virus X

and potato R1 to Phytophthora infestans Avr1.
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The interaction of PP5 with the LRR domain of I-2 prompted us to determine

interactions of full-length PP5 with the LRR domains of other R proteins of the CC-NB-

ARC-LRR class in a yeast two-hybrid assay. To this end, LRR baits were tested of two

tomato I-2 homologues, I-2C-1 and I-2C-2, tomato Mi-1.2, potato Rx and Arabidopsis

thaliana RPM1 and RPS5. The presence of bait and prey plasmids was selected on plates

lacking tryptophan and leucine (-WL) (Figure 2B). Interactions were determined by

monitoring colony growth on selective plates additionally lacking either histidine (-HWL) or

adenine (-AWL) over a period of nine days. When the LRR domain of I-2 was used as bait,

growth of colonies was clearly visible on both -HWL and the more selective -AWL plates

from day two on, indicative for a strong interaction (Figure 2B). The LRR domain of I-2C-1,

I-2C-2, Mi-1.2 and RPM1 showed slower growth on the selective plates, suggesting that the

interaction is weaker than that with I-2. The Rx and RPS5 LRR baits displayed the weakest

interaction (Figure 2B). As negative control, the CC-NB-ARC part of I-2 was used and

found not to interact with PP5 (data not shown; Figure 3). Apparently, PP5 interacts with

LRR domains of various R proteins in yeast, suggesting that it might be a general component

of R protein complexes.

Figure 2. PP5 interacts with the LRR domains of different R proteins of the CC-NB-ARC-LRR subclass.

(A) Domain structure of the PP5 protein. The tetratricopeptide repeat (TPR) domain consists of three TPRs (1-3)

and a sequence with low homology (H) with a TPR motif. Phosphatase domain: protein Ser/Thr phosphatase

domain. NLS: nuclear localisation signal. (B) Growth of yeast co-transformed with full-length PP5 as prey and LRR

baits derived from the R proteins indicated at the left (see also legend of Figure 1B). Growth on -WL control plates

(selects for presence of both bait and prey plasmids) was scored after two days. Two-hybrid interactions were

determined on selective -HWL and -AWL plates, and growth on these plates was scored at the day indicated.
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Determination of I-2 and PP5 interaction domains

To resolve the region in I-2 that serves as docking domain for PP5, full-length I-2 and

different N- and C-terminal truncations thereof were tested as baits for their interaction with

full-length PP5 in the yeast two-hybrid system (Figure 3). Some truncations resulted in a

complete loss of interaction (e.g. LRR12-19 and LRR21-29), while others (LRR12-22,

LRR12-27 and LRR12-29) gave rise to an increased interaction as compared to the complete

LRR domain. Full-length I-2 did not interact with PP5. These results indicate that in absence

of the N-terminal CC-NB-ARC region, LRRs 12-22 are sufficient for the interaction with

PP5 in the yeast two-hybrid system.

Four different truncations of PP5 were tested to determine the region of the protein

involved in the interaction with I-2 LRR12-29 (Figure 4). The TPR domain and spacer

region (construct 1-214) showed a strong interaction with LRR12-29. Truncation of the

spacer region (construct 1-151) weakened the interaction, suggesting that amino acids in this

region are involved in the interaction. Further truncation of the C-terminus to amino acid 130

(construct 1-130) abolished the interaction completely, indicating the presence of amino

acids critical for the interaction in the C-terminal part of the TPR domain. The phosphatase

domain of PP5 (construct 131-485) was not able to bind to I-2, indicating that sequences

within the N-terminal 130 amino acids are involved as well (Figure 4). In conclusion, the

TPR domain together with the spacer region is required and sufficient for binding to the I-2

LRR domain.

Figure 3. Determination of the I-2 region that interacts with PP5 in the yeast two-hybrid system.

Full-length and various truncated I-2 baits were tested for interaction with full-length PP5. The interaction strength

was scored as positive (+ to +++++) depending on the growth rate on selective -HWL and -AWL plates. No

interaction (-) is defined as a lack of growth. Interactions were scored after 9 days. The gray area indicates the I-2

region minimally required for an interaction with PP5.
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Figure 4. Identification of the region of PP5 necessary for the interaction with I-2 LRR12-29.

Different parts of PP5 were tested for interaction with I-2 (LRR12-29) in the yeast two-hybrid system. The names of

the truncated clones indicate amino acid residues. The interaction strength was scored as positive (+ to +++++)

depending on the growth rate on selective -HWL and -AWL plates. No interaction (-) is defined as a lack of growth.

Interactions were scored after 9 days.

PP5 interacts specifically with the C-terminal region of the I-2 LRR domain in vitro

To confirm a direct interaction between PP5 and the LRR domain of I-2, we pursued an in

vitro glutathione S-transferase (GST) pull-down approach. To this end we produced in

Escherichia coli a GST fusion protein with the PP5 TPR domain (amino acids 1-151), since

this region was sufficient to bind to I-2 (Figure 4), and a maltose-binding protein (MBP)

fusion protein with I-2 LRR12-29. Intact GST (as a control) and GST-TPR were readily

purified from E. coli (Figure 5A). In contrast, substantial amounts of truncated fusion protein

were formed and co-purified with full-length MBP-I-2 LRR12-29 (Figure 5B, input lane).

Purified GST or GST-TPR was incubated with purified MBP-I-2 LRR12-29, and GST and

GST-TPR were subsequently pulled down using glutathione Sepharose beads. To determine

whether MBP-I-2 LRR12-29 co-purified with the beads, indicative for an interaction, SDS-

PAGE and Western blot analysis using anti-MBP antibodies were performed. As shown in

Figure 5B, MBP-I-2 LRR12-29 was specifically pulled down by GST-TPR but not by GST.

Moreover, since the truncated forms of the MBP-I-2 LRR12-29 fusion protein were not

pulled down efficiently (Figure 5B), it can be concluded that GST-TPR binds the intact

MBP-I-2 LRR12-29 fusion protein better than its truncated forms. In a control experiment an

MBP fusion protein with the first 11 LRRs of I-2 (MBP-I-2 LRR1-11) was used. This fusion

protein could not be pulled down by GST-TPR (Figure 5C). Together, these results confirm

the interaction found in the yeast two-hybrid system and show that PP5 can interact directly

and specifically with the C-terminal part of the LRR domain (LRR12-29) of I-2.
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I-2 triggers cell death in Nicotiana benthamiana leaves

The physical interaction between PP5 and I-2 suggests that they are present in one complex

and that PP5 may be involved in I-2-mediated signalling. To test this hypothesis, we set out

to construct a mutant I-2 protein that constitutively induces a defense response independently

of its elicitor. Recently it was shown that a single amino acid substitution (D460V) in the

MHD motif of Rx resulted in elicitor-independent cell death when expressed in N.

benthamiana leaves (Bendahmane et al., 2002). I-2 containing the analogous substitution

(D495V; Figure 6G) was found to activate a cell death response as well when expressed in

N. benthamiana leaves (Figure 6B). Agrobacterium tumefaciens-mediated expression of

wild-type I-2 gave no visible response (Figure 6A). One of the characteristics of R protein

mediated cell death is its dependence on SGT1 (Peart et al., 2002b). Therefore, we tested by

virus-induced gene silencing (VIGS) of NbSGT1 whether the I-2 D495V cell death response

was dependent on SGT1. Three weeks after infection via agroinfiltration of the empty

pTV00 virus vector (TRV:00) or the SGT1 silencing vector (TRV:SGT1), the I-2 D495V

construct was agroinfiltrated into the upper leaves of the silenced plants. As expected, leaves

of the control TRV:00 plants became necrotic upon I-2 D495V expression (Figure 6C),

whereas silencing of NbSGT1 resulted in complete suppression of I-2 D495V-mediated cell

death (Figure 6D). These results suggest that the I-2 D495V mutant triggers a cell death

response similar to the hypersensitive response (HR, localised cell death) activated by other

R proteins and that this system may be used to study the involvement of PP5 in I-2-mediated

signalling.

Figure 5. PP5 directly interacts with a specific region of the LRR domain of I-2 in vitro.

(A) Coomassie-stained SDS-PAGE gel loaded with the same amounts of GST and GST-TPR as were used in the

pull-down experiments shown in panel B and C. (B) In vitro GST pull-down of the MBP-conjugated C-terminal half

of the I-2 LRR domain (MBP-I-2 LRR12-29) with GST (negative control) or GST-TPR. The presence of MBP-I-2

LRR12-29 was detected on a Western blot (WB) using an anti-MBP antibody. In the input lane, 2% of the amount

of MBP-I-2 LRR12-29 as used for the pull-down assay was loaded. (C) In vitro GST pull-down of the MBP-

conjugated N-terminal half of the I-2 LRR domain (MBP-I-2 LRR-1-11) with GST or GST-TPR. The presence of

MBP-I-2 LRR1-11 was detected on a Western blot (WB) using an anti-MBP antibody. In the input lane, 2% of the

amount of MBP-I-2 LRR12-29 as used for the pull-down assay was loaded.
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Figure 6 (see page 115 for color version of this figure). Silencing of NbPP5 does not affect cell death triggered by

I-2 in N. benthamiana.

Expression of wild-type I-2 (A) and the I-2 D495V mutant (B) in leaves of N. benthamiana. Expression of I-2

D495V in TRV:00 control plants (C) and in TRV:SGT1 (D) or TRV:PP5 plants (E). Three weeks after induction of

silencing using the TRV constructs, A. tumefaciens containing the I-2 D495V construct was infiltrated into the upper

leaves. (F) Silencing of NbPP5. RT-PCR on cDNA of TRV:00 and TRV:PP5 plants with NbPP5 primers (lower

panel). As a control, the Actin gene was used (upper panel). Fragments were amplified by 20, 25, 30, 35 or 40 cycles

of PCR (lanes 1-5, respectively). Fragments were visualized on a 1% agarose gel containing ethidium bromide. (G)

Position of the D495V mutation in the I-2 protein.

Virus-induced gene silencing of PP5 in Nicotiana benthamiana

To address the question whether PP5 is required for I-2 D495V-mediated HR, we silenced its

homologue in N. benthamiana. For silencing of NbPP5 , a 344 bp NbPP5 fragment was

amplified from N. benthamiana cDNA and cloned into the pTV00 vector. To check for

silencing, transcript levels of NbPP5 were determined in TRV:00 and TRV:PP5 leaves by

reverse transcriptase-PCR analysis using NbPP5-specific primers. This showed that the level

of NbPP5 transcript in the sample of TRV:PP5 plants was about 60% lower compared to that

in the sample of TRV:00 plants. This result cannot be explained by a difference in cDNA
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used for the transcript analysis, since RT-PCR on samples of TRV:00 and TRV:PP5 plants

using Actin primers showed that equal amounts of cDNA were used (Figure 6F, upper

panel). The lower level of PP5 transcript in TRV:PP5 plants indicated that silencing

occurred, although partially (Figure 6F, lower panel, lanes 1-5). Silencing of NbPP5 did not

result in any obvious growth phenotype (data not shown). Three weeks after VIGS of PP5,

the I-2 D495V construct was agroinfiltrated into the upper leaves. The I-2 D495V-mediated

HR in PP5-silenced plants was similar to that observed in TRV:00 control plants (Figure 6C

and E), showing that decreased PP5 expression does not lead to altered I-2-mediated HR.

Since PP5 interacts with multiple R proteins in yeast, it may affect disease resistance

conferred by R proteins different from I-2. Therefore, it was tested whether the function of

other R proteins depended on PP5 in N. benthamiana by VIGS of NbPP5. In this approach,

we used wild-type N. benthamiana or transgenic lines expressing either Pto, N  or Rx

(Bendahmane et al., 1999; Peart et al., 2002a). The tomato Pto protein confers resistance

against Pseudomonas syringae strains carrying AvrPto, tobacco N confers resistance against

tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) and potato Rx confers resistance against potato virus X (PVX).

Pto-mediated resistance was measured by determining bacterial growth in leaves of Pto-

transgenic TRV:00 and TRV:PP5 plants. Silencing of NbPP5  did not lead to loss of

resistance (data not shown). A possible gain of resistance to virulent P. syringae (lacking

AvrPto) was determined in these plants. Although in a first experiment an increase in

bacterial growth was seen in the TRV:PP5 plants compared to TRV:00 plants, suggesting

that PP5 silencing causes a higher susceptibility, this result could not be confirmed in a

second experiment. Subsequently, we tested the effect of PP5 silencing on resistances

mediated by N and Rx. TMV and PVX strains expressing the green fluorescent protein

(GFP) (Bendahmane et al., 1999; Peart et al., 2002a) were used to infect transgenic N.

benthamiana that were PP5-silenced (TRV:PP5). As silencing controls we used TRV:00 and

TRV:SGT1 plants. Virus accumulation was monitored by detection of GFP fluorescence in

infiltrated leaves. As shown in Figure 7A and C, TMV-GFP did not accumulate in TRV:00

and TRV:PP5 plants expressing N, indicating that silencing of PP5 did not result in loss of

function. As expected, silencing of SGT1 did lead to loss of N function (Figure 7B; Liu et al.,

2002; Peart et al., 2002b). Silencing of PP5 in Rx-transgenic N. benthamiana did not lead to

decreased resistance to PVX-GFP either, whereas silencing of SGT1 abrogated Rx-mediated

resistance (Figure 7D-F).

Our results indicated that silencing of PP5 does not lead to loss of R protein function. In

animal cells, PP5 plays a role as negative regulator of several signalling processes. To

address whether PP5 is a negative regulator of plant defence, we determined whether

silencing increased resistance. For this purpose, we determined the effect of PP5 silencing
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on compatible interactions between N. benthamiana and PVX. First, we tested Rx-trangenic

plants with a GFP-expressing PVX HB strain that breaks Rx-mediated resistance. Silencing

did not lead to increased resistance (Figure 7G-I). Unexpectedly, TRV:SGT1 plants did not

significantly accumulate PVX HB-GFP (Figure 7K), suggesting that silencing of SGT1 leads

to an increased resistance to this strain. Subsequently, we tested PVX-GFP on wild-type,

non-transgenic N. benthamiana and found that silencing of NbPP5 did not lead to elevated

resistance (Figure 7J-L).

Discussion

Identification of potential components of the I-2 protein complex

The aim of this study was to identify components of the tomato I-2 protein complex. A

nearly saturated yeast two-hybrid screen resulted in the identification of PP5 and HSP17.7 as

candidate components. LePP5 is a single copy gene encoding two protein isoforms of which

one is localised in the endoplasmic reticulum. Despite the presence of a putative NLS the

isoform identified here is predominantly found in the cytosol (de la Fuente van Bentem et

al., 2003) where it may interact with I-2 protein, which is believed to be cytoplasmic. In vitro

GST pull-downs showed that PP5 directly and specifically interacts with the C-terminal

region of the I-2 LRR domain, whereas no binding to the N-terminal region of the LRR

domain was detected. Full-length I-2 did not interact with PP5 in the yeast two-hybrid

system, suggesting that a conformational change may be required to allow access of PP5 to

the LRR domain. Targeted two-hybrid studies showed that PP5 was able to bind to the LRR

domains of different R proteins of the CC-NB-ARC-LRR subclass from several plant

species. However, the interactions with the LRR domains of the other R proteins appeared to

be weaker than that with the LRR domain of I-2. For the R proteins of A. thaliana and

potato, this may be explained by the fact that tomato PP5 was used in the interaction assays.

For tomato Mi-1.2 and the I-2 homologues, however, the weaker interaction with PP5 may

suggest that some R proteins recruit PP5 more efficiently into their complex than others.

Interestingly, NbPP5 has recently been identified as an interactor of the LRR domain of the

TIR-NB-ARC-LRR protein N in a yeast two-hybrid screen (Liu et al., 2004), suggesting that

PP5 is a common interactor of R proteins of the NB-ARC-LRR class. PP5 interacts with the

C-terminal region of the LRR domain of I-2, and LRRs 12-22 are sufficient for the

interaction. The corresponding regions of I-2C-1 and I-2C-2 are approximately 80% identical

to I-2, making it difficult to identify residues involved in the interaction with PP5. Testing

truncated versions of PP5 for interaction with I-2 LRRs showed that the region in between

the third TPR and the phosphatase domain are critical for binding. The TPR domain was
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sufficient for interaction with I-2 LRRs and C-terminal truncation from residue 151 to

residue 130 abolished this interaction, indicating the importance of this region for binding to

I-2.

Figure 7 (see page 118 for color version of this figure). Effect of PP5 silencing in N. benthamiana on virus

resistance or susceptibility determined by the use of GFP-tagged viruses.

(A) to (C) N-transgenic N. benthamiana plants infected with TMV-GFP. (D) to (F) Rx-transgenic N. benthamiana

plants infected with PVX-GFP. (G) to (I) Infection of Rx-transgenic N. benthamiana plants with PVX HB-GFP, a

Rx resistance-breaking PVX strain. (J) to (L) Infection of wild-type N. benthamiana plants with PVX-GFP. Virus

accumulation was determined by visualisation of GFP fluorescence under UV light. Pictures were taken 5 dpi (A) to

(I) or 7 dpi (G) to (I).
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I-2 activates cell death in plants

Specific Rx and Mi-1.2 point mutants trigger cell death in the absence of its elicitor in

tobacco and N. benthamiana (Bendahmane et al., 2002; Hwang et al., 2003). We have made

one of the Rx-activating mutations in the I-2 protein. This mutation is in the MHD motif of

the ARC region that is conserved in the NB-ARC-LRR class of R proteins. The resulting I-2

D495V mutant was able to activate cell death in leaves of N. benthamiana, showing that all

components of the I-2 signalling cascade are present in N. benthamiana leaves. This

observation is striking, since I-2 confers resistance to a root-invading pathogen and no clear

I-2-mediated HR occurs at the site of infection. Moreover, I-2 expression is mostly restricted

to vascular tissue (Mes et al., 2000). So, although I-2 has the potential to trigger an HR, it is

not yet clear whether an HR is part of the response to infection by Fusarium oxysporum f. sp.

lycopersici (Fol).

The fact that both Rx and I-2 mutated in the MHD motif are constitutively active

suggests that the function of this motif in negative regulation of activity is conserved in R

proteins containing this domain. In agreement with this, Rx deletions lacking the ARC

region and the LRR domain give a fast HR in tobacco (Bendahmane et al., 2002). Like the

cell death response mediated by other R proteins tested in N. benthamiana (Peart et al.,

2002b), cell death triggered by I-2 D495V depends on SGT1. This shows that the cell death

response triggered by I-2 has characteristics similar to that activated by other R proteins.

PP5 function is dispensable in plants

Silencing of PP5 in N. benthamiana does not give a clear morphological phenotype. PP5-

silenced tomato and an A. thaliana pp5 null mutant (T-DNA insertion) do not show obvious

phenotypes either (our unpublished results). Likewise, a knockout of the PP5 homologue

Ppt1 in yeast does not give a phenotype either (Chen et al., 1994). This demonstrates that the

single copy PP5 gene is dispensable in yeast and plants under normal growth conditions.

Neither overexpression (data not shown) nor silencing of NbPP5 significantly altered R

protein-mediated resistance nor HR in N. benthamiana. In conclusion, the (negative) effect

of PP5 on the regulation of R protein function in general appears to be minor or redundant. A

hint of a possible role of PP5 in R protein-mediated signalling comes from its function in

animal cells (Chinkers, 2001), in which PP5 is a co-chaperone of heat shock protein 90

(HSP90). HSP90 is a molecular chaperone essential for the function of many signalling

proteins in mammalian and yeast cells (Pratt and Toft, 2003). Recently, HSP90 has been

shown to be involved in R protein-mediated disease resistance in plants (Schulze-Lefert,

2004). Thus, as in animal cells, PP5 may be a co-chaperone of HSP90 in R protein-mediated

defence and this issue will be addressed in Chapter 4.
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Materials and methods

cDNA library construction

To generate cDNA libraries, we used RNA isolated from tomato plants (Lycopersicon esculentum cultivar GCR161

[Kroon and Elgersma, 1993]) that had been infected with Fusarium oxysporum f. sp. lycopersici (Fol) race 2 isolate

Fol007. RNA was isolated from root and stem material of 23-day-old seedlings thirteen days post inoculation. Total

RNA was isolated as described (Rep et al., 2003). Poly(A)+ RNA was isolated from five milligrams of total RNA

using oligo-dT agarose beads (Boehringer Mannheim, Germany). Twenty micrograms poly(A)+ RNA was used to

synthesize cDNA using the ZAP cDNA synthesis kit (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA, USA) and Superscript reverse

transcriptase (Promega, Madison, WI, USA). Gel filtration fractions representing large (>1.5 kb) and small (<1.5

kb) cDNAs were directionally cloned downstream of the GAL4 transcription activation domain into the EcoRI and

XhoI sites from the Lambda-ACT vector described by Elledge et al. (1991). Ligation products were packaged into

phage particles using the Gigapack III gold cloning kit (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA, USA). This primary library was

used to infect E. coli strain XL1-blue-MRA. The fraction of large cDNAs gave rise to a library that consisted of

eight million independent clones with an average insert length of 2.1 kb. The fraction of smaller cDNAs gave rise to

the library used in this study and consisted of two million independent clones with an average insert length of 1.1

kb. This primary library was eluted from the plates giving rise to the secondary library. Lambda phages of this

secondary library were converted into yeast shuttle vectors using an ‘in vivo mass excision’ protocol (Elledge et al.,

1991). This protocol makes use of the Cre recombinase that is expressed in E. coli strain BNN132, which recognizes

the lox sites flanking the pACT2 insert in LambdaACT2.

Bait construction

For the I-2 baits we used I-2 genomic DNA (cosmid A55; Simons et al., 1998) as starting material. Because introns

are absent in the I-2 coding region its genomic DNA is suitable for expression in yeast. An NcoI site was engineered

at the start codon of I-2, which did not result in amino acid changes. Bait I-2 LRR1-29 (amino acids 520-1250) was

constructed by cloning the NdeI-MscI fragment into pAS2-1 (CLONTECH Laboratories, Palo Alto, CA, USA). Bait

CC-NB-ARC (amino acids 1-519) was constructed by cloning the NcoI-NdeI fragment of I-2 into pAS2-1. Bait

LRR12-29 (amino acids 823-1250) was constructed by cloning the EcoRI-MscI fragment of I-2 into pAS2-1. Bait

LRR12-22 (amino acids 823-1092) was constructed by cloning the EcoRI-BspHI fragment of I-2 into pAS2-1. Bait

LRR17-29 (amino acids 940-1250) was constructed by cloning the EcoRV-MscI fragment of I-2 into pAS2-1. Bait

LRR21-29 (amino acids 1027-1250) was constructed by cloning the SspI-MscI fragment of I-2 into pAS2-1. Bait

LRR1-15 (amino acids 520-939) was constructed by cloning the NdeI-EcoRV fragment of I-2 into pAS2-1. Bait

LRR12-27 (amino acids 823-1206) was constructed by cloning the EcoRI-PvuII fragment of I-2 into pAS2-1. Bait

LRR12-19 (amino acids 823-1026) was constructed by cloning the EcoRI-SspI fragment of I-2 into pAS2-1. Bait

LRR17-22 (amino acids 940-1092) was constructed by cloning the EcoRV-BspHI fragment of I-2 into pAS2-1.

For the I-2C-1 bait we used cosmid A29 (Simons et al., 1998). A DNA fragment encoding amino acids 831-

1204 was amplified using the primers FP173 (GAAGAATTCTATGGCAGATTG) and FP172

(GGGCCAGTATTCCCCCTTGTC) and cloned into the pAS2-1 vector using the same restriction sites as were used

for the corresponding I-2 fragments (bait LRR12-29). For I-2C-2, a fragment was amplified from cosmid CC14

(Simons et al., 1998) with primers FP173 and FP172 encoding amino acids 822-1224 and cloned in pAS2-1

identically to I-2C-1. For the RPM1 bait we used a plasmid containing the RPM1 cDNA as starting material. Using

the EaeI site flanking the insert and the endogenous PstI site the C-terminal LRR domain of RPM1, encoding amino

acids 533-926, was cloned in frame downstream of the GAL4 DNA binding domain from the pAS2-1 vector. For the

Rx bait we used a plasmid containing the Rx cDNA. A fragment encoding the LRR domain was amplified using

primers FP368 (TGCCATGGCCATGAATTTTGTGAATG) and FP369 (TGCTCGAGCTACTCGACATTATTG).
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The PCR product was digested using NcoI and XhoI. A fragment encoding amino acids 473-789 from Rx was

cloned in the pAS2-1 vector. For RPS5, a fragment was amplified of a plasmid containing RPS5 with primers FP240

(CACCCGGGAGTCAAGGATTGGAACACTG) and FP220 (CAGTCGACTTATGTTTCTCTCCACCGC), cut

with SmaI and SalI and cloned in pAS2-1, resulting in a clone encoding amino acids 513-889 of RPS5. For the Mi-

1.2 bait, a fragment was amplified from a plasmid containing Mi-1 .2 ORF (pSE23) with FP210

( C A T G C C A T G G A T G A C T T T T G T T T G A T A A A A G C A A G )  a n d  F P 2 1 1

(CTGGTCGACCAACCATAATGCTACTTAAATAAGG), digested with NcoI and SalI and cloned into pAS2-1.

This clone encoded amino acids 845-1257. The sequences of all inserts were verified to exclude PCR induced

errors. Expression of bait constructs was verified by Western blotting using antibodies against the Gal4 DNA

binding domain.

Yeast two-hybrid assays and cDNA library screens

The host strain for the two-hybrid assay used in this study is the PJ69-4a strain (James et al., 1996). This strain was

grown on Minimal Medium (MM: 2% glucose, 0.17% yeast nitrogen base, 0.5% (NH4)2SO4, 0.25% succinic acid,

pH adjusted to 5.5 with NaOH) supplemented with 0.002% Uracil (U), 0.004% D/L-Methionine (M), 0.01% L-

Leucine (L), 0.002% L-Tryptophane (W), 0.002% Adenine sulphate (A) and 0.002% L-Histidine (H). If selection

for an auxotrophy marker was desired, one or more of the above components was omitted (MM (-)A, H, W, L).

PJ69-4a harbors three reporter genes (ADE2 and HIS3 and LacZ) that can be transcriptionally activated upon

reconstitution of the Gal4 transcription factor. PJ69-4a was transformed with plasmids that contain bait (pAS2-1)

and prey (pACT2) constructs using the “high efficiency transformation protocol” described by Gietz et al. 1992.

Tryptophane and leucine prototrophic transformants were selected on MM -WL plates.

In order to identify proteins that interact with I-2, a cDNA two-hybrid library was screened using the I-2 bait

LRR1-29. PJ69-4a transformants expressing the bait construct were supertransformed with library plasmids. Cells

were plated on MM -HWL plates and grown at 30ºC for three days and an additional five days at room temperature.

Prey plasmids were discarded as false positives when they showed activation of the two-hybrid markers when

combined with an empty bait plasmid. From the screens with the I-2 LRR domain, 6.106 WL+ colonies were

obtained.

For yeast two-hybrid assays, yeast strains containing both the bait and the prey vector were spotted on a MM -

WL, MM -AWL and MM -HWL plates and after two days of growth at 30ºC they were transferred to room

temperature. The MM -WL plate was subjected to X-gal staining (Duttweiler, 1996) for detection of LacZ activity.

GST and MBP fusion protein expression and purification

GST and GST-TPR (amino acids 1-151 of LePP5) proteins were expressed from pGEX-KG (Guan and Dixon,

1991). MBP-I-2 LRR1-11 and MBP-I-2 LRR12-29 were expressed from pMal-c2X (New England Biolabs,

Beverly, MA, USA). GST and MBP fusion proteins were overexpressed at 37ºC and isolated from E. coli strain

BL21 (DE3) by immobilisation on glutathione Sepharose 4B beads (Amersham Biosciences, Uppsala, Sweden) and

on amylose resin (New England Biolabs, Beverly, MA, USA), respectively.

For in vitro pull-down assays, immobilized GST fusion proteins were eluted with 50 mM Tris pH 8.0

containing 20 mM reduced glutathione and MBP fusion proteins were eluted with PBS (2.7 mM KCl, 6.5 mM

Na2HPO4, 1.5 mM KH2PO4, 137 mM NaCl and complete protease inhibitor cocktail [Roche, Basel Switzerland])

containing 10 mM maltose. Fusion proteins were then dialyzed against 50% glycerol (v/v), 50 mM Tris pH 7.5, 100

mM NaCl, 5 mM DTT and stored at -20ºC.

In vitro GST pull-down assays

For pull-down assays, 1 µg of GST or GST fusion protein was used and mixed with MBP fusion protein in

interaction buffer (150 mM NaCl and 50 mM Tris pH 7.5, complete protease inhibitor cocktail and 0.2% [v/v]
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Tween-20) for 1 hour at 4ºC. After addition of glutathione Sepharose beads, immobilized proteins were washed

three times with interaction buffer. To determine protein interactions, samples were subjected to SDS-PAGE and

subsequent Western blotting.

Isolation and subcellular fractionation of N. benthamiana proteins

N. benthamiana leaves were frozen in liquid nitrogen and homogenised in ice-cold buffer A (20 mM Tris [pH 7.5],

80 mM NaCl, 0.33 M sucrose, 4 mM EDTA, 2 mM DTT, 1% (w/v) polyvinylpyrrolidone, and 1x CompleteTM

protease inhibitor cocktail [Boehringer Mannheim, Germany]) using a mortar and a pestle. The homogenate was

filtered through 2 layers of miracloth and centrifuged at 500 g for 5 min to remove large cell debris to yield the

‘total protein’ fraction. This fraction was centrifuged at 10,000g for 15 min at 4ºC and resulted in supernatant

(soluble) fraction and pellet fractions. SDS sample buffer (final concentrations: 66 mM Tris/HCl pH 6.8, 3% [w/v]

SDS, 5% [v/v] glycerol, 2% [v/v] beta-mercaptoethanol, and 0.001% [w/v] bromophenol Blue) was added to the

lysate fractions and subsequently boiled for 5 minutes.

SDS-PAGE and Western blotting

Proteins were separated on 8% acrylamide gels by SDS-PAGE and transferred to polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF)

membrane. Anti-PP5 (1:10,000; see Chapter 2) and Anti-MBP (1:10,000) antibodies (New England Biolabs,

Beverly, MA, USA), peroxidase conjugated secondary antibodies (Pierce, Rockford, IL, USA), and ECL plus

Western Blotting Detection System (Amersham Biosciences, Uppsala, Sweden) were used for detection.

Virus-induced gene silencing

For silencing of NbPP5, a fragment of 344 bp (corresponding to nucleotides 1-344 of acc. no. AY569436) was

amplified with the P P 5 primers FP351 (5’-GCTATTGATCTGTACACA-3’) and FP162 (5’-

ATGGATCCCTAAGAGTCAGCTACTGAACG-3’) using cDNA synthesized from N. benthamiana leaves as a

template. The PCR fragment was cloned into the pGEM-T easy vector (Promega, Madison, WI, USA). An ApaI-

SpeI fragment was excised and cloned into the same sites of the pTV00 vector (Ratcliff et al., 2001). VIGS was

performed as described before (Ratcliff et al., 2001). For silencing of NbSGT1, the TRV:SGT1 vector was used

(Peart et al., 2002b).

To determine silencing of NbPP5, total RNA isolated from upper leaves three weeks after VIGS was used to

make cDNA as described before (de la Fuente van Bentem et al., 2003). RT-PCR on cDNA was performed with

NbPP5 primers FP351 and FP352 (5’-AAAGACCCTCTATCAACA-3’), which anneal outside the region used for

silencing. Control RT-PCRs were carried out with Actin primers FP237 (5’-GGGATGATATGGAGAAGATC-3’)

and FP239 (5’-TTGGATCCTCGAGTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTV-3’; V=A, C or G). Quantification of transcript

levels was performed in Adobe Photoshop by histogram analysis.

Leaf infiltration assays

To construct binary vectors containing full-length I-2 or I-2 D495V, an SpeI-SalI linker consisting of FP778

(TCGAAGATCTCTTACTCGAGGGCCCATGGA)  a n d  F P 7 7 9

(CTAGTCCATGGGCCCTCGAGTAAGAGATCT) was cloned in the SpeI and XhoI sites of pBS KS+ to yield

plasmid WP33. An NcoI-XhoI fragment containing the complete I-2 ORF was cloned into the same sites of WP33 to

yield WP36. An I-2 SpeI-BglII fragment was excised from WP36 and cloned into the XbaI-BamHI sites of pGreen

1K to yield a binary vector encoding wild-type I-2 (WP42). pGreen 1K contains a CaMV 35S promoter and a

nopaline synthase (NOS) transcription terminator (a kind gift of K. Spelt, Free University of Amsterdam, the

Netherlands). To introduce the D495V mutation in I-2, two PCRs were performed with Pfu polymerase (Stratagene,

La Jolla, CA, USA) using primer set 1, FP 515 (GTCTACCGAAGCCTCTTGG) and FP516

(CATTGACAAGAACATGCATAAG), and primer set 2, FP517 (CTTATGCATGTTCTTGTCAATG) and FP518
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(CTGCTCCAATTTGTAGAGGG). The obtained fragments were pooled and reamplified with FP515 and FP518.

The resulting PCR product was cut with BamHI and NdeI and used to replace the corresponding fragment in WP36.

After sequence verification, the I-2 D495V construct was cut out with SpeI and BglII and cloned into the XbaI and

BamHI sites of pGreen 1K to yield a binary vector encoding I-2 D495V (WP45). For overexpression of PP5 in N.

benthamiana, DNA fragments encoding the two PP5 isoforms, the TPR domain (amino acids 1-151) or a

phosphatase-negative mutant of the 55 kDa isoform (Chapter 2) were cloned into pGreen 1K.

To express I-2, I-2 D495V and PP5, pGreen 1K constructs were transformed to A. tumefaciens GV3101 and

infiltrated into N. benthamiana leaves as previously described (van der Hoorn et al., 2000). For silencing

experiments, the I-2 D495V construct was agroinfiltrated into the upper three leafs three weeks after initiation of

silencing. Seven days after infiltration, leafs were photographed. Experiments were repeated at least three times with

at least four independent plants.

Viral and bacterial infection assays

Rx-transgenic (Rx18), N-transgenic (310A) and Pto-transgenic (38-12; Rommens et al., 1995), N. benthamiana lines

were used for resistance assays (Bendahmane et al., 1999; Peart et al., 2002a). Virus inoculation was performed on

three plants (either wildtype or three weeks after initiation of VIGS) by agroinfiltration of A. tumefaciens carrying

binary vectors containing PVX or TMV constructs. GFP has been inserted into the viral coding sequences behind

duplicated coat protein (either PVX or TMV) promoters (Bendahmane et al., 1999; Peart et al., 2002a). Pictures of

local virus-infected leaves were taken under UV light after 5 days post infiltration, except for leaves infected with

PVX HB-GFP, which were photographed at 7 dpi. P. syringae was infiltrated into upper leaves of TRV plants. For

bacterial counting, 6 leaf discs (of three independent plants) were isolated and ground in 1 ml of 10 mM MgCl2. The

mixture was diluted and 2 x 20 µl was spotted on plates containing Rifampicin (100 µg/ml) and Kanamycin (50

µg/ml).

Sequence data from this article have been deposited with the GenBank data libraries under accession numbers

AY150040 (LeHSP17), AY569436 (NbPP5).
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Chapter 4

The I-2 disease resistance protein and protein Ser/Thr
phosphatase 5 interact with heat shock protein 90

Abstract

Previously, we have identified protein Ser/Thr phosphatase 5 (PP5) as a protein that interacts

with the tomato disease resistance (R) protein I-2. To identify additional components of the

potential I-2/PP5 complex, yeast two-hybrid screens were performed using PP5 as bait.

These screens identified two members of the cytosolic heat shock protein 90 (HSP90) family

as interactors of PP5. By in vitro protein-protein interaction analysis using purified

recombinant polypeptides, we determined that HSP90 interacts with I-2 as well; whereas

PP5 has been shown to bind to the C-terminal region of the I-2 LRR domain, HSP90 was

found to interact with N-terminal region. The binding of HSP90 to I-2 was confirmed by co-

purifying HSP90 from tomato lysate using recombinant fragments of I-2. Similarly, the

interaction between PP5 and HSP90 was confirmed. To investigate the role of HSP90 in I-2-

mediated responses, virus-induced gene silencing was performed in Nicotiana benthamiana.

Silencing of HSP90 completely blocked cell death triggered by I-2, suggesting that HSP90 is

required for I-2 function. Our data suggest that R proteins, like steroid hormone receptors in

animals, require an HSP90/PP5 complex for their functioning.
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Introduction

Disease resistance (R) proteins can be assigned to different classes based on their predicted

structure. By far the largest class of R proteins known to date consists of proteins with a

central nucleotide-binding domain with motifs present in Apaf-1, R proteins and CED-4

(NB-ARC) and a C-terminal leucine-rich repeat (LRR) domain. The NB-ARC domain of

two tomato R proteins, I-2 and Mi-1.2, specifically bind and hydrolyse ATP (Tameling et al.,

2002). At their N-terminus, R proteins of the NB-ARC-LRR class contain either a TIR (for

homology with animal Toll and Interleukin-1 receptor) or a CC (coiled-coil) domain (Dangl

and Jones, 2001; Martin et al., 2003).

The structure of NB-ARC-LRR proteins suggests a conservation of the mechanism by

which they activate signalling cascades. Several components of signal transduction routes

shared by different R proteins have been identified. Some of these components are required

specifically for members of either the CC or the TIR subclass (Martin et al., 2003). Others,

like RAR1 and SGT1b, are required for a subset of R proteins irrespective of their N-

terminus. They are present in the same, but also in distinct protein complexes that are

involved in ubiquitination of proteins (Austin et al., 2002; Azevedo et al., 2002). Both RAR1

and SGT1 have recently been shown to interact with heat shock protein 90 (HSP90) in plants

(Hubert et al., 2003; Liu et al., 2004; Takahashi et al., 2003). In animal cells, HSP90 is a

molecular chaperone with substantial specificity for substrates, designated as clients,

involved in signal transduction. Among the many clients are steroid hormone receptors such

as the glucocorticoid and estrogen receptors, and many kinases (Pratt and Toft, 2003). In

plants, HSP90 has recently been shown to be essential for resistance mediated by several R

proteins of the NB-ARC-LRR class (Hubert et al., 2003; Liu et al., 2004; Lu et al., 2003;

Takahashi et al., 2003). Furthermore, HSP90 associates with the R proteins RPM1 and N in

vivo (Hubert et al., 2003; Lu et al., 2003). Although many HSP90 clients have been

identified in animal cells (Pratt and Toft, 2003), R proteins are the first examples of HSP90

clients in plants. The physical association of R proteins with HSP90 supports the idea that R

proteins are present in protein complexes (Shirasu and Schulze-Lefert, 2003).

Here, we focus on the identification of components of the I-2/PP5 protein complex

(Chapter 3). In order to identify such proteins we performed yeast two-hybrid screens using

PP5 as bait and identified two HSP90 isoforms as interactors. Subsequently, HSP90 was also

found to bind directly to the LRR domain of I-2, although to a different region as previously

determined for PP5. Silencing of HSP90 abrogated I-2-mediated cell death in Nicotiana

benthamiana leaves, showing that HSP90 is essential for I-2 functioning. Since PP5 is a co-
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chaperone of HSP90 in animal cells, we speculate that PP5 acts as a co-chaperone during the

maturation of R proteins by HSP90 in plants.

Results

PP5 interacts with HSP90 in the yeast two-hybrid system

Previously, we have isolated PP5 as an interactor of I-2 (Chapter 3). To identify additional

components of the I-2 protein complex, a yeast two-hybrid screen of a Fusarium-tomato

interaction cDNA library was performed using PP5 as bait. From 105 yeast transformants, in

total 18 cDNAs were isolated that could be divided into three distinct classes containing one,

three and fourteen cDNAs, respectively. The first class represented clone N29 that is derived

of an expressed gene with unknown function (Figure 1A). The encoded polypeptide shows

sequence similarity with a potato sequence present in the TIGR database and with

Arabidopsis thaliana proteins containing Agenet domains (Figure 1A). Proteins containing

Agenet domains are potentially involved in chromatin remodelling (Maurer-Stroh et al.,

2003). In contrast, the tomato and potato proteins lack Agenet domains (Figure 1A).

The three cDNAs of the second class corresponded to HSP90-1, which encodes an

80,108 Da protein belonging to the cytosolic heat shock protein 90 (HSP90) family (Figure

1B). The third and largest class of cDNAs encoded HSP90-2 (previously termed Hsc80;

Koning et al., 1992), a 80,085 Da protein homologue of LeHSP90-1  (Figure 1B).The

sequences of these homologues show identities of 90% and 96% on nucleotide and amino

acid level, respectively, and both proteins show high levels of identity with A. thaliana and

human HSP90 homologues (about 90% and 68%, respectively). All HSP90 cDNAs isolated

in the screens were derived from the 3’-end of the mRNA. The shortest cDNA picked up in

the screen (N33) encoded the C-terminal 57 amino acids of LeHSP90-2. This indicates that

the C-terminus of HSP90 is sufficient for the interaction with tomato PP5.

To determine the region of PP5 involved in binding to HSP90, different truncations

were tested for interaction with the C-terminus of HSP90-2 (N33, amino acids 643-699) in a

yeast two-hybrid assay. Both full-length PP5 and the complete TPR domain (construct 1-

151) interacted with HSP90 (Figure 2). The C-terminally truncated TPR domain (construct

1-130) interacted with HSP90 as well, and even showed an increased interaction strength

(Figure 2). These data show that the TPR domain of PP5 mediates the interaction with

HSP90.
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Figure 1. Yeast two-hybrid interactors of LePP5.

(A) Clone N29 isolated in the screen with full-length LePP5 as bait matches unknown proteins from tomato

(Lycopersicon esculentum, Le; TIGR TC138970), potato (Solanum tuberosum, St; TIGR TC107159, incomplete 3’

sequence), and A. thaliana (At3G62300). DUF724 domains are present in a protein family that contains several

uncharacterised proteins found exclusively in A. thaliana. This region is often found associated with Agenet

domains. Numbers indicate amino acid positions. (B) Interacting cDNA fragments of LeHSP90-1 and LeHSP90-2,

which are depicted as dark and light grey rectangles, respectively. Numbers at the left and right of the LeHSP90

cDNAs represent nucleotide numbers. Open reading frames and UTRs are indicated as grey rectangles and black

lines, respectively. Clones isolated in the yeast two-hybrid screen using only the LePP5 TPR domain as bait are

indicated by an asterisk. The other clones were isolated in the screen with full-length LePP5 as bait.
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Figure 2. Identification of the region of PP5 necessary for the interaction with HSP90.

Different parts of PP5 were tested for interaction with HSP90 (clone N33, amino acids 643-699 of HSP90-2) in the

yeast two-hybrid system. The names of the truncated clones indicate amino acid residues. The interaction strength

was scored as positive (+) based on the growth rate on selective -HWL and -AWL plates, no growth was scored as

no interaction (-). Interactions were scored after 9 days.

HSP90 specifically interacts with the N-terminal region of the LRR domain of I-2 in vitro

In animal and yeast cells, PP5 is a co-chaperone of HSP90 and associates with HSP90-client

heterocomplexes. This suggests that I-2 is a client of HSP90 and thus that both proteins

physically interact. In line with this idea, HSP90 was recently found to interact with the LRR

domain of N, a tobacco disease resistance protein of the NB-ARC-LRR class (Liu et al.,

2004). To determine an interaction between HSP90 and the I-2 LRR domain, an in vitro

glutathione S-transferase (GST) pull-down approach was pursued. Intact GST (as a control)

and a GST fusion protein with full-length LeHSP90-2 (GST-LeHSP90-2) were purified from

Escherichia coli (Figure 3A). Maltose-binding protein (MBP) fusion proteins with either I-2

LRR1-11 (MBP-I-2 LRR1-11) or I-2 LRR12-29 (MBP-I-2 LRR12-29) were purified from E.

coli as well (Figure 3B and C, input lanes). Purified GST or GST-LeHSP90-2 was incubated

with purified MBP-I-2 LRR fusion protein, and GST and GST-LeHSP90-2 were

subsequently pulled down using glutathione Sepharose beads. To determine whether MBP-I-

2 LRR fusion protein co-purified with the beads, indicative for an interaction, SDS-PAGE

and Western blot analysis using anti-MBP antibodies were performed. MBP-I-2 LRR1-11

was specifically pulled down with GST-LeHSP90-2 (Figure 3B), whereas no interaction

between I-2 LRR12-29 and HSP90 could be detected (Figure 3C). This indicates that at least

one cytosolic HSP90 isoform is able to interact directly with the N-terminal region of the

LRR domain of I-2. Together, these data combined with data presented in Chapter 3, show

that PP5 and HSP90 interact directly with distinct regions of the I-2 LRR domain.
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HSP90 interacts with I-2 and PP5 in tomato lysates

To further corroborate the interaction between HSP90 and PP5, we set out to co-purify

HSP90 from the soluble fraction of tomato stem lysate using the PP5 TPR domain (amino

acids 1-151) as bait. Purified GST or GST-TPR fusion protein (Figure 4A) was immobilised

on glutathione Sepharose beads and subsequently incubated with the soluble fraction of a

tomato stem lysate. Six proteins specifically present in the GST-TPR pull-down sample but

absent in the control GST pull-down sample (Figure 4B) were cut out from a Coomassie-

stained SDS-PAGE gel. These proteins were digested by trypsin and the masses of the

obtained peptides were determined by matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionisation time-of-

flight mass spectrometry. Unexpectedly, five proteins yielded tryptic peptide masses that

matched the GST-TPR fusion protein. From one protein of approximately 80 kDa, 17

peptide masses were derived. The masses of these peptides matched LeHSP90-2 (30%

coverage), but 16 of the 17 peptides matched LeHSP90-1 as well (Table 1). The amino acid

sequence of five tryptic peptides was confirmed by MS/MS (Table 1), showing that the

peptides were indeed derived from HSP90.

Figure 3. I-2 interacts through its LRR domain with HSP90 in vitro.

(A) Coomassie-stained SDS-PAGE gel loaded with the same amounts of GST and GST-LeHSP90-2 as were used in

the pull-down experiments shown in panel B and C. (B) In vitro GST pull-down of the MBP-conjugated N-terminal

half of the I-2 LRR domain (MBP-I-2 LRR-1-11) with GST or GST-LeHSP90-2. The presence of MBP-I-2 LRR1-

11 was detected on a Western blot (WB) using an anti-MBP antibody. In the input lane, 2% of the amount of MBP-

I-2 LRR12-29 as used for the pull-down assay was loaded. (C) In vitro GST pull-down of the MBP-conjugated C-

terminal half of the I-2 LRR domain (MBP-I-2 LRR12-29) with GST (negative control) or GST-LeHSP90-2. The

presence of MBP-I-2 LRR12-29 was detected on a Western blot (WB) using an anti-MBP antibody. In the input

lane, 2% of the amount of MBP-I-2 LRR12-29 as used for the pull-down assay was loaded.
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Figure 4. Purification of HSP90 from a tomato stem lysate using recombinant fragments of PP5 and I-2 as baits.

(A) Coomassie-stained SDS-PAGE gel showing GST and GST-TPR proteins purified from E. coli. (B) Pull-down

of HSP90 from a tomato stem lysate. Purified GST and GST-TPR proteins immobilised on beads were incubated

with the tomato lysate. Subsequently, GST and GST-TPR beads containing interacting proteins were washed and

the proteins were subjected to SDS-PAGE and Coomassie staining. The panel at the right is a magnification of the

protein band that was identified as HSP90 by mass spectrometric analysis. (C) Western blot (WB) analysis of GST

and GST-TPR samples after incubation with tomato lysate (as shown in panel B) using anti-HSP90 antibodies. A

band of approximately 80 kDa (corresponding to the expected mass of LeHSP90) was specifically detected in the

GST-TPR lane. (D) Coomassie-stained SDS-PAGE gel showing GST-conjugated I-2 regions purified from E. coli

that were used for the pull-down experiments. CN: I-2 CC-NB-ARC, LRR1-11: I-2 LRR1-11, LRR12-29: I-2

LRR12-29. (E) Pull-down experiment from a tomato lysate using the I-2 fusion proteins displayed in panel D.

HSP90 was detected by Western blot (WB) analysis using anti-HSP90 antibodies. A band of approximately 80 kDa

was specifically present in the GST-LRR1-11 lane.
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Figure 5. Generation and use of anti-HSP90 antibodies for analysis of HSP90 protein in plants.

(A) Coomassie-stained gel with the N-terminal part of LeHSP90-2 purified from E. coli as a GST fusion protein. (B)

Verification of the specificity of antibodies raised against LeHSP90-2. The anti-HSP90 serum recognises the

antigen used for immunisation (see (A)). In lanes 1-3 increasing amounts of the antigen were loaded. (C) Western

blot analysis of plant lysates using the anti-HSP90 antibodies (left panel) or pre-immune serum (right panel). Le: L.

esculentum, R: root, S: stem, L: leaf, Nb: N. benthamiana, At: A. thaliana, Vu: Vigna unguiculata.

To show the identity of HSP90 by a different method, Western blot analysis was

performed using anti-HSP90 antibodies. These antibodies were raised against the N-terminal

part of LeHSP90-2 produced in E. coli (Figure 5A) and recognised the protein purified from

E. coli (Figure 5B). In cell extracts of tomato, A. thaliana and Nicotiana benthamiana and

Vigna unguiculata (cowpea), proteins of about 80 kDa were detected, a molecular mass

expected for cytosolic HSP90 (Figure 5C). Sometimes proteins lower than 80 kDa cross-

reacted with the anti-HSP90 antibodies (Figure 5C) and these likely represent HSP90

degradation products (P. Krishna, personal communication). These results lead us to

conclude that the antibodies are of sufficient quality to be used for specific detection of

HSP90 in plant lysates. Using these anti-HSP90 antibodies, it was shown that a protein with

a molecular mass comparable to that of HSP90 was detected in the GST-TPR pull-down

sample but not in the GST sample (Figure 4C). Together, these data indicate that PP5

interacts with HSP90 in tomato lysates.

Subsequently, we tested whether we could confirm the interaction between HSP90 and

I-2 by co-purifying HSP90 from tomato stem lysates using recombinant I-2 fragments as

baits. For this purpose, GST-I-2 CC-NB-ARC (GST-CN), GST-I-2 LRR1-11 (GST-LRR1-

11) and GST-I-2 LRR12-29 (GST-LRR12-29) fusion proteins were produced in E. coli and

purified (Figure 4D). Subsequently, each of the GST fusion proteins were incubated with
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tomato lysate as described above. As shown by Western blot analysis using anti-HSP90

antibodies, HSP90 was specifically pulled down by GST-I-2 LRR1-11, but not by GST-CN

nor by GST-I-2 LRR12-29 (Figure 4E), confirming that HSP90 specifically interacts with

the N-terminal region of the I-2 LRR domain.

In summary, the interactions between PP5, HSP90 and I-2 suggest that they are

components of the same protein complex.

Figure 6 (see page 119 for color version of this figure). Silencing of HSP90 but not of PP5 abrogates cell death

triggered by I-2 in N. benthamiana.

Expression of the I-2 D495V mutant in leaves of N. benthamiana. Expression of I-2 D495V in TRV:00 control

plants (A) and in TRV:HSP90 (B). (C) Effect of silencing on total HSP90 protein levels. Western blot analysis with

anti-HSP90 antibodies was performed on leaf extracts of three independent TRV:00 and TRV:HSP90 plants. The

relative percentage (%) of HSP90 protein corrected for loading (see Rubisco lane of Coomassie-stained gel below)

compared to lane 1 is indicated below each lane.
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Table 1. Identification of LeHSP90-2 peptides by MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry analysis

Mr(expt)a Mr(calc)a Position Sequence
Missed
cleavage

Present in
LeHSP90-1

Confirmed
by MS/MS

958.52 958.53 264-270 QKPIWMR yes
1133.53 1133.58 472-481 AVENSPFLEK yes yes
1168.58 1168.57 418-427 LGIHEDSQNR yes
1209.63 1209.63 317-326 RAPFDLFDTK 1 yes
1256.67 1256.70 88-99 ADLVNNLGTIAR yes
1291.58 1291.64 34-45 ELISNSSDALDK yes yes
1304.59 1304.65 253-263 EVSNEWSLVNK yes yes
1320.65 1320.66 299-309 HFSVEGQLEFK yes
1323.62 1323.61 180-189 EDQLEYLEER yes yes
1527.81 1527.80 358-371 GIVDSEDLPLNISR yes
1541.77 1541.76 286-298 SLTNDWEEHLAVK yes
1616.68 1616.74 457-470 EGQNDIYYITGESK yes yes
1734.95 1734.94 57-71 LDGQPELFIHIIPDK yes
1845.95 1845.93 271-285 KPEEITKEEYAAFYK 1 yes
2071.03 2071.04 174-189 MVLYLKEDQLEYLEER 1 no
2426.12 2426.06 141-161 HNDDEQYVWESQAGGSFTVTR yes
2444.10 2444.07 563-583 VVDSPCCLVTGEYGWTANMER yes

am/z value of singly-protonated peptides, with Cys modified by iodoacetamide

Virus-induced gene silencing of HSP90

To address the question whether HSP90 is required for I-2 function, we used N. benthamiana

as a host to express an I-2 mutant (I-2 D495V) that mediates a hypersensitive response (HR)

in leaves (Chapter 3). To determine the requirement of HSP90 for this process, we set out to

silence NbHSP90. For this purpose, a 502 bp fragment of LeHSP90-2 was cloned into the

pTV00 silencing vector. Based on the sequence identity with the LeHSP90-2 fragment it is

likely that the N. benthamiana NbHSP90-1 and NbHSP90-2 homologues would be silenced.

Silencing was determined by Western blot analysis using anti-HSP90 antibodies. The level

of total HSP90 protein was reduced about 50% in TRV:HSP90 plants compared to TRV:00

plants (Figure 6C). Tomato (TIGR, release date September 23, 2004) contains at least two

other, more distantly related, cytosolic HSP90 homologues. The low sequence identity of

these two tomato homologues with the LeHSP90-2 silencing fragment makes it unlikely that

the two corresponding NbHSP90 homologues (Lu et al., 2003) were silenced in our

experiments. This is reinforced by the notion that still 50% of the total level of HSP90

protein was present in TRV:HSP90 leaves (Figure 6C). Two weeks after initiation of VIGS

of HSP90, phenotypic symptoms became visible and after three weeks plants were stunted

and leaf morphology was altered compared to TRV:00 plants (Figure 7). Three weeks after

VIGS of HSP90, the I-2 D495V construct was agroinfiltrated into the upper leafs. Partial

silencing of HSP90 completely abolished cell death activated by I-2 D495V (Figure 6B),

whereas in TRV:00 control plants a cell death reaction was observed (Figure 6A). This

shows that HSP90 is required for I-2-mediated HR.
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Discussion

Identification of components of the I-2/PP5 protein complex

The aim of our study was to identify additional components of the tomato I-2/PP5 protein

complex. A combination of yeast two-hybrid screens, in vitro GST pull-downs and GST

pull-downs from tomato lysates resulted in the identification of HSP90 as a component. Both

PP5 and I-2 were found to interact with HSP90. The interaction between I-2 and HSP90

occured via the LRR domain of I-2. Interaction between LRR domains and HSP90 may be

common, since for N this domain has been shown to interact with HSP90 as well (Liu et al.,

2004). By testing recombinant proteins, we show that HSP90 interacts with a specific region

of the I-2 LRR domain as a direct interaction was found with an N-terminal region of the I-2

LRR domain, whereas no binding to either the CC-NB-ARC part or to a C-terminal region of

the LRR domain was detected. In addition, using recombinant I-2 fusion proteins we were

able to specifically co-purify HSP90 from a tomato lysate with the N-terminal I-2 LRR

region. Unfortunately, we were unable to pull down sufficient HSP90 protein for mass

spectrometric analysis so the identification of the specific HSP90 isoform(s) isolated was not

possible. Altogether, our interaction and silencing data show that I-2 is a client of HSP90.

Figure 7 (see page 119 for color version of this figure). Silencing of HSP90 in N. benthamiana affects plant

development.

Phenotypes of plants infected with an empty tobacco rattle virus (TRV:00) or with TRV containing an HSP90

silencing fragment (TRV:HSP90). Photographs were taken three weeks after agroinfiltration of the viruses.
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PP5 interacts with HSP90 in plants

In yeast and animal cells PP5 interacts with HSP90 (Chen et al., 1996; Dobson et al., 2001;

Gavin et al., 2002). So far, evidence for an interaction between these two proteins in plants

was lacking. Here, we have provided evidence showing that PP5 interacts with HSP90 in

tomato using the yeast two-hybrid system and affinity purification of HSP90 from tomato

lysates using the TPR domain of PP5 as bait. Two HSP90 isoforms, LeHSP90-1 and

LeHSP90-2, were identified as interactors of PP5.  Two other homologues (TIGR, release

date September 23, 2004) were not found during our experiments. This could be either

because these homologues are less abundant compared to LeHSP90-1 and LeHSP90-2 or

because they do not interact with PP5. However, the fact that the C-terminal regions of these

homologues show high sequence identities with those of LeHSP90-1 and LeHSP90-2 and

that the yeast two-hybrid screens were not saturating, makes it likely that they do interact

with PP5. The shortest clone isolated in the yeast two-hybrid screens encodes residues 643-

699 of LeHSP90-2, indicating that this short C-terminal region is sufficient for binding PP5.

This finding suggests that the interaction with the TPR domain of PP5 occurs via the C-

terminus of HSP90 in tomato. This has been found for the interaction between PP5 and

HSP90 in animal cells as well (Chen et al., 1996; Russell et al., 1999). In conclusion, the

interaction between PP5 and HSP90 observed in yeast and animal cells is conserved in

tomato and probably in other plant species as well.

In animal cells, HSP90 is specialised in molding prefolded signalling proteins such as

the glucocorticoid receptor (GR) into a mature state (Pratt and Toft, 2003). The folding of

clients by HSP90 is accompanied by the dynamic assembly of a heterocomplex involving

different proteins that bind to HSP90, the so-called co-chaperones. Among these are

immunophilins that can be divided in FK506-binding proteins (FKBPs) and cyclosporin A-

binding proteins (cyclophilins). Characteristic for these immunophilins is that they interact

with the C-terminus of HSP90 via their TPR domain, like PP5, and that they compete with

each other and PP5 for entering HSP90 heterocomplexes at a late stage of client folding. In

plants, a few FKBPs that interact with their TPR domains to the C-terminus of HSP90 have

been identified (Kamphausen et al., 2002; Reddy et al., 1998). Mammalian PP5 is a co-

chaperone present in heterocomplexes containing HSP90 and either the GR, heme-regulated

eIF2α kinase (HRI) or the estrogen receptor (ER), which are all HSP90 clients (Chen et al.,

1996; Ikeda et al., 2004; Shao et al., 2002; Silverstein et al., 1997). Although its exact mode

of action is unclear, PP5 suppresses responses mediated by the GR, HRI and the ER,

possibly by dephosphorylating these proteins (Ikeda et al., 2004; Shao et al., 2002; Chinkers,

2001). A functional HSP90 co-chaperone machinery capable of folding the mammalian GR

is present in plant cells (Pratt et al., 2001). This observation, together with our results and the
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previous identification of other TPR co-chaperones in plants, strongly suggest that there is an

HSP90 co-chaperone machinery in plants that is functionally conserved and involves similar

components as in animal cells (Pratt et al., 2001; Zhang et al., 2003).

Possible role of HSP90 in regulation of R proteins

Our results show that HSP90 is required for I-2 mediated cell death in N. benthamiana. All

other plant R proteins belonging to the NB-ARC-LRR class that have been tested so far,

depend on HSP90 function as well (Hubert et al., 2003; Liu et al., 2004; Lu et al., 2003;

Takahashi et al., 2003), indicating that HSP90 is broadly involved in regulation of R protein

function. HSP90 is required for the accumulation of Rx and RPM1 to normal levels (Hubert

et al., 2003; Lu et al., 2003). Unfortunately, we have not been able to detect the I-2 protein

upon overexpression in leaves of N. benthamiana so far. Therefore we were unable to test

whether the I-2 protein level is lower when expressed in HSP90-silenced plants. Silencing of

HSP90 in N. benthamiana lead to severe phenotypical growth disorders. This suggests that

HSP90 plays an important role in plant development and/or protection against damage

caused by misfolded proteins, as in animal cells (Friant et al., 2003; Queitsch et al., 2002).

SGT1 interacts with its central CS (present in metazoan CHORD and SGT1 proteins)

domain with HSP90 (Lee et al., 2004; Takahashi et al., 2003). SGT1 also contains a TPR

domain similar to that of HSP90 co-chaperones such as PP5, but it is not yet clear whether it

binds with this domain to the C-terminus of HSP90 (Bansal et al., 2004; Lee et al., 2004;

Takahashi et al., 2003). The interaction between HSP90 and both RAR1 and SGT1 in plants

suggests a direct link of HSP90 to proteasome-dependent degradation of proteins, which is

an important function of animal and yeast HSP90 as well (Höhfeld et al., 2001). The

interaction of plant HSP90 with PP5, TPR immunophilins and proteins such as RAR1 and

SGT1 shows a separation of the nature of the HSP90 co-factors: one group is involved in the

folding process of clients by HSP90, while the other group is possibly involved in targeted

degradation of the clients or client-binding proteins. The first group might be involved in the

transformation of R proteins into their signalling-competent state, while the latter group is

potentially involved in stabilisation/accumulation of R proteins (Tornero et al., 2002) or

downstream signalling by R proteins after perception of a pathogen-derived signal. This

would point to important functions of HSP90 in concert with its co-factors prior to and

during signalling mediated by R proteins.
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Figure 8. Model for the maturation of I-2 by the HSP90/PP5 chaperone complex.

 (A) PP5 does not interact with full-length I-2 in the yeast two-hybrid system. So an unknown factor (indicated by ?)

may induce a conformational change that allows binding of PP5 to the C-terminal region of the LRR domain (within

LRRs 12-22). (B) HSP90 binds to the N-terminal region (within LRRs 1-11) of the LRR domain of I-2 and induces

a conformational change. (C) A model that combines (A) and (B). Premature I-2 (stage I) is bound and folded by

HSP90, which may well be the unknown factor from (A). After the conformational change of I-2 (stage II), PP5 is

attracted to the complex through binding to the C-terminal TPR acceptor site of HSP90 (stage III). PP5 also directly

contacts the C-terminal region  of the I-2 LRR domain. This contact may be essential for the selection of PP5 in the

I-2 heterocomplex. After its maturation, I-2 is accessible to its guardee (GI-2).
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R proteins are components of dynamic protein complexes

In animal cells, both immunophilin co-chaperones and PP5 are dispensable for the folding of

clients by HSP90 into a signalling-competent state (Pratt and Toft, 2003). Although HSP90

is essential in yeast, a yeast strain in which all immunophilins are deleted is still viable,

indicating that the function of HSP90 is not entirely dependent on these immunophilins

(Dolinski et al., 1997). In conclusion, each of the immunophilins in HSP90-client

heterocomplexes is likely to be involved in fine-tuning of the maturation of the client. Since

immunophilin co-chaperones compete with PP5 for binding to HSP90, reduction of PP5

levels could be compensated for by other immunophilins. Mammalian PP5 and

immunophilin TPR co-chaperones are present in distinct HSP90-client pools through a direct

interaction with the client after entering the complex via binding to HSP90 (Ikeda et al.,

2004; Pratt and Toft, 2003; Shao et al., 2002). In analogy with mammalian systems, their

interactions with R proteins suggest that HSP90 and PP5 are components of a chaperone

heterocomplex involved in the transformation of R proteins into a signalling-competent state.

One of the truncated PP5 constructs that gave an interaction with HSP90 (aa 1-130) does not

interact with I-2 LRR12-29 (Chapter 3). This shows that distinct regions of PP5 are involved

in the interaction with HSP90 and I-2, suggesting that the region C-terminally of the three

TPRs is involved in selecting the PP5 co-chaperone for its presence in R protein-HSP90

heterocomplexes.

Although extensive attempts to identify a protein heterocomplex consisting of I-2,

HSP90 and PP5 in vivo and/or in vitro were undertaken, we have not been successful. An

explanation for this could be that due to its dynamic behaviour the I-2/PP5/HSP90 protein

complex only exists transiently, resulting in too low amounts for detection on Western blots.

An alternative explanation is the selective binding of the interactors to the distinct parts of

the LRR. In our pull-down experiments we have used specific parts of the LRR that either

bind HSP90 or PP5. Possibly by using the full-length I-2 LRR domain (LRR 1-29) that

contains both binding domains, the presence of all three proteins in one complex can be

shown. Unfortunately, however, we could not do this experiment as we were unable to

produce the full-length LRR domain in E. coli.

LRR domains of R proteins are important for the regulation of signalling (Hwang et al.,

2000). Therefore it is interesting that we have found two proteins that bind to the LRR

domain and we speculate that both are potentially involved in the regulatory function of this

domain. Our data and previous findings point at similarities between the maturation of R

proteins by HSP90 and GR folding by the HSP90 chaperone machinery in mammalian cells,

and thus we might learn from the mechanism of HSP90-mediated GR folding (Hubert et al.,

2003; Schulze-Lefert, 2004). Based on GR maturation by HSP90 in concert with PP5 in
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mammalian cells, we propose a model in which HSP90 in plants folds R proteins such as I-2

into a mature state (Figure 8). We think that in the HSP90-free state of the R protein the LRR

domain is bound to the NB-ARC domain (Figure 8, state I), since this interaction has been

shown to occur (Moffett et al., 2002). For simplicity, we do not include the interaction

between the CC and NB-ARC domains in our model (Moffett et al., 2002). In this premature

phase of the R protein, HSP90 binds to the LRR domain of the R protein and induces a

conformational change (Figure 8, state II). This allows PP5 to enter the complex by binding

to HSP90 and to the exposed LRR domain (state III). This hypothesis is supported by: (A)

the observation that full-length I-2 did not interact with PP5 in yeast and (B) analogy with

mammalian client folding during which PP5 enters the GR-HSP90 complex via binding to

HSP90 after a conformational change of the GR (Pratt and Toft, 2003). In this third state, the

R protein may be in a conformational state that allows it to bind to its guardee (state IV).

Different from GR maturation in mammalian cells, HSP90 and perhaps PP5 may then

dissociate from the R protein complex, since for the R protein RPM1 it was shown that it is

present in distinct complexes with either its guardee RIN4 or HSP90 (Hubert et al., 2003).

After modification of the guardee by the pathogen-derived elicitor, the R protein may

reassociate with HSP90 that then recruits co-factors such as SGT1. The identification of PP5

as a protein interacting with both R proteins and HSP90 provides evidence for the idea that R

proteins are clients of an evolutionarily conserved HSP90 folding machinery. The

interactions of plant R proteins with HSP90 and its co-factors such as PP5, RAR1 and SGT1

suggest that R proteins are regulated by dynamically assembling and disassembling HSP90

heterocomplexes to achieve optimal control of both R protein maturation and signalling.

Materials and methods

Yeast two-hybrid assays and cDNA library screens

The cDNA library, host strain, media and yeast transformation used for yeast two-hybrid screens and assays are

described in Chapter 3. For screening for PP5-interacting proteins, yeast containing the pAS2-1 bait plasmid with a

LePP5 TPR domain construct (encoding amino acids 1-151) or full-length LePP5 were transformed with the two-

hybrid cDNA library. For the PP5 screens, cells were plated on minimal medium MM -HWL and grown for 10-15

days at room temperature. All HWL+ colonies were transferred to MM -WL plates and subjected to the two-hybrid

assays described in Chapter 3. Prey plasmids were discarded as false positives when they showed activation of the

two-hybrid markers when combined with an empty bait plasmid. From the screens with the PP5 TPR domain and

full-length PP5, 2.103 and 2.105 WL+ transformants were obtained, respectively.
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GST and MBP fusion protein expression and purification

GST, GST-LeHSP90-2, GST-CN (amino acids 1-519 of I-2), GST-LRR1-11 (amino acids 520-840 of I-2), GST-

LRR12-29 (amino acids 823-1250 of I-2), MBP-I-2 LRR1-11 and MBP-I-2 LRR12-29 fusion proteins were

expressed in E. coli strain BL21 (DE3) and isolated as described in Chapter 3.

For in vitro pull-down assays, immobilised GST fusion proteins were eluted, dialysed and stored as described

in Chapter 3. For pull-down assays from tomato lysate, fusion proteins immobilised on beads were washed two

times in PBS. To remove E. coli proteins cross-reacting with anti-HSP90 antibodies, beads were rotated for 30 min

at 4 ºC in PBS supplemented with 500 mM NaCl. After washing the beads twice with PBS supplemented with 500

mM NaCl and three times in PBS without extra NaCl, SDS-PAGE and Coomassie Brilliant Blue staining was

performed. To determine the concentration of the purified GST fusion proteins, samples were compared with a BSA

concentration range on the same gel.

In vitro GST pull-down assays and GST pull-down from tomato lysates

In vitro pull-down experiments were carried out as described in Chapter 3. For pull-down assays from tomato

lysates, the soluble fraction of tomato stem lysate was isolated as previously described (de la Fuente van Bentem et

al., 2003), except that centrifugation was performed at 13,000 g. For pull-down assays using PP5 as bait, control

GST (15 µg) or GST-TPR (10 µg) immobilised on glutathione Sepharose beads was applied to the stem lysate

(containing approximately 500 µg of protein) and rotated overnight at 4°C in the presence of 0.05% Triton X-100.

Beads were washed five times with interaction buffer lacking Tween-20 and resuspended in SDS-PAGE loading

mix (final concentrations: 66 mM Tris/HCl pH 6.8, 3% [w/v] SDS, 5% [v/v] glycerol, 2% [v/v] beta-

mercaptoethanol, and 0.001% [w/v] bromophenol Blue). After boiling for 5 min, proteins were separated by SDS-

PAGE and subsequently stained with Coomassie Brilliant Blue. Isolation and preparation of proteins from gel for

mass spectrometric analysis were performed as described by Rep et al. (2002).

For pull-down assays using I-2 fragments as baits, 15 µg of each GST fusion protein was added to the tomato

lysate containing 500 µg of protein and rotated overnight at 4 ºC in the presence of 0.5% (v/v) Tween-20. Protein

complexes were washed four times with PBS containing 0.5% (v/v) Tween-20. To determine protein interactions,

samples were subjected to SDS-PAGE and subsequent Western blotting.

Generation of antibodies against recombinant HSP90

A fragment encoding amino acids 1-351 of LeHSP90-2 was cloned in the NcoI and XhoI sites of the pGEX-KG

vector. Protein purification from E. coli and GST tag removal was performed as described before (de la Fuente van

Bentem et al., 2003) and used for immunisation of rats. The obtained serum recognised the GST-LeHSP90-2 fusion

protein purified from E. coli. In lysates (10 µg of protein) of tomato, A. thaliana and Nicotiana benthamiana (all

isolated as described in de la Fuente van Bentem et al. [2003]), the serum, but not the pre-immune serum, cross-

reacted with proteins of about 80 kDa, a molecular mass expected for cytosolic HSP90.

SDS-PAGE and Western blotting

Proteins were separated on 8% acrylamide gels by SDS-PAGE and transferred to polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF)

membrane. Specific primary anti-HSP90 (1:5,000) antibodies (see above), anti-MBP (1:10,000) antibodies (New

England Biolabs, Beverly, MA, USA), peroxidase conjugated secondary antibodies (Pierce, Rockford, IL, USA),

and ECL plus Western Blotting Detection System (Amersham Biosciences, Uppsala, Sweden) were used for

detection.

Virus-induced gene silencing

A 502 bp SspI-StuI fragment of LeHSP90-2 (position 1055-1556 downstream of the ATG translation initiation

codon) was cloned into the pTV00 silencing vector (Ratcliff et al., 2001). VIGS was performed as described before
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(Ratcliff et al., 2001). Silencing of NbHSP90 was determined on extracts made from the upper leaves three weeks

after VIGS. For this purpose, soluble fractions of extracts were isolated by centrifugation at 10,000 g as described

(de la Fuente van Bentem et al., 2003), and subjected to Western blot analysis. Quantification of protein levels was

performed in Adobe Photoshop by histogram analysis.

Agroinfiltration into N. benthamiana leaves was performed as described in van der Hoorn et al. (2000). For

silencing experiments, the I-2 D495V construct was agroinfiltrated into the upper three leafs three weeks after

initiation of silencing. Seven days after infiltration, leafs were photographed. Experiments were repeated at least

three times with at least four independent plants.
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General discussion

Identification of components of I-2 disease resistance protein complexes

Disease resistance (R) proteins initiate signalling cascades upon recognition of pathogens. R

proteins likely reside in recognition-competent protein heterocomplexes in absence of

pathogens. (Shirasu and Schulze-Lefert, 2003). The tomato R protein I-2 specifies resistance

of tomato to Fusarium oxysporum forma specialis lycopersici carrying AvrI-2. To gain

insight into the mechanisms underlying I-2-mediated resistance, we searched for protein

components of I-2 complexes. Using different techniques, six I-2-binding proteins were

identified (Chapters 3 and 4; Vossen et al., 2001). Three of the interactors bind to the N-

terminal region of I-2, containing a coiled-coil domain and a nucleotide-binding domain with

similarity shared by Apaf-1, R proteins and CED-4 (CC-NB-ARC), and the other three to the

leucine-rich repeat (LRR) domain (Figure 1A). The N-terminal interactors are kinesin light

chain (KLC), Formin that contains a Formin Homology (FH2) domain and a protein that is

homologous to human Translin-associated factor X (Trax). KLC is involved in transport of

cargo along the cytoskeleton, Formin in signalling leading to cytoskeleton rearrangements

and Trax is involved in mRNA transport in animal cells. Interestingly, KLC and Formin

preferentially bind to an ATP-bound form of I-2, whereas Trax does not. Instead, it interacts

with nucleotide-free or ADP-bound I-2 (Tameling et al., submitted). This might suggest that

Trax is a component of the I-2-guardee complex (see below) and that activated I-2 attracts

KLC and Formin into the complex. KLC and Formin may subsequently mediate transport of

cargo via the cytoskeleton, resulting in the activation of downstream signalling leading to

disease resistance.

The three I-2 LRR interactors are heat shock protein 17.7 (HSP17.7), protein Ser/Thr

phosphatase 5 (PP5; Figure 1B, 55 kDa isoform) and heat shock protein 90 (HSP90). The

first two interact with the C-terminal region of the LRR domain (Chapter 3; J. H. Vossen, B.

Dorland and B. J. C. Cornelissen, unpublished), whereas HSP90 binds to the N-terminal

region (Chapter 4). HSP17.7 is a member of the alpha crystalline family of small heat shock

proteins. It interacts with I-2 and its homologue I-2C-2, but not with the I-2C-1 homologue.

Moreover, close HSP17 homologues do not bind to I-2 nor to I-2C-1 or I-2C-2 (J. H. Vossen,
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B. Dorland and B. J. C. Cornelissen, unpublished). In contrast, PP5 does interact with the

LRR domains of these two I-2 homologues and with the LRR domains other R proteins

(Chapter 3). HSP90 and PP5 were isolated in a yeast two-hybrid screen with the R protein N

as bait, but HSP17.7 was not (Liu et al., 2004). This may suggest that HSP17.7 may not be

generally involved in R protein-mediated resistance, but instead be recruited by specific R

proteins. Since I-2 has an unusually large LRR domain compared to most other R proteins,

HSP17.7 may be involved in assisting HSP90 in I-2 folding or may separately of HSP90 fold

the C-terminal region of the LRR domain into its desired shape. Interestingly, the RTM2

protein involved in resistance to tobacco etch virus contains a region that has homology with

small HSPs of the alpha crystalline family (Whitham et al., 2002). Moreover, HSPs of the

alpha crystalline family show structural similarities with p23, an HSP90 co-chaperone (see

below; Garcia-Ranea et al., 2002). Thus, LeHSP17.7 possibly has a similar three-

dimensional fold as mammalian p23. This would point to a potentially similar function for

HSP17.7 and mammalian p23: the stabilisation of HSP90-mediated folding structures

(Garcia-Ranea et al., 2002).

Below the potential roles of PP5 and HSP90 in R protein-mediated defence signalling

are discussed.

Figure 1. Interactor binding domains of I-2 and PP5.

(A) Regions within I-2 that serve as binding domains for the indicated proteins. CC, coiled-coil domain; NB-ARC,

nucleotide-binding domain with similarity shared by Apaf-1, R proteins and CED-4; LRR, leucine-rich repeat

domain. (B) I-2- and HSP90-binding regions within the 55 kDa isoform of PP5. The tetratricopeptide repeat (TPR)

domain consists of three TPRs (1-3) and a 34 amino acid sequence with low homology (H) with a TPR motif. (C)

Structural organisation of the 62 kDa PP5 isoform. TM, transmembrane region.
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PP5 is a potential component of R protein complexes

PP5 physically interacts with R proteins

PP5 interacts with the LRR domains of R proteins of both the CC-NB-ARC-LRR (Chapter

3) and the TIR(Toll/Interleukin-1 receptor-like)-NB-ARC-LRR subclass (Liu et al., 2004),

suggesting that it is a common component of R protein complexes. In the yeast two-hybrid

system, full-length I-2 does not interact with PP5. An explanation for this observation may

be that a conformational change in I-2 is required for accessibility of the LRR domain to

PP5. We could truncate PP5 C-terminally to amino acid residue 214 to obtain a strong

binding to the I-2 LRR domain. Further truncation to amino acid 151 still maintained the

interaction, although less strong, showing that the tetratricopeptide repeat (TPR) domain is

sufficient for the interaction. Yet further truncation up to residue 130 abolished binding. This

indicates that the region of between amino acids 130 and 214 is essential for I-2 binding.

Table 1. Plant HSP90 co-factors

Protein Structure Putative function
Subcellular
localisation Technique Reference

FKBP42 TPR
PPIase1,2,
CaM binding
domain

co-chaperone plasma
membrane

in vitro3 Kamphausen et al.,
2002

FKBP73 TPR PPIase co-chaperone cytosol in vitro Reddy et al., 1998

FKBP77 TPR PPIase co-chaperone cytosol in vitro Reddy et al., 1998

RAR1 Zn2+-binding
CHORD1

domains

ubiquitin-
mediated protein
degradation

cytosol Y2H1; in
vitro; Co-IP1

Takahashi et al., 2003;
Hubert et al., 2003;
Liu et al., 2004

SGT14 TPR-CS ubiquitin-
mediated protein
degradation

cytosol Y2H; in vitro;
Co-IP

Takahashi et al., 2003;
Hubert et al., 2003;
Liu et al., 2004

PP5 TPR protein
Ser/Thr
phosphatase

co-chaperone;
signalling

cytosol/nucleus Y2H; in vitro this thesis

HOP TPR protein HSP70-HSP90
adaptor

cytosol in vitro Zhang et al., 2003

1Abbreviations: Co-IP, co-immunoprecipitation; CS, cysteine and histidine-rich domains; PPIase, peptidylprolyl
isomerase; Y2H, yeast two-hybrid. 2Contains no measurable PPIase activity. 3Isothermal titration calorimetry or
pull-down interaction assays using purified recombinant proteins, either in cell lysates or not. 4HSP90 interacts
preferentially with SGT1b in Arabidopsis thaliana
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In plants, the single-copy PP5 gene encodes, in addition to the 55 kDa protein, a second

isoform that is localised in the endoplasmic reticulum membrane. This isoform is 62 kDa and

contains two membrane-spanning regions (Figure 1C). Due to the limitation of the GAL4-

based yeast two-hybrid system that we used, we were unable to test interactions of the

transmembrane PP5 isoform with R proteins. As mentioned above, the region of the 55 kDa

PP5 isoform C-terminally of the three TPRs (between amino acids 130 and 214) is important

for the interaction with I-2 and probably other R proteins. In the larger isoform this region is

interrupted by the transmembrane domain (compare Figure 1B and 1C). So, it is unlikely that

this isoform interacts with R proteins.

PP5 interacts with HSP90 in tomato

Tomato PP5 interacts with the C-terminal region of both LeHSP90-1 and LeHSP90-2

(Chapter 4). EST sequences of two other cytosolic LeHSP90 homologues are present in the

TIGR database. These homologues were not isolated during our screening for PP5

interactors. Based on the number of ESTs in this database, these homologues are likely lower

expressed than LeHSP90-1 and LeHSP90-2. Therefore we might have missed these potential

PP5 interactors simply due to their lower abundance. Alternatively, PP5 does not interact

with these LeHSP90 homologues. However, the high conservation of all cytosolic HSP90s in

their C-terminal regions makes it likely that all four homologues interact with PP5 in plants.

Deletion studies showed that the first 130 amino acids of tomato PP5 are sufficient to bind

HSP90 (Chapter 3). A longer clone (aa 1-151) showed a weaker interaction with HSP90,

suggesting that the C-terminal region of the TPR-like sequence (Chapter 4) modulates the

interaction with HSP90. Similarly, the mammalian co-chaperone FKBP52 contains

sequences C-terminally of the TPR motifs that inhibit its interaction with HSP90 (Cheung-

Flynn et al., 2003). The TPR domain of PP5 is highly conserved in other plant species,

including the region that is required for interaction with HSP90 (Figure 2). This suggests that

the PP5-HSP90 interaction is conserved in plants.

The 62 kDa PP5 isoform has two membrane-spanning regions (Figure 1C). Thus, the

TPR and the phosphatase domain of this isoform are both located at the same side of the

membrane. If the TPR and phosphatase domains of the transmembrane PP5 isoform face the

cytoplasmic side of the endoplasmic reticulum membrane, we predict that this isoform is

able to bind cytoplasmic HSP90, since the HSP90-binding region (amino acid 1-130) is

intact (Figure 1C).

In animal cells, PP5 interacts with the C-terminal region of HSP90 during a late phase

of client folding by HSP90. This region of HSP90 contains a TPR acceptor site that binds

TPR co-chaperones. PP5 competes with TPR immunophilins (for example FKBP52 and
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CyP40) for binding to the TPR acceptor site. In heterocomplexes containing HSP90 and

several of its clients, such as the glucocorticoid receptor (GR), the co-chaperones PP5,

FKBP52 and CyP40 are present. PP5 and FKBP52 are present in 35% and 52% of the GR-

HSP90 heterocomplexes, respectively (Silverstein et al., 1997). The presence and

stoichiometry of TPR co-chaperones is different for each HSP90-client heterocomplex, and

the function of these co-chaperones may be redundant (Pratt and Toft, 2003). The precise

mode of action of PP5 in HSP90-mediated client folding is not clear, but in at least some

cases PP5 seems to inhibit responses activated by HSP90 clients such as the GR, the estrogen

receptor (ER) and the heme-regulated kinase (HRI). To date, it has not been established that

this occurs by dephosphorylation of HSP90 clients, but two observations point to this

direction: (1) Overexpression of PP5 in mammalian cells leads to decreased phosphorylation

of an amino acid residue of the ER that correlates with its activity, while suppression of PP5

results in increased phosphorylation of this residue (Ikeda et al., 2004). (2) The

phosphorylation status of the GR is important for its shuttling from the cytosol into the

nucleus via the cytoskeleton after glucocorticoid hormone-binding. An okadaic acid-

sensitive protein phosphatase activity is involved in this process, and its presence in

heterocomplexes with the GR implies that PP5, which is sensitive to okadaic acid, is a good

canditate for being the protein phosphatase involved. PP5 associates with dynein and may

thereby mediate GR transport to the nucleus (Galigniana et al., 2002). In contrast with these

findings, silencing of PP5 in mammalian cells leads to trafficking of the GR into the nucleus

in absence of hormone (Dean et al., 2001). Interestingly, the in vitro phosphatase activity of

PP5 is stimulated 10-fold by addition of the recombinant C-terminal region of HSP90

(Ramsey and Chinkers, 2002). This may suggest that upon binding to HSP90, PP5 is

activated to exert dephosphorylation of its substrate in close proximity of HSP90, such as

HSP90 itself or its clients. Since R proteins are clients of HSP90 (see below), we predict that

these proteins are potential substrates of PP5.

Inhibition or complete abrogation of PP5 expression in tomato and Arabidopsis

thaliana, respectively, does not lead to an obvious phenotype (data not shown). Likewise, a

knockout of the PP5 homologue Ppt1 in yeast does not give a phenotype (Chen et al., 1994).

This demonstrates that the single copy PP5 gene is dispensable in yeast and plants under

normal growth conditions. Silencing of PP5, although not complete, did not significantly

inhibit R protein-mediated resistance nor cell death. Simultaneous overexpression of PP5 and

I-2 D495V did not clearly affect severity or timing of cell death in N. benthamiana (data not

shown). So, the effect of PP5 on the regulation of I-2 and other R proteins by HSP90 appears

to be either minor or redundant.
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Figure 2. Alignment of the TPR domain of plant PP5s.

The TPR domain of LePP5 consists of three TPRs (1-3) and a sequence with low homology (H) with a TPR motif

and is aligned with TPR domain sequences of plant PP5 homologues. The arrow indicates the position of the PP5

truncation (after residue Met130) that was used for two-hybrid assays. Residues of the TPR domain between amino

acid l30 and 151 are essential, but not sufficient, for interaction with I-2 (Chapter 3). Residues 1-130 are sufficient

for interaction with HSP90 (Chapter 4). Le: Lycopersicon esculentum, St: Solanum tuberosum, At: Arabidopsis

thaliana, Ga: Gossypium arboreum, Zm: Zea mais, Hv: Hordeum vulgare, Ls: Lactuca sativa, Mt: Medicago

truncatula, Os: Oryza sativa, Gm: Glycinea maxima, Sb: Sorghum bicolor, Ta: Triticum aestivum.

HSP90 is an essential component of R protein-mediated resistance

The HSP70/HSP90-based chaperone machinery is conserved in plants

The family of cytosolic HSP90 consists of four members in plants, and two in yeast and

mammalian species. Plants additionally contain three HSP90s that are predicted to localise to

either the ER, mitochondria or plastids (Krishna and Gloor, 2001). The predicted molecular

mass of cytosolic HSP90 in plants is 80 to 82 kDa. In animal cells, a so-called

HSP70/HSP90-based chaperone machinery has been defined (Pratt and Toft, 2003). This
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machinery includes the major chaperones HSP70 and HSP90 as well as many co-chaperones,

and is involved in the maturation of signalling proteins into their mature state. Many

components of this machinery, such as HSP40 and HSP70, are conserved in plants. Also

TPR co-chaperones of HSP90 such as the HSP70/HSP90-organising protein (HOP),

immunophilins (Kamphausen et al., 2002; Owens-Grillo et al., 1996; Pratt et al., 2001;

Reddy et al., 1998; Zhang et al., 2003) and PP5 (this thesis) have been identified in plants

(Table 1). Like in animal cells, several of the immunophilin co-chaperones link HSP90 to

dynein in plant cells (Harrell et al., 2002). Therefore, many components of a possible

HSP70/HSP90-based chaperone machinery are present in plants and they are (at least

partially) functionally conserved (Pratt et al., 2001). But what are the differences between

the plant and animal versions of the HSP70/HSP90-based chaperone machinery? Cytosolic

HSP90 exists predominantly as a monomer in plants, whereas the majority of HSP90 in

animal cells is in a dimeric form (Krishna et al., 1997). Although the rate of mammalian GR-

plant HSP90 heterocomplex assembly is comparable to that in mammalian cells, disassembly

occurs much faster (Pratt et al., 2001). This cannot be explained by the absence of a p23-like

sequence in plants, as suggested by Pratt et al (2001), since several plant proteins share

structural and sequence homology with mammalian p23 (Garcia-Ranea et al., 2002). For

instance, a tomato ripening-regulated protein (DDTFR8, TIGR acc. no. TC120435) is 30%

identical to human p23. Interestingly, the HSP90 co-chaperone SGT1 (Table 1) contains a

CS domain (present in metazoan CHORD and SGT1 proteins) that shows sequence and

predicted structural similarities with p23 (Garcia-Ranea et al., 2002; Hubert et al., 2003).

With this domain yeast, animal and plant SGT1 interacts with HSP90 (Bansal et al., 2004;

Lee et al., 2004; Takahashi et al., 2003). In yeast and mammalian cells, p23 stimulates the

maturation of clients by HSP90 (Pratt et al., 2001). The homology between animal p23 and

the SGT1 CS domain suggests a similar role in HSP90-mediated folding. Thus, SGT1 may

act as an HSP90 co-chaperone, like p23, to stabilise HSP90-client complexes to increase the

maturation of clients.

If many of the animal HSP90 co-factors are conserved in plants, what are the plant

HSP90 clients? The function of several R proteins is dependent on HSP90 (Hubert et al.,

2003; Liu et al., 2004; Lu et al., 2003; Takahashi et al., 2003; Zhang et al., 2004) and it

physically associates with R proteins (Hubert et al., 2003; Liu et al., 2004). R proteins are

the first and only plant cytosolic HSP90 clients described to date (Table 2), but future

research may prove that there are many more. Mutation in the endoplasmic reticulum-

localised HSP90 isoform, GRP94, leads to loss of function of the transmembrane-

extracellular LRR proteins CLAVATA1 and 2. Furthermore, genetic analysis suggests that

GRP94 and CLAVATA act in the same pathway. These observations imply that CLAVATA
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proteins are clients of GRP94, likely during their translocation to the plasma membrane via

the endoplasmic reticulum (Ishiguro et al., 2002). It will be interesting to determine whether

they indeed physically interact and if other extracellular LRR proteins depend on GRP94

function as well.

Redundancy of cytosolic HSP90s

It has now been firmly established that HSP90 is required for R protein function in plants

(Schulze-Lefert, 2004). Although we likely silenced only NbHSP90-1 and NbHSP90-2 in our

studies, we observed a complete loss of I-2-mediated cell death in N. benthamiana. In

HSP90-silenced plants we detected a reduction of about 50% in total HSP90 protein levels,

supporting the suggestion that the other NbHSP90 homologues are not silenced. Apparently,

the other isoforms could not compensate for the reduction of NbHSP90-1 and NbHSP90-2

levels. This suggests that NbHSP90-1 and NbHSP90-2 are the major isoforms required for I-

2 function in N. benthamiana leaves. However, redundancy may be observed when looking

at I-2-mediated resistance instead of cell death, since silencing of specific HSP90s can result

in loss of cell death activated by the potato R protein Rx without affecting resistance (Lu et

al., 2003). In other cases, mutations in a single HSP90 isoform inhibit the function of

specific R proteins. A knockout in A. thaliana HSP90-1 leads to loss of RPS2-mediated

resistance, but does not affect RPM1 function (Takahashi et al., 2003). On the other hand, a

dominant negative mutation in AtHSP90.2 inhibits RPM1 function, but not that of RPS2

(Hubert et al., 2003). However, in Athsp90.2 knockout plants RPM1 function is still intact,

suggesting redundancy of HSP90 in RPM1-mediated resistance as well (Hubert et al., 2003).

Concluding, in most cases HSP90 isoforms are redundant in R protein mediated resistance,

but R proteins may prefer one specific isoform above the others (Table 2).

Liu et al. (2004) claim that specific silencing of NbHSP90-1 and perhaps NbHSP90-2

does not lead to phenotypical disorders, but that it does lead to loss of N-mediated resistance.

The authors measured a reduction of 70% of both the NbHSP90-1 transcript level and of the

total level of HSP90 proteins, indicating that more than one homologue was silenced in their

study. In fact, they used a tomato LeHSP90-1 fragment for silencing and this fragment will,

based on its sequence homology, silence NbHSP90-2 better than NbHSP90-1. In our study,

silencing of NbHSP90-1 and NbHSP90-2 resulted in a decrease of about 50% in total HSP90

protein levels and severe phenotypical growth disorders, suggesting that these isoforms do

play a major role in development and/or protect against damage caused by misfolded

proteins (Friant et al., 2003; Queitsch et al., 2002).
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Table 2. Plant HSP90 clients1

Protein Structure Function Subcellular localisation Technique Reference

I-2 CNL disease resistance cytosol in vitro2 this thesis

N TNL disease resistance cytosol Y2H3; in
vitro; Co-IP3

Liu et al., 2004

RPS24 CNL disease resistance plasma membrane Co-IP5 Takahashi et al.,
2003

RPM16 CNL disease resistance plasma membrane Co-IP Hubert et al.,
2003

1Based on both physical and functional interaction. 2Glutathione S-transferase pull-downs. 3Abbreviations: Co-IP,
co-immunoprecipitation; Y2H, yeast two-hybrid. 4Preference for AtHSP90-1. 5Reported in Hubert et al. (2003).
6Preference for AtHSP90-2

A model for the regulation of R protein-mediated signalling by the

HSP70/HSP90-based chaperone machinery

Maturation of R protein complexes

According to the guard model, R proteins indirectly interact with pathogen-derived effectors

via plant proteins termed guardees, which are targets of the effectors. Evidence supporting

this model is accumulating, although the idea that specific R proteins transiently and directly

interact with their effector must not be excluded (Moffett et al., 2002). It has been

demonstrated that LRR domains of R proteins can determine the specificity of pathogen

recognition. This specificity is likely the modification of the guardee that is sensed by the R

protein. Each repeat of LRR domains folds into an α-helix and a β-sheet, and the latter aligns

in parallel with that of the next repeat. Parallel solvent-exposed β-sheets of LRRs mediate

protein-protein interactions (Kobe and Deisenhofer, 1995) and may thus mediate direct

contact with the guardee. Therefore it is surprising that RPM1 interacts with its guardee

RIN4 via its N-terminus (Mackey et al., 2002). However, in some cases the N-terminus of

the R protein, and not the LRR domain, mediates pathogen recognition (Luck et al., 2000).

My prediction is that the N-terminus may directly interact with the guardee in some cases,

whereas in most cases the LRR domain directly binds to the guardee and recognises the

modification of the guardee by the effector. Alternatively, the N-terminus of R proteins may

always interact stably with the guardee, whereas the LRR domain may detect the

modification.

An increasing body of evidence suggests that R proteins are components of large

protein heterocomplexes. A lot of effort has been put into the identification of components of
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these complexes, and this has untill so far resulted in a limited amount of (potential) R

protein interactors (Table 3). The interaction between the plasma membrane protein RIN4

and the two R proteins RPM1 and RPS2 is essential for resistance conferred by these R

proteins. Moreover, RIN4 interacts with the pathogen-derived effector proteins that match

RPM1 and RPS2 (Axtell and Staskawicz, 2003; Mackey et al., 2002, 2003). These effectors

modify RIN4, which is probably the signal to activate RPM1 and RPS2. This indicates that

RIN4 is the bridge between RPM1 and RPS2 and their cognate pathogen-derived effectors

and these examples has provided strong support for the guard model.

The finding that PP5 and HSP90, as well-known components of the HSP70/HSP90-

based chaperone machinery in animal cells, interact with multiple R proteins suggests that

folding is essential for R protein function. Recent data show that not only HSP90 but also

HSP70 is involved in disease resistance in plants (Kanzaki et al., 2003), providing more

evidence for a role of different components of the HSP70/HSP90-based chaperone

machinery in resistance. Interestingly, besides HSP90, also HSP70 and HSP40 were isolated

in a yeast two-hybrid screen with RAR1 (Table 1; Liu et al., 2004). Together, these and our

data provide a firm link of the HSP70/HSP90-based chaperone machinery to plant disease

resistance. Based on the comprehensive information about the mechanism of opening of the

steroid-binding cleft of the GR by the HSP70/HSP90-based chaperone machinery, and about

HSP90 and its co-factors in plants, a model for maturation of R proteins can be proposed

(Figure 3). Native R proteins may directly bind to HSP70 and its co-factor HSP40, as in

animal cells (Pratt and Toft, 2003). The NB-ARC and LRR domains interact in absence of

the elicitor of the potato R protein Rx (Moffett et al., 2002). HSP70 may induce partial

opening of the cleft in between these domains. The co-chaperone HOP then binds with one

of its two TPR domains to the C-terminus of HSP70. Subsequently, HSP90 enters the

complex via binding with its C-terminal acceptor site to the second TPR domain of HOP,

and the “primed” R protein is transferred from HSP70 to HSP90. HSP90 induces further

opening of the cleft and completes the maturation of the R protein. During these stages of R

protein maturation, RAR1 may bind to HSP40, HSP70 and HSP90 to assist folding or

prevent degradation of the R protein. This is supported by observations suggesting that

RAR1 is required for the stability/accumulation of RPM1 and other R proteins (Biery et al.,

2004; Tornero et al., 2002). At the final stage of R protein maturation, SGT1 or another p23-

like co-chaperone may enter and stabilise the heterocomplex. At the same time, PP5 (and

possibly TPR immunophilin co-chaperones) enters the complex via binding to the C-terminal

TPR acceptor site of HSP90. Subsequently, PP5 makes direct contact with the R protein. At

this stage, the cleft in between the NB-ARC and LRR domains is opened and the guardee is

bound. SGT1 may subsequently stimulate the dissociation of HSP90 from the heterocomplex
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similar to p23 (Young and Hartl, 2000), since the RPM1-RIN4 heterocomplex does not

contain HSP90 (Hubert et al., 2003). SGT1 may then bind to the LRR domain of I-2, since in

yeast SGT1 interacts via its SGS domain with LRR domains (Dubacq et al., 2002). The R

protein is now competent to recognise an effector-induced modification of the guardee.

Effector-induced activation of the R protein may lead to its oligomerisation, as shown

recently for Rx (P. Mestre, Poster 069, EPSO congress 2004). This process may cause

SGT1-mediated activation of an SCF (Skp1-Cdc35/Cullin-F-box) E3 ubiquitin ligase

complex and the COP9 signalosome (CSN), which are involved in ubiquitination and

degradation of proteins, respectively. Potential targets for ubiquitination/degradation are

negative regulators of defence signalling (Schulze-Lefert, 2004).

The role of PP5 in HSP90-R protein complexes remains mysterious, since R protein-

mediated responses are not significantly altered upon silencing nor by overexpression of PP5

(Chapter 3). In analogy with mammalian systems, PP5 may dephosphorylate components of

the HSP90-R protein heterocomplex and/or regulate transport of the complex. Our data

suggests that PP5 function in HSP90-R protein complexes may be redundant. Plausible

candidates for taking over PP5 function are immunophilin co-chaperones that may compete

with PP5, like in animal cells, for binding to HSP90. Multiple combined knockouts of TPR

immunophilins and PP5 may lead to insights into the role of the TPR co-chaperones in

HSP90-mediated maturation of R proteins.

Although the function of PP5 in plants remains to be elucidated, our interaction

analyses indicate that it is an HSP90 co-chaperone that interacts with I-2 and other R protein

clients of HSP90. The LePP5 interaction surface that binds to HSP90 (amino acids 1-130) is

well conserved in other plant PP5 homologues (Figure 2), suggesting that PP5 is an HSP90

co-chaperone in other plant species as well. Our findings further suggest that the 84 amino

acids C-terminally of residue 130 in LePP5 are involved in the interaction with I-2.

Especially the C-terminal half of the 34 amino acid TPR-like sequence (Figure 2, domain H,

C-terminally of the arrow) is essential for the interaction. In human PP5, a similar TPR-like

region is present and folds into a single α-helix (Das et al., 1998). This helix is common to

the C-termini of TPR domains of different proteins and has been proposed to be required for

the solubility or stability of these domains (D’Andrea and Regan, 2003). Although the helix

of LePP5 is dispensable for the interaction with HSP90, it is essential for directly contacting

the HSP90 client I-2. The helix of PP5 may thereby select to which subpool of HSP90 client

complexes it is targeted in the cell. Although in animal cells PP5 has been shown to interact

directly with HSP90 clients, the region involved in this interaction has not yet been

identified.
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Table 3. Plant proteins that interact with R proteins

Protein Structure/function Interacting R protein(s) Techniques Reference

HSP17.7 molecular chaperone I-2, I-2C-2 Y2H1 this thesis

HSP90 molecular chaperone I-2, RPM1, RPS2, N in vitro2, 3,4;
Y2H3; Co-IP1

this thesis; Hubert et
al., 2003; Liu et al.,
2004

p75 unidentified RPS2 Co-IP Leister and Katagiri,
2000

PP5 protein Ser/Thr
phosphatase

I-2, I-2C-1, I-2C-2, RPM1,
RPS5, Rx, Mi-1.2, N

Y2H; in vitro2 this thesis; Liu et al.,
2004

RIN4 unknown RPM1, RPS2 Y2H4; Co-IP Axtell and Staskawicz,
2003; Mackey et al.,
2002, 2003

RSH (p)ppGpp signalling RPP5 Y2H van der Biezen et al.,
2000

TIP49a transcriptional regulator RPM1, RPP5 in vitro5; Y2H Holt et al, 2002

TIP49b transcriptional regulator RPM1 Y2H Holt et al, 2002

1Abbreviations: Co-IP, co-immunoprecipitation; Y2H, yeast two-hybrid. 2Only determined for I-2. 3Only
determined for N. 4Pull-downs using purified recombinant proteins. 5Only determined for RPM1

Co-factor-mediated degradation of signalling proteins

In contrast to HSP90 and RAR1, SGT1 is not required for accumulation of Rx (Peart et al.,

2002), suggesting that SGT1 is required for HSP90-mediated activation of and/or

downstream signalling by R proteins rather than acting at an early step of R protein

maturation. As mentioned above, SGT1 may link HSP90-R protein complexes to

ubiquitination/degradation machineries. Supporting this idea, in mouse cells both SGT1 and

HSP90 associate with the SCFSKP2 (SKP2 is the F-box protein and selects substrates for SCF-

mediated ubiquitination) complex (Lyapina et al., 2001). In addition, SGT1 interacts with

subunits of the CSN (Azevedo et al., 2002; Liu et al., 2002). SGT1b is also required for

auxin signalling via SCFTIR, showing that SGT1 function is not confined to R proteins in

plants (Gray et al., 2003). SGT1 may regulate SCF activity, as it does in yeast (Kitagawa et

al., 1999). Moreover, components of the SCF complex are required for N-mediated

resistance (Liu et al., 2002). These findings strongly suggest a link between SGT1 and SCF-

mediated ubiquitination in plant defence signalling. A major question then is: what are the

targets for SGT1-mediated ubiquitination during plant defence signal transduction? One

possibility is that SGT1 promotes degradation of negative regulators of plant defence
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(Shirasu and Schulze-Lefert, 2003). Consistent with this, the SCFTIR complex regulates

degradation of negative regulators of the auxin response (Gray et al., 2001).

Since RAR1 and SGT1 are HSP90 co-factors, we might learn about their specific roles

from animal HSP90 co-factors involved in ubiquitin-mediated protein modification. In

animal cells, HSP70 and HSP90 interacts with CHIP (C-terminus of HSC70-interacting

protein), which is an E3 ubiquitin ligase that promotes ubiquitin-mediated degradation of at

least HSP70 and the GR (Connell et al., 2001; Jiang et al., 2001; Höhfeld et al., 2001). The

A. thaliana genome contains a potential CHIP homologue that is 31% identical to HsCHIP

on amino acid level (AAK68747). If it acts in a manner similar to mammalian CHIP, plant

CHIP homologues may target HSP90 or its clients for degradation. Consistent with this

hypothesis is the observation that RPM1 is degraded after pathogen infection (Boyes et al.,

1998). This occurs through proteasomal degradation, as RPM1 degradation is blocked by

proteasome inhibitors (J. Dangl, personal communication). Alternatively, RPM1 degradation

could be mediated by SGT1. However, RPM1 function does not depend on SGT1b (Tör et

al., 2002). Since an sgt1a/sgt1b double knock-out is lethal (Takahashi et al., 2003),

redundancy of the SGT1a and SGT1b isoforms can not be excluded.

Many R proteins and components of R protein-activated signalling cascades have been

identified. The challenge is now to unravel how R proteins perceive their corresponding

pathogen-derived effectors and how they activate downstream signalling. The absolute levels

of R proteins are very low, potentially because they contain a basal activity in absence of the

pathogen. On the other hand, the binding of R proteins to their guardees may interfere with

the function of the guardee, favouring low amounts of each R protein in the cell. The

dissection of the composition of R protein complexes may lead to understanding of different

aspects of R protein action, such as recognition, regulation and downstream signalling. Our

findings and that of others suggest that tight control of R protein activity and/or levels is

regulated by the HSP70/HSP90-based chaperone machinery, and that this control likely

counts for each intracellular R protein and potentially also extracellular R proteins. Dynamic

interactions of chaperones and co-chaperones of this machinery with R proteins may result in

the delivery of mature R proteins to their guardees, maintaining a constant pool of

recognition-competent R proteins in the plant cell. In conclusion, although the exact

mechanism has to be uncovered, the plant HSP70/HSP90-based chaperone machinery likely

plays a major and broad role in regulation of R protein-mediated signalling.
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Figure 3. Model of the maturation of R proteins by the HSP70/HSP90-based chaperone machinery in plants.

In its premature state, I-2 (as an exemplary R protein) interacts with HSP70 and HSP40 and HSP70 executes (ATP-

dependent) partial opening of the guardee-binding cleft. HOP binds with one of its two TPR domains to the C-

terminus of HSP70. HSP90 enters the complex via binding with its C-terminal acceptor site to the second TPR

domain of HOP. The prefolded or “primed” I-2 molecule is subsequently loaded onto HSP90. A further

conformational change in I-2 is executed by HSP90 and this requires ATP turnover by HSP90. In this phase, PP5

can enter the complex through binding to the C-terminal acceptor site of HSP90 and the LRR domain of I-2 is

accessible for direct contact with PP5. SGT1 enters the complex by binding with its CS domain to the N-terminal

region of HSP90. At this stage, the opened guardee-binding cleft of I-2 can bind to its guardee (GI-2), which is

potentially Trax. SGT1 may link I-2 to CSN (not shown here) and SCF complexes. After I-2 activation by AvrI-2-

induced change of GI-2, SGT1 may activate the SCF complex to ubiquitinate negative regulators of defence

signalling. HSP40, HSP70, HOP and RAR1 are omitted from later steps for reasons of simplicity and because it is

not known at which stage they dissociate from the complex.
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Planten worden tijdens hun leven blootgesteld aan diverse soorten stress, waaronder hitte,

droogte en ziekte. Om te overleven moeten planten zich verdedigen met een passende

defensierespons. In dit proefschrift wordt onderzoek aan het ontrafelen van aspecten van de

reactie tegen ziekteverwekkers beschreven. Planten kunnen zich daartegen verdedigen via

een gespecialiseerd afweermechanisme dat gebaseerd is op ziekte resistentie (R) genen. Elke

plant heeft honderden R genen die resistentie geven tegen ziekteverwekkers als bacteriën,

virussen en schimmels. De meerderheid van de tot nu toe geïdentificeerde R genen (ongeveer

50) coderen voor eiwitten met gemeenschappelijke kenmerken. Interessant is dat deze grote

groep R eiwitten verwant is aan dierlijke eiwitten die ook in de afweer tegen

ziekteverwekkers betrokken zijn. Het wordt verondersteld dat R eiwitten in planten een

aanval door ziekteverwekkers heel vroeg detecteren en vervolgens een signaal doorgeven

aan de rest van de cellen in de omgeving van de indringer. Uiteindelijk wordt de hele plant in

staat van paraatheid gebracht tegen een mogelijke volgende aanval. Hoe deze herkenning en

het doorgeven van het signaal door R eiwitten precies in hun gang gaan is nog grotendeels

onbekend. Om meer inzicht te krijgen in het functioneren van deze eiwitten hebben wij als

model R eiwit I-2 bestudeerd. I-2 biedt in tomatenplanten resistentie tegen de

bodemschimmel Fusarium oxysporum forma specialis lycopersici, die verwelkingziekte

veroorzaakt. Ons uitgangspunt was dat I-2, net als sommige andere R eiwitten, in een groot

eiwitcomplex zit waar ook andere eiwitten deel van uit maken. Een zoektocht naar de andere

componenten van het I-2 complex leverde zes mogelijke kandidaten op, waaronder protein

Ser/Thr phosphatase 5 (PP5) en heat shock protein 90 (HSP90).

Het PP5 eiwit is voor zover bekend aanwezig in alle eukaryote organismen, maar

afwezig in bacteriën. Het eiwit bevat verschillende domeinen, waaronder een

tetratricopeptide repeat (TPR) domein en een eiwit fosfatase domein. PP5 speelt in dierlijke

cellen een rol in het doorgeven van signalen, maar zijn rol in planten is onbekend. Ons

onderzoek leidde tot de eerste uitgebreide beschrijving van een plant PP5 (van tomaat), en is

beschreven in hoofdstuk 2 van dit proefschrift. Het bleek een lage fosfatase activiteit te

hebben, dat geactiveerd kan worden door verschillende vetzuren en door het verwijderen van

het TPR domein. Verder onderzoek toonde onverwachts aan dat het primaire transcript, het

pre-mRNA, van het unieke PP5 gen in planten gespliced wordt tot twee verschillende rijpe

mRNA varianten. Deze mRNA’s coderen voor twee PP5 isoformen die op verschillende
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plaatsen in de cel zitten: de een in zowel het cytoplasma als in de kern, de andere (door de

aanwezigheid van een extra domein) in de membraan van het endoplasmatisch reticulum.

In hoofdstuk 3 laten we zien dat PP5 specifiek aan de achterkant van het leucine-

rijke repeat (LRR) domein van I-2 bindt. Verder onderzoek leidde tot de ontdekking dat PP5

aan HSP90 bindt (hoofdstuk 4). Ook HSP90 bindt aan het LRR domein van I-2, maar dan

aan de voorkant van dit domein. Om te onderzoeken wat de rol van PP5 en HSP90 is in I-2-

gemedieerde signalering, hebben we gebruik gemaakt van een I-2 mutant. Deze mutant werd

geproduceerd in bladeren van Nicotiana benthamiana (een verwant van de tabaksplant) en

bleek een reactie op te wekken die leidde tot locale celdood. Met behulp van een recentelijk

ontwikkelde techniek werden de functies van de PP5 en HSP90  genen geremd in N.

benthamiana. Alleen inhibitie van HSP90 leidde tot verlies van I-2-geactiveerde celdood.

HSP90 is dus essentieel voor de functie van I-2, maar PP5 niet. Onderzoek van anderen had

eerder aangetoond dat HSP90 onmisbaar is voor de functie van andere R eiwitten. In

hoofdstuk 3 laten we zien dat PP5 niet alleen aan I-2 bindt, maar ook aan andere

intracellulaire R eiwitten die structurele verwantschappen vertonen met I-2.

In dierlijke cellen is HSP90 gespecialiseerd in het vouwen van eiwitten

(zogenaamde HSP90 “cliënten”) tot hun gewenste, volwassen staat. HSP90 bewerkstelligt dit

in samenwerking met zogeheten co-chaperonnes, waaronder PP5. Interessant is dat de

meeste HSP90 cliënten betrokken zijn bij het doorgeven van signalen, zoals steroid hormoon

receptoren. Verschillende experimenten hebben gesuggereerd dat de functie van HSP90 in

planten vergelijkbaar is met die in dierlijke cellen. Om tot een model te komen, kunnen we

wat bekend is over HSP90 en zijn co-chaperonne PP5 toepassen op onze data: de fysieke

interacties tussen I-2, HSP90 en PP5 en het functionele verband tussen HSP90 en I-2. Het is

waarschijnlijk dat I-2, HSP90 en PP5 componenten van hetzelfde eiwitcomplex zijn. Het

model dat we hieruit kunnen destilleren suggereert dat in dit complex I-2 een HSP90 cliënt is

en PP5 is mogelijk als co-chaperonne betrokken is tijdens het vouwingsproces. De data van

anderen en onze bevinding dat PP5 ook bindt aan andere intracellulaire R eiwitten

(hoofdstuk 3) duiden erop dat onze resultaten mogelijk ook gelden voor andere R eiwitten.

Dus met I-2 als modelsysteem hebben we een mogelijk zeer belangrijk regulatiemechanisme

ontdekt dat waarschijnlijk op vele, zo niet alle, R eiwitten van toepassing is. Toekomstig

onderzoek zal moeten aantonen of HSP90 inderdaad R eiwitten vouwt tot hun volwassen

staat, en wat de rol van PP5 is in dit proces.
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Toen ik in 1996 een tweedejaars vak moleculaire biologie volgde, samen met drie of vier

anderen, werd ik enthousiast gemaakt door de leraren die ons aan de hand meenamen om in

een aantal artikelen te duiken. Degene die mij het meest geïnteresseerd maakte voor de

moleculaire wetenschappen was jij, Ben. Twee jaar later wilde ik dan ook dolgraag stage

lopen ik jouw groep, bij Jack. We vonden PP5 als een I-2-bindend eiwit en er werd een

project op geschreven. Een jaar later mocht ik me daar de vier daarop volgende jaren op

storten (oké, vijf…). Ondanks dat PP5 niet waarmaakte wat het in eerste instantie beloofde,

zijn er via andere wegen toch (volgens mij) heel leuke dingen uit het onderzoek gekomen. Jij

hebt mij daarin gestuurd als een standvastige kapitein. En er waren toch best perioden van

storm! Mijn dank is daarom groot voor jouw onmisbare inzet al die jaren. Jack, jij was mijn

leermeester voor het leren proeven doen. Tot aan je vertrek naar Wageningen, ben je het

nauwst betrokken geweest bij mijn onderzoek en ben je van onschatbare waarde geweest

voor het hele project. Je hebt ongelooflijk veel vragen beantwoord tijdens mijn

promotieonderzoek en mijn stage bij jou. Ik vond het geweldig om met je samen te werken

en ben je eeuwig dankbaar voor alles wat je voor mij betekent hebt. Hopelijk, en dat is

uiteraard wel te verwachten, levert het onderzoek in Wageningen je wel je verdiende artikels

op! Van jou Michel heb ik helaas ik het derde jaar van mijn promotie afscheid moeten

nemen, hoewel ik nog lang mocht langskomen en ik daar aardig veel van gebruik heb

gemaakt volgens mij. Dit was wel de belangrijkste periode van mijn onderzoek in het

zelfstandig leren proeven doen. Ondanks jouw vertrek, gelukkig bleef je dichtbij, heb ik veel

geleerd van jouw frisse kijk op onderzoek. Je schroomde het niet om mijn eerste artikel in

het laatste stadium volledig om te gooien. Dit was even schrikken natuurlijk, aangezien ik

dacht bijna klaar te zijn, maar was een erg belangrijke verandering achteraf. Ik ben heel blij

dat ik tot het laatste stadium van jouw kennis en inzicht gebruik heb mogen maken, en

gelukkig ben je nu mijn co-promotor!

De fyto’s Marianne, Roos, Ringo, Petra, Frank, Martijn, Ben, Michiel, Lotje, Gerben,

Willy, Klaas Jan, de oud-fyto’s Jack, Wladi, Hedwich, Annemarie, Marjan, Jur, Annette,

Conny, alle studenten en uiteraard de secretaresses Kitty en Sylvia bedankt voor vijf jaren

gezelligheid. Wladi en Roos, we begonnen bijna tegelijk met z’n drieën. We gingen bijna

altijd samen naar praatjes (meestal in Wageningen) en cursussen (weer in Wageningen).

Logeren in een boerderij, samen met Chris en Kai, midden tussen de varkensboeren. Met

Wladi lekker hard muziek draaien op het lab, zeker met die nieuwe installatie! De nieuwe

lichting AIO’s Lotje, Gerben, Willy, succes met jullie onderzoek! Petra en Marianne,

bedankt voor jullie onmetelijke geduld en inzet. Jullie maken de groep tot een vloeiend
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geheel en erg prettig om in te werken. Jullie zijn een superteam! De etentjes met jullie,

Frank, Gerben, Marianne en Christa waren erg lekker en gezellig. Veel van wijn geleerd

(hoewel ik er ‘s avonds meestal al niet veel meer herinnerde…) en ik kon me gelukkig af en

toe inhouden zodat ik niet elke keer naar huis gedragen te worden.

En met jullie, (oud-)plantenfysiologen (Kai, Julian, Chris, Christa, Steven, Bastiaan,

Gert-Jan, Piet, Michel, Martine, John, Wessel, Saskia, Dörte, Christiane, Rossana, Laura,

Teun, Alan, Rob, Rafa, Bas en Harold) heb ik het erg gezellig gevonden om samen te werken

en labuitjes samen te beleven. Altijd vaste kern bij de silly talks. Vele borrels hebben we

samen meegemaakt. Na de borrel even snacken (jammer dat de Kroon verhuisde, maar

Mesut II/Mesken bracht ons een goede vervanging!) en daarna door naar de East of de

Ponteneur met een wisselende ploeg. Gezamenlijke bijeenkomsten als Lunteren eindigden,

niet al te nuchter, in de late uurtjes. En dan weer de volgende ochtend lekker vroeg praatjes

bezoeken…Alle mannen met wie ik squash gespeeld heb: Jack, Ringo, Kai, Julian, Chris,

Rob, Loebas, John, Harold, Wladi, Yuri, bedankt voor het mij laten winnen! Had niet altijd

gehoeven trouwens. En met jou, Teun, heb ik een tijdje zowel mijn tennisspel als mijn

beperkte kennis van fosfaten en lipiden bijgespijkerd. Ook heb je me voorgesteld aan Heri,

en dat heeft me een fantastische baan opgeleverd! Erg bedankt voor je hulp dus, en ook bij

o.a. mijn Marie Curie aanvraag. Ludek en Harold, jullie hebben me geweldig geholpen in de

kassen voor de vele plantjes die jullie voor mij gezaaid, opgepot, verzorgd en weer

weggegooid hebben.

Joop en Dorus, jullie bijdrage aan dit proefschrift is niet alleen van wetenschappelijke

aard, maar heeft ook mooie plaatjes voor de omslag opgeleverd! Bedankt voor jullie hulp. I

would like to thank David Baulcombe for giving me the opportunity to work in his group for

two weeks, together with Jack Peart. Jack, many thanks for your time during these two

weeks, even though you were busy writing. It was a great pleasure working with you! Het

was daar niet alleen pipetteren, want met jou, Gerben, heb ik twee weken lang een groot

feest gehad. Nog nooit zo snel drie kilo aangekomen door een streng dieet van bier, eieren en

vegetarische worstjes! Y Ramón Serrano, muchísimas gracias para ayudarme aplicar por el

Marie Curie fellowship. De Anna’s Hoeve is een geweldige plek om te werken. Iwan en

Louis, altijd vrolijk als we elkaar in de gangen troffen. Alle fyto’s en fysio’s, geniet van de

Anna’s Hoeve, ik zal het daar missen bij jullie. Maar wie weet komen we elkaar nog tegen in

de toekomst…

En jullie, mijn ouders, wil ik eeuwig bedanken voor alle steun al die jaren. En als laatste

Katinoula en broers. Ik hoop nog lang samen salsa te dansen, samen met andere

salsaverslaafden. Samen in Spanje: wat is er nou heerlijker dan met Albariño in het zonnetje

in Galicia te liggen? Daar zullen we hopelijk nog met z’n allen lang van genieten!!!










